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DEDICATION
This magazine is affectionately dedicated to
Sister Bernita Maier

D E D I C A T I O N

who left Johannesburg (and Dominican Convent School) for the Sisters’
retirement house in East London. True to form, Sr Bernita is not actually retiring
but has already lined up work helping in the classrooms of the Dominican primary
school there. Hard-working and dedicated to the children is how we all came to
know Sr Bernita, who was herself a past principal of our school between 1978 and
1980. When she “retired” from many years of teaching Grade 1 at Dominican,
Sr Bernita continued to work with the Foundation Phase learners in support
classes for reading and phonics, offering her singular brand of no-nonsense
counselling along the way. As for years Sr Bernita was the only Grade 1 teacher,
all our primary school children benefited from her teaching and received the firm
foundation she was renowned for.
A road-runner by hobby, Sr Bernita never had trouble
keeping up with the energy of her young
charges, and even when she was part-time
managed to balance her work for the
sisters with considerable input to the
school. Her “stepped” retirement
meant that she was always available
to us, and it is only in moving cities
that we will no longer be able to
count on her calm and reassuring
presence. We wish her well and
look forward to the occasional
visit as we continue the
wonderful work she did
in our school.

Sr Evelyn with Sr Bernita (right) at the celebration of her
jubilee as a Dominican Sister
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It is true that any school claiming to be
a quality environment needs to offer a
diverse range of activities for the children,
opportunities that challenge, extend, train,
excite, involve, prepare and lay foundations
for a life out of school that will be rich and
rewarding.
Looking through this magazine outlining the
opportunities that 2011 offered our children,
it is clear that Dominican achieved this.
For our school, the quality comes not only
from what is available for individual children,
but also from the way children are taught to
look outside of themselves and to share with
their neighbours, especially those without
similar opportunities.
We invite you to share in the fun, the
challenge and the achievements of 2011
as you page through this magazine, and to
remember a year of personal growth for every
member of the Dominican family and for the
school as a whole.

Enjoy!
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LETTERS FROM
LEADERS
From the Headmaster
No year at Dominican is quiet and no year at
Dominican is lacking in opportunities for growth. I am
sure that even a quick look through this magazine will
convince you of this! Perhaps this is why our school
continues to grow and offer the all-round education
that we are committed to. More important, though,

It is in getting the balance right between all these

is the fact that all that we offer, whether academic,

things that we will continue to be a school preparing

cultural or sporting, is offered in the spirit of the

young people to be leaders of tomorrow. It is not easy

Gospel. For a child and his/her family, schooling at

in a consumerist society to teach selflessness. It is a

Dominican implies a striving for excellence in a

daily struggle to remind all in our school family that

‘real’ South African setting, but with a backdrop

life is about more than just ourselves and our own

of the Gospel values that make a quality school

progress and achievements. It is a challenge for each

L E T T E R S

a meaningful school.

one of us to build a life that seeks to understand the

In aspiring to worship the God who loves us, we have

how best we should be interacting with them. We

daily practices that remind us of our Catholic Christian
traditions and encourage us to develop our personal
faith habits. Further even than purely a love for God,
we aspire to love and help our fellow human beings.

F R O M

Barely a day goes by at our school where we are not

L E A D E R S

us that little bit better. In addition to loving God

encouraged to think of others, to share our many
blessings with others less blessed, and to implement
creative solutions to make the lives of those around
and those in our communities and beyond, comes
a commitment to looking after and loving the world
around us. Increasingly we are aware of the needs of our
environment and what needs to be done to ensure that
our world lives beyond us for the benefit of those who
will come after us.

backgrounds of those we come into contact with and
all come with baggage and issues, troubles we have
to negotiate and personality traits that hamper our
effective functioning as human beings. There is joy in
knowing that at Dominican we have a community where
we can look beyond these, where we are encouraged
to be ourselves, to look to our strengths and to work
together in faith, rather than break each other down for
our weaknesses.
It is this type of community spirit that makes this school
special and different to all the other quality schools. It is
this type of interaction that makes Dominican Convent
School a significant school. It is this type of spirit that
makes this a place I am proud to be and a place where
all of us can find true meaning as we negotiate an ever
more challenging world.

While academic results are important, and sport and
cultural involvements part of our broader development,
and all are on plentiful offer at Dominican, what
must be more important is the way these are offered
alongside the development of love for God, our
neighbours and our world.
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– Mr Mike Thiel
Headmaster
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Governors & Committees
As the overall policy-making body, the Dominican

Mr Kevin Tait. This involved classroom evaluations

Convent School Board of Governors carries great

for all teachers, questionnaires for all parents, staff

responsibility for the future direction of the school.

and children, and visits and interest-group meetings

As the school has grown in size and complexity, the

for selected groups of staff, parents and children to

Board has ensured greater oversight through its

verify the results of the questionnaires. As with any

subcommittees, and during 2011 it expanded the
number and focus of these committees. In addition
to its quarterly full board meetings, Board members
and other parents and staff members now meet to
consider the following specific operational areas:
Executive, Finance, Ethos, Parent Council, School
Management and Infrastructure. It is also aimed during

such evaluation there were areas where we emerged
stronger than others and areas that need tightening up.
Because the evaluation involved staff from across the
school I am confident that the weaker areas are now
not only well known, but also being addressed by the
staff concerned. The following comments come from

future years to add Legal and Governance, Alumni,

Professor Doug Blackmur, the Executive Director of the

Foundation, Boarding and Human Resources to these

evaluation agency:

subcommittees. Any parents or friends of the school
who want to become involved in these areas would

“I have read the School Report on the self-evaluation

be warmly welcomed. During 2011 we held a Board

that was conducted recently under the auspices of

report-back meeting to parents in August.

IQAA. Please let me say how much I enjoyed reading
the report: it is a fine piece of work. It is well written
and is a very frank and extremely comprehensive

subcommittees and thank the following Board and

appreciation of the things to celebrate and things to

subcommittee members for their ongoing commitment
to the work of the school:
Mr Simon Morule (Chairperson)
Mr Mike Leeming
Sr Maureen Yenson
(Dominican Sisters’ Congregation representative)
Mr Jethro Mbau

with the IQAA process in the true spirit of our quality
assurance model. You must be very pleased with
comments from the mentors such as:
‘The positive religious ethos of the school is evident
in many ways;’ ‘The pupils were happy, involved,
polite and clearly well settled at their school;’ ’The
nurturing and family atmosphere, which is prevalent at

Mrs Rosa Calaca (Ethos Committee Chairperson)

the school, bears testimony to the dedication of the

Sr Natalie Kuhn (KNF representative)

Educators and members of staff at Dominican;’ ‘The

Mr Tshepo Mogase (Parent Council Chairperson)

comprehensive programmes available to all pupils

Mr Peter Mphahlele (Parent Council Deputy)

and the professional approach of the staff to their

Mr Gqi Raoleka (Alumni Representative)

charges are sound;’ ‘The school has grown rapidly

Mr Greg Arthur

over the last five years. It successfully meets the needs

(Infrastructure Committee Chairperson)

and aspirations of significant numbers of pupils.’ The

Ms Marina Burger (Head of High School)

improvement plan is extremely comprehensive, and is

Ms Dalene Rostovsky (Head of Primary School)
Mr Paul Horn (Head of Foundation)
Mr Mike Thiel (Headmaster)

one of the best I’ve read.”
The IQAA evaluation process will be followed in 2012

INDEPENDENT QUALITY ASSURANCE AGENCY
EVALUATION

by Safety Audits and by a new strategic focus on our

As part of the commitment to ongoing quality as

achieved, there remains much that can still be done

future directions. While there is much that has been

members of the Independent Schools’ Association of

better, and as a school Board, we look forward to the

Southern Africa, Dominican underwent a full school

ongoing partnerships between staff, parents, alumni,

evaluation conducted as a self-evaluation under the

and children to ensuring that Dominican Convent

auspices of three experienced previous heads of

School remains on a path to even greater excellence in

school, Mrs Margaret Edwards, Mrs Cathy Ablett and

the future.

Dominican
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L E A D E R S

Mrs Pat Sebobe

F R O M

(Finance Committee Chairperson)

improve. Dominican Convent School has engaged

L E T T E R S

We value the voluntary work on our school Board and

7

Head Of High School
School magazines mean different things to different
people; I have always regarded the Dominican
Magazine as a reflection of our activities of the year but
more importantly a reflection of our community.
I am very proud of the diversity of our school

From the vantage point of age and experience we have

community and of how the children place huge

a very good idea of what we would like our children to

importance on our family values. We all draw strength

achieve. Children are very good at networking and take

from our ethos which is really a very strong leitmotif;

to technology like fish to water. I am, however, aware

it permeates the fabric of our school. I often wonder

of their need to be motivated and shown visions of a

how I can explain the “feeling” at school to others

future that will bring with it a sense of accomplishment

because often it is literally something in the air and

and happiness.

children respond to the positive energy far more

L E T T E R S
F R O M

readily than some adults do. A diverse community

Children respond very well to structure and tools to

brings its own challenges but the advantages are huge.

plan a future in a strategic way will help many young

The Dominican ethos teaches our children to look

adults deal with some of the uncertainties, difficult

beyond what is different between people to what we

decisions and disappointments they will face as adults.

share, the children move into their adult lives with the

I don’t think the effects of a Dominican education will

understanding that they do not have to fear people

dissipate over time: we have seen in our past pupils

who are different from them. That is our hope, however

that they surpass our expectations and succeed in a

I wonder how many of the things we expect our

sometimes very demanding environment.

children to learn they do take with them, I wonder if we
fully understand the complexities of young adult life in

Visitors frequently refer to Dominican as a gem

the 21st Century.

in Jeppestown, tucked away in a challenging

L E A D E R S

neighbourhood. Perhaps that is what Dominican
learners become; gems tucked away in a difficult world
community where they continue to surprise, prove
skeptics wrong and excel against all odds.
– Ms Marina Burger,
Head of High School

Dominican
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Head Of Primary School

L E T T E R S

This year has flown past.
I can hardly believe
That for holidays soon
We are all going to leave.
As I reflect
On the year that has been
It’s clear that our school
So much progress has seen.
The classrooms were busy,
The children so active,
With such stimulation
We all feel so positive.
They’ve learned,
and they’ve read many books.
It’s been great
To see how they’ve blossomed.
They just could not wait
For each new adventure
On the field and in class.
Our teachers and learners
Have done more than just pass.
In sports we excelled
And made many new friends.
While in academics
Success never ends.
The Rugby World Cup
Caught each one’s attention.
And cultural events
Must, too, get a mention.
Our learners have loved
Using brand new technology.
For their interest in this
I make no apology.
Computers today
Play a necessary role
In giving our children
Education that’s whole.
We also do strive for the best human beings
With strong moral values.
We like to be seen
As a school that produces
A well-rounded child
Who’s polite and hard-working,
Who’s clean and well-styled.
A child whom we’re proud of
And one who will say,
“I’m so pleased I was schooled
The DOMINICAN way!”

F R O M
L E A D E R S

– Mrs D Rostovsky
Head of Primary School
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FROM THE HEAD
PREFECTS
Head boy
In his inauguration address, President George Bush
said, and I quote “I take as my guide the HOPE of a
saint in all crucial things, UNITY in all important things,
DIVERSITY in all things, and generosity.”
Back in 2007 when I first became a member of the
Dominican Family, I belonged to a small, simple family,
but now I have the biggest and greatest family I could
ever wish for. When I arrived at DCS, I was accepted
immediately by my teachers and most comforting of
all I blended in and quickly became one with the rest

L E T T E R S

of the pupils. I then slowly learnt what unity meant and
how one can achieve more because of other people.
Truly, I came to realise that “We are because of who
other people are (motho ke motho ka batho).”
My absence from DCS for a while did not make any

F R O M

difference. When I came back it felt as if I never left at
all. I was reunited with my past friends and we made
it safely to matric. So thank you to my fellow matrics
- such a broad mix of talent and diversity is our year.

L E A D E R S

I strongly believe we have stamped our mark on the
school as the class of 2011.
This school is a united one, and one which brings
together a diverse group of people in a caring and
humane community. It has been my privilege to be your
Head Boy this year.
Thank you.
– Tebogo Rammutle
Head Boy 2011

Dominican
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we possessed. Ms Antunes, you have been a life coach,
a mentor, a teacher, but most of all a phenomenal
woman. Thank you for always being the gentle yet very
effective wind behind our back. I know I speak for the
entire prefect group of 2011 when I say thank you for

Head Girl

your guidance throughout our journey.
Amongst the thanks and praises, I must not forget to
mention my wonderful family. These special people in
life believed in me more than anyone. It was my aunt

It is a colossal honour and privilege to stand before
you after serving as Head Girl of Dominican Convent
in 2011. This has been the most amazing and life
changing experience. I have emerged a different,
wiser person and I am reluctant to let it go. It has been
amazing to see my life change before my eyes as I
have made different, sometimes difficult decisions and
choices. During the past years, my definition of a leader
has changed and has become refined.
Not only have I been a member of the Dominican
house as well. The structure and discipline of the
boarding house has ensured that I learn discipline,
time management and most of all love. Mr Moore’s
motivational talks, although long, seemed to be the
boost I needed to strive for excellence, excellence and
I would like to extend my thanks to all the boarding
house staff members.

was always someone to help me up and dust me off
during my schooling life at Dominican. Friends were
always there, willing to be a shoulder to lean on. Being
Head Girl was demanding - mentally, emotionally and
sometimes physically. But I could always count on my
mnganis (pals) to keep me level.
The prefect group for 2011 worked together with
power. We carried out our duties to the best of our
abilities, while still being humble. I enjoyed working
with this group and I will never forget any of them. The
future looks bright for you. One thing that must be
remembered is although a new group has taken over,
we will never stop being leaders. We made the badge,
not the other way around.
On the other hand, the management of the school was

best wishes when I began my journey as Head Girl.
People told me head girls wear skirts, head girls don’t
act crazy at any time, but I hope that I have changed
this definition, to include head girls that wear trousers,
are kind, compassionate and ... human. I challenge my
successor to be even better. Peter Drucker once said
that leadership is not about making speeches or being
liked, but is defined by results not attributed.
A true leader whom I have had the pleasure of working
with is the Head Boy, Tebogo Rammutle, and I thank
you for working, walking and laughing through this year
with me. At the beginning of the year Tebogo and I
mentioned (in several languages) that we are guided
by those who came before us. Prefects of 2011 have
lead by example. 2011 saw the introduction of matric
privilege at the tuckshop and assembly totally taken
over by students. I would like to wish our successors
all the best of luck and ask God to be with you as the
head girl and boy. Inspire, motivate and have fun.
I encourage you to make 2012 better than 2011.
In closing I thank God the Almighty for being who he
is and for being with me this year. I thank management
and staff for recognising my potential. DCS will forever
be branded on my heart. I will take all the teachings,
lessons learnt and Christian values and ethics with me.
In leaving I will take VERITAS to remain my companion
for the rest of my life.
I leave you with this quote by St Augustine: “Do you
wish to rise? Begin by descending. You plan a tower
that will pierce the cloud? Lay first the foundation
of humility.” And once again I say, it has been an
enormous honour.
Thank you.

the wind behind our backs during 2011, always helping

– Thembi Masondo

us gain confidence and unlock the potential they knew

Head Girl 2011

Dominican
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L E A D E R S

Whenever I faltered and fell, it seemed like there

dreams. Ngiyabonga kakhulu for the love, support and

F R O M

more excellence. For this and for all the other help,

Head Girl. At that moment this wasn’t in my wildest

L E T T E R S

family but I have been a member of the boarding

a year or two back who told me she wanted me to be

11

deputies

Working with the Grade12 prefects has taught me

I came to Dominican Convent School in 2009 with the

that the key to leadership is communication and unity.

expectation to be taught self-discipline. I quickly learnt

Alone I could speak but together with you all we

that self-discipline came from within. It’s not easy to

have conversed and I have learned that unity is about

end the fun in class but after I was elected as Deputy

standing as one as we have so often done. Leadership

Head Girl for 2011 I realised it was worth it. Being a

is not about power or charisma, it is not about social

leader at DCS is not just tuckshop duty or line up, but it

class or distinction, but rather thinking about the next

is leading by example. Being a prefect in Dominican is

person as well as yourself. Being a leader helped me

about leading yourself in a way that makes others want

understand that I should care not only for the task

to follow and not having a badge does not mean you

at hand but for the members of my team. From my

are not a leader.

experience as a leader, I learned that each day is a

L E T T E R S

different one which I had to adapt to and I had to be
willing to learn how to best do my job as a leader.
– Jean-Pierre Petersen
Deputy Head Boy

F R O M
L E A D E R S
Dominican
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– Palesa Thai
Deputy Head Girl
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Prefects
PREFECTS AT PLAY
After four weeks of confiscating bags and reprimanding
students, the prefects finally had their most deserved
break, and what an incredible break it was! The 2011
prefects went to Camp River Lake to find out what
teamwork really is. At first this seemed like an extremely
daunting task! However, it turned into a fun-filled and
educational experience that we hope to incorporate
into the Dominican Family and our way of life at school.
During the weekend our greatest accomplishment was
that we learnt that T.E.A.M really and truly does stand
for “Together Everyone Achieves More” and that is
what we hope to develop and incorporate into our year
as prefects at the Dominican Convent School.
– Prefect Body

Congratulations to our new leaders:
SCHOOL:
Bontle Serai, Mokgadi Lebea, Mpho Radebe, (Deputy
Head Girl) Tsakane Sambo (Head Girl),
Kgaugelo Konopi, Zukiswa Mbasa, Nonhle Ndaba,
Nkamogeleng Letsie, Genesis Manney, Thato Semoko,
Zanele Maseko and Mmamatshwane Sefoka,
Kabelo Phalatse, Tshireletso Mentor (Head Boy),
Rabareng Khoreadira, Sandile Malawana,
Neo Koenane, Andiswa Nyathi, Mohale Moloi,
Carlos Belchior (Deputy Head Boy), Mongezi Mackade,
Ayanda Dlamini, Thato Zwane and Monde Ndlumbini.
HOSTEL:
Bontle Serai, Nkamogeleng Letsie, Kabelo Phalatse,
Sandile Malawana (Head Boy) and Monde Ndlumbini

Prefect induction was a wonderful experience, full of
anxiety and then happiness when you walk up to the
altar, hearing the whole school applaud as you receive
your badge.” – Sandile Malawana

F R O M

“It was a great honour to be elected by my peers,

L E T T E R S

MEMORIES OF PREFECT INDUCTION

2012 SENIOR LEADERS

a responsibility in our hands.”
– Rabareng Khoroeadira

L E A D E R S

“An innovative election process that reminded us how
much responsibility there is on us to fulfil the leadership
criteria. It was a joyous induction in the heart of the
Mass.” – Thato Zwane

Dominican
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FRIENDS, DONORS
& ALUMNI

Writing this at the end of our IQAA evaluation process
and on the first birthday of the Lead SA initiative, I am
encouraging all members of the Dominican family to
consider in what ways they can improve our community
next term, next year and into the future. We all have

Giving That Others Might Have
What We Have....

F R I E N D S ,

AUG - While 2011 saw record donations from
corporate, foundation and individual donors, we were
reminded again about the changing face of CSI as
government aligns company giving with the BBBEE
scorecard. This has changed the types of programmes
being funded and caused corporate and foundations
to look more critically at the work being done by their
beneficiaries. Thankfully the achievements of our
Dominican Vulnerable Children Programme fit squarely
into the areas companies can fund, and in fact we will
increasingly be able to offer potential for tax relief
donations to even smaller companies needing to make
such allocations with their end-of-year profits. With
almost 100 orphans and vulnerable children funded on
this programme it is a significant part of our Dominican
ethos of allowing all who truly want it, to have a
Dominican education.

the capacity to enhance our school and to ensure it is
the best possible learning and growing environment
for our children. To this end I draw your attention to the
DCS Gives Back fundraising initiative the Dominican
Foundation, under the leadership of Mr Paul Horn,
launched at the Parents Meet the Board evening this
week. Please consider carefully whether you can get
involved or persuade your company to get involved.
I will spend part of this holiday in Canada presenting
a paper on the Dominican Convent School at the
International Convention of Principals. Like Chris Ryan
(Grade 10) who will carry a little bit of Dominican with
him when he swims for South Africa in South America,
and the five new Branson Scholars that leave for Stowe
School, I feel proud to be part of this community.
– Mr Mike Thiel
Headmaster

DOMINICAN FOUNDATION LAUNCHES
APPEAL

D O N O R S

AUG 5 - “It takes a community to raise a child.” Never
have these words been more true. Over 2-million
children in South Africa are Aids orphans. Many more
children live on the margins because of extreme
poverty. Without working as a community to care for
these children they will likely face futures of hunger,

&

sickness, and unemployment.

A L U M N I

Thank you to 2011 Donors...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mrs Anne Lynch
BHP Billiton
Bidvest
Breadline Africa
D
 ame Hilary Cropper
Charitable Foundation
Davies Foundation
Deutsche Bank
DRA Engineering
Epoch & Optima Trusts
Hannover-Re
Hitachi Power Africa
J ohannesburg Stock
Exchange
JP Morgan South Africa
Mr Mike Leeming

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mahogany Private Equity
Nedbank Foundation
Mr Mike Parsons
S
 ir Harold Hood
Foundation
S
 ir Richard Branson and
Virgin Unite
Solon Foundation
Ms Francesca Welbore-Ker
Zenex Foundation
N
 umerous individual
donors and a growing
group of monthly donors
pledging both small and
large amounts through our
website
(www.dominican.co.za)

In the corner of the Dominican campus, 80 orphaned
and vulnerable children receive pre-school education,
meals, and care from the Kgosi Neighbourhood
Foundation (KNF). When they leave KNF after Grade
R, these children enter Grade 1 at local government
schools, many of which have substandard education.
Their future becomes uncertain. We would like to
offer 20 KNF children the opportunity of a lifetime: a
Dominican education. Your support, combined with the
support of our entire Dominican family, can make this
possible. Consider a gift of R50, or R100 or even more
a month, today.
Contact phorn@dominican.co.za or visit this link to
learn more: http://bit.ly/dcsgivesback
– Mr Paul Horn
Foundation Director
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STOWE AND STOWE SCHOLARS
BRANSON SCHOLAR EXCHANGE UPDATE
JAN - While the current Branson Scholars returned to
Stowe School in the UK after a warm Christmas with their
families, it is already time to start the selection of the new
group from the current Grade 9 classes. This is a wonderful
opportunity not only for those that will be chosen to go,
but also for all the grade as they write application essays
motivating their inclusion and experience the interview
and final selection process. We continue to be grateful
to all at Stowe and the growing number of sponsors that
keep this programme operational. Good luck to the Grade
9s as they start the process!
SELECTING 2011/2012 GROUP
FEB 24 - This week has been especially exciting for
the Grade 9s as they go through the selection process
for the fourth group of Branson Scholars to Stowe
School in the UK. We welcomed Mrs Judy Gracie and
Mr Matthew Way from Stowe School to Dominican.

F R I E N D S ,

They have spent their own mid-term break working a
lot harder than they would have normally! It has been
a gruelling process whittling down the 100 applicants
first to 18, then to 10 and eventually to the five that
will enjoy this amazing opportunity. It reminded me of
the quality of the youngsters that we are privileged to

D O N O R S

work with at Dominican and I was incredibly proud of
the positive way in which each of them represented
their school and their country. An added element this
year was that the selection process was being filmed for
future use and they also had the cameras and lights to
contend with!

&
A L U M N I

Final selections will be announced later, but the
lessons of preparing for interviews and other selection
processes and coping with disappointment are all
part of the Dominican educational process and, while
difficult, are important for our children to experience.
– Mr Mike Thiel
Headmaster

Dominican
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2011/2012 BRANSON SCHOLARS SELECTED

“I sat in church on that day feeling torn. I was not sure

MAY - The fourth year of Branson Scholars to Stowe

if I was going to be chosen but when Mr Thiel called

School in the UK is in full swing with the announcement
of the lucky Grade 9 learners. They had this to say:
“Wow, this is really happening! My promise to everyone
at Dominican from our little pre-school brothers and
sisters right up to the Headmaster, Mr Thiel, is to
represent each of you with humility, respect, hard work
and pride.” – Lungelo Shelembe, Gr 9F
“I am truly grateful for this opportunity to represent
Dominican to the best of my ability. I am looking
forward to making new friends and learning
new things.” – Thabile Ntshingila, Gr 9F
“I was caught by surprise. Truth be told, I felt numb. It
only settled in much later that I will soon be departing
to Stowe.” – Thabo Nkwana, Gr 9S

F R I E N D S ,

“That day is one that I will never forget. Hearing

my name, I felt like something had been lifted from my
shoulders. I was delighted and really, really happy. Right
now I still don’t know what to say. September the 3rd –
can’t wait till then.” – Dibaba Ekangyela, Gr 9B

DESTINATION STOWE SCHOOL!
SEPT 9 - OR Tambo International Airport had never
seen anything like it as around 50 people gathered
to say farewell to the new set of Branson Scholars for
Stowe. It was difficult to get Dibaba, Lungelo, Thabi,
Molemo and Thabo away from their well-wishers
and through the gates onto the aeroplane! As they
headed off for their remarkable year-long experience,
it was clear that excitement was high. This departure
attracted a lot of attention as it was being filmed
for a documentary being made on the Dominican/
Stowe student partnership, and I thought again how
privileged we are to have such opportunities and to be
able to set our targets at the highest level. Early reports

Mr Thiel leading up to announce the five Branson

from the United Kingdom (where the five, accompanied

Scholars made me nervous. He called my name third

by Dr Lima and Mrs Wright, started school this week)

and my jubilation was expressed by a smile on my

are all positive, with a lot of praise for the orientation

face. I’ve still got that feeling whenever I hear

process and for the beauty of their new surroundings.

about Stowe!” – Molemo Huma, Gr 9S

On the other side, we have also had compliments
about the behaviour and charm shown by our new

D O N O R S

Dominican ambassadors and we wish them good luck
for this wonderful opportunity!
– Mr Mike Thiel
Headmaster

&
A L U M N I
Dominican
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SOME OBSERVATIONS FROM THE 2011/2012
STOWE SCHOLARS

sons, Ben (14) and Tom (16) are in Chandos as well. The

Thabile Ntshingila

out for rugby and I’m playing football as well, which

Stowe School...... it’s extremely different to what I’m
used to, especially the rushing around because of the
distance between classes and strictness of time. It has
exposed me to so many new activities, like hockey,
lacrosse and badminton. Stowe has also exposed me
to new environments and cultures as I meet people
from many different countries, learn about their way
of life and also teach them about South Africa and our
cultures. This is the opportunity of a lifetime, which I
wouldn’t miss for the world.

is great here because the football pitch is so lush.

Dibaba Ekangyela

I am also involved in music lessons for guitar and piano
and I’m hoping to learn plenty more things in my year
here at Stowe.

Lungelo Shelembe
In the beginning I missed my family so much we had to
call them but I am better now! In extra-murals, I have
been selected to play in the hockey and lacrosse teams.
My teachers are proud of my school work thus far. I was
with my guardian family on the weekend. It was soooo
nice to be with them, they own a big boat that we took
for a drive. They also have a lot of animals such as thirty
chickens, three goats, two dogs and one fat pig! I will
see them again one of the coming weekends.

Thabo Nkwana
From the airport, the journey to Stowe was a long one.
It started to rain and the skies grew dark. I saw the
registration plates were different and realised that I was
really far from home. Then the driver announced that
we were about to enter the Stowe Estate. There was
a huge ancient rock arch. I was expecting to see the

As we landed at Heathrow airport to a warm welcome
by Ms Gracie, Matron Claire and Mr Way, we were all
excited. It was a short trip from Heathrow to the school
but as we drove up the driveway I was surrounded by
Stowe. It was surprisingly large and I was out of words.
At the entrance we were met by our different matrons
but luckily for me I already knew my matron because
I had Matron Claire. After some tea we were shown
to our houses and I was told that I would be living in
Chandos House. When we went to the uniform shop to
get uniforms it made me feel at home to see the names
of some former Branson scholars on their old uniform
and luckily for myself and my matron almost everything
I put on seemed to fit me perfectly. My guardian family
are the Ter Haars and they are wonderful. Both their

a lake, and I wondered how much longer it would take
until we arrived but I noticed a pitch in the distance
and I was shocked and in awe. There it was, and there
I was right in front of it... Stowe. This was more of a
palace than a school. We drove up to the north front
and were greeted by Dr Wallersteiner, the Headmaster.
I couldn’t believe my eyes, what was happening? This
surely was a scene out a dream. We were taken into
the dining hall for refreshments and we all met our
matrons and housemasters. Prior to taking off I tried
preparing myself for this, but this was more than what I
had expected. We had lunch and time to sit down and
just swallow what we had taken in since we had arrived.
Next on the plan was a tour of the grounds and
Mr Dudgeon pulled up in a golf cart and Dr Lima
and Mrs Wright hopped on the back seat, while we
were ready to put our footsteps on Stowe grounds.
We were shown the Chapel, 9-hole golf course, the
Gothic House and the Eleven Acre Lake. At supper we
reminisced about a very full day and went to bed with
really full stomachs.

Today I am recognised as a Stoic by the uniform
I wear and the place I am at, but I will forever
remain truly a Dominican student.
Dominican
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Molemo Huma

arrived. We passed over a bridge which crossed over

A N D

Stowe is wonderful, but I am really missing the
Dominican “VIBE” – it’s just not something you
find anywhere else!

school soon, but it seemed like it took forever until we

D O N O R S

I have met my guardian family that I will be staying
with, and they are very nice people. The days here go
very fast because you are always doing something, if it’s
not school work you have to be doing sport activities.
The only day we have off is on a Sunday which is
pretty much relaxed with the exception of sports in the
afternoon and studying for tests.

F R I E N D S ,

The school is beautiful, with its gardens and style.
Looking at the pictures I thought it was big but being
here in person it’s enormous! The work is more or less
the same as at home, it’s just that you are given loads
of it. I am doing rugby from Tuesday to Thursday. On a
Monday I do CCF, an activity where you become part
of the army and experience life in the army. They give
us uniforms, guns and whatever else soldiers need.
On a Friday I do soccer. It’s not very popular here, very
surprising because they have one of the most watched
soccer leagues, The Barclay Premier League.

lessons here are similar to those back home and I tried
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NEIGHBOURHOOD
INTERACTION
KGOSI NEIGHBOURHOOD FOUNDATION

67 MINUTES FOR MANDELA

YEAR IN REVIEW

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MADIBA

In 2011, the Kgosi Neighbourhood Foundation (KNF)

JUL 18 - While the high school learners spent their

expanded its efforts to transform the lives of people

Madiba minutes on cleaning up the Jeppestown

living in poverty in the Jeppestown and Belgravia

streets, the primary school learners got together at

neighbourhoods. KNF has assisted more than 400

08h05 to sing Happy Birthday to Nelson Mandela.

families since it was founded in 2004. The KNF Wings

The learners were encouraged to bring a tin of food

of Hope School offered 82 children free pre-school

to school that we could send to people who did not

education. Of these children, 35 graduated from preschool

have food. We nearly filled the “93” number with

and will enter local government schools in 2012.

cans, and 106 cans of food were collected. A big thank
you to all parents who helped with this initiative. Then

N E I G H B O U R H O O D

KNF also conducted interviews and home visits to

we entertained our grandparents with songs, dance

better understand our parents’ needs. From the

and poetry. I am sure that Madiba would have been as

feedback provided, KNF began adult English classes

proud of the learners and their performances as their

in September, and Zulu classes for refugees seeking

grandparents were. Well done all!
– Ms A Beukes, HoD Foundation Phase

to better integrate into the neighbourhood. Finally,
through generous support, KNF was able to send
7 assistant teachers to complete their teacher training,

JUL 18 – what an exciting day we had in the primary

and 6 parents on a home-based care course.

school! Madiba’s 93rd birthday was celebrated
with the WHOLE primary school singing Happy

SPECIAL STORIES OF HOPE

Birthday to Tata. Our contribution was bringing

Each year, we encounter new challenges that need

tins of food for worthy causes and entertaining our

to be addressed. In 2011, KNF assisted a child with

grandparents. The traditional dancers were a hit and

a serious physical defect to access specialist hospital

some grandparents joined the dancing! The morning

treatment as well as special needs education when she

ended with tea and cake!
– Cathrine Sekonopo and Luanda Masuku, Gr6

graduates from the Wings of Hope School. KNF also

I N T E R A C T I O N

assisted a refugee family who had been the victim of
serious physical and verbal abuse to get a restraining

HIGH SCHOOL TAKES TO THE STREETS

order against the offending neighbour.

In our once-a-term area cleanup, Belgravia got a make-

LOOKING FORWARD

clean the area.

In 2012, the Wings of Hope School will expand its services

Fikile Shekeshe (Gr 9E) said, “I enjoyed it because we

by 16% to accommodate 95 children. The school is also

made a difference and the area is so much cleaner now!”

developing a job creation programme through enterprise

Sindy Dube (Gr 9S) was reminded that “Cleanliness is

development. Projects being developed include a

next to godliness, and the environment we stay in tells

community garden and an office cleaning company.

people a lot about us,” while Basetsana Tshoma

over when all the high school learners left the school to

(Gr 9E) was heartened by community input, reporting
that “the community joined us and it was nice to see
people working together to make our world clean.”

Dominican
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RELIGIOUS
Ash Wednesday

Primary School retreats

LENT IN PROGRESS

“I found our retreat fun and helpful, especially when

MAR 18 - Following Ash Wednesday last week, the
entire school community has followed the first week of
their Lenten observances. The main theme for Lent this
year is “The Victorious Cross” and this will form part of
Religious Education lessons throughout the period.

Grade 10s enjoy a different
retreat
ST VINCENT SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF
APR 1 - “Wow! What a blessed, fun and educational

Mr Reddiar taught us about prayer.” – Wezi, Gr 7C
“I liked the role play because I learnt how to cope with
teenagehood.” – Ntokozo, Gr 7C
“I liked the Heaven and Hell game. We should play it
often.” – Lunga, Gr 7C
“I liked the speeches and activities we did with
Mr Sheldon because he made it fun, and we learnt
about God. I think the retreat should be held
somewhere away from the school.” – Nadine, Gr 7B
“The morning prayer was great. I got to see how other

day we had at St Vincent School for the Deaf. We

people express their feelings about Jesus in many

learned to reflect on God’s word and the Bible. We

different ways.” – Jessica, Gr 7B

got to understand how deaf people communicate. At
the end of the day, we received Bibles which we are
thankful for. Thanks to Mrs Motha, Mr Posholi,
Ms Nomawethu and Mr Vincent for organising such an
unforgettable day.” – Zinhle Gebuza, Gr10C

“I learnt how to listen to others and try my best no
matter what.” – Anele, Gr 7C
“We learnt about making right choices and trusting
God.” – Pedro, Gr 7B
“The retreat was educational and emotional. It was
great to learn that I can overcome any challenge in life

learnt a lot about connecting with our God, and the

with the help of prayer.” – Nicolle, Gr7B

best part was interacting with the deaf learners.”
– Itumeleng Ramathe, Gr10A

“The retreat was an adventure. We learnt a lot. I came
close to God. I saw that miracles do happen if one
believes. The movie we watched was emotional and

“At first the idea of doing church stuff the whole day
sounded boring but as we started our activities, it got
very interesting. It was quite relaxing and at the same
time educational.” – Benita Maduche, Gr10T

Grade 9 retreat
BOSCO
JUN 3 - On Tuesday the Grade 9s went on a retreat,
but to our surprise instead of going to Bosco, Bosco

every inspiring.” – Masana & Siyabonga, Gr 6R
“I learnt to love Jesus.” – Khumo, Gr 6P
“What was most helpful was learning about God
because I did not know much about God.”
– Ntulikazi, Gr 6P
“I liked the discussions on other religious, the Illuminati
and the Antichrist.” – Sihle, Gr 6R
“The reading was awesome. I enjoyed it a lot.”

came to us. We learnt a lot from the activities we did

– Refiloe, Gr 6R

in the parish hall. We had fun and would like to thank

“I feel I should stop worrying, knowing that Jesus is

the Bosco team and our educators for organising this

real.” – Nonhlanhla, Gr 6R

retreat for us. – Ayanda Africa & Oratile Magogodi, Gr 9

Dominican
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“Our experience at St Vincent’s was just wonderful. We
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Gr 11 Retreat
BOSCO
OCT 28 - The Grade 11 retreat was a real opportunity
to evaluate your life and who you are. All enjoyed this
time away at Bosco.
“Who knew that we could communicate in so many
different ways or that you could seek someone’s
trust through a game? I didn’t only enjoy myself but I
discovered myself.”– Christabell Nyoni
“The retreat at Bosco was amazing.”
– Jenny Nzolantima
“We learnt how to work as a ‘team’ and respect one
another. I enjoyed myself.” – Lorraine Ramothibe
“The atmosphere was one of excitement and
anticipation as we participated in teambuilding

Baptisms
JUN 3 - A very large group of children were baptised in
St Anne’s in preparation for their first communion
later in the year. Congratulations to all of them on this
important step in their Christian life:
“When I got baptised, I was so nervous because the

activities. Bosco was a memorable experience which I

whole school was looking at me. My godmother was

will remember and cherish for the rest of my life.”

Sr Lucy. I thank my parents for coming.”

– Mokgadi Lebea

– Zinhle Geluk, Gr 4B

“We experienced and learnt more than we expected.

“I was so scared before baptism as I thought I had to

I’m grateful and thankful for the skills shared, the

speak in front of everyone in church. I became excited

unforgettable memories made and the people who

when I realised I did not have to do that! It was a

were responsible for it all.” – Carlos Belchior

special service.” – Kudzanai Chopamba, Gr 6P

R E L I G O U S
Dominican
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Confirmation
ARCHBISHOP CONFIRMS 21
SEPT 30 - “In a ceremony filled with laughter and
the Holy Spirit, 21 Grade 11 learners were confirmed
into the Catholic faith as official adults of the church.
His Grace Archbishop Buti Tlhagale left all of us with
inspiring words. Thank you to Ms Motha, to Fr Ron and
St Anne’s Parish and to everyone for their support.”
– Bontle Serai & Palesa Malinga, Gr11
“I’ve waited since Grade 8 for my confirmation night,
and between then and now I have grown spiritually
and am closer to God. Our parents, family and friends
were as proud and joyful as we were and when we
entered church, I felt the Lord’s Spirit. This was the
next step in our Christian life – the most memorable
event of our lives and an evening of laughter
combined with nerves. We are thankful to
Ms Motha for her patience and grace.”
– Lindeni Lebea, Thato Zwane, Portia Letsela &
Relebohile Mohale, Gr 11

R E L I G O U S
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First Holy Communion

Gr 7 Cso Diocesan Mass

OCT 28 - The annual First Holy Communion service is

MASS AT REGINA MUNDI

one of the highlights on the Dominican calendar. All the

NOV 30 - It is always special when the Grade 7s from all

children were unanimous in their thanks to Fr Ron, Sr

the Johannesburg Catholic Schools gather to celebrate

Lucy, Mrs Changa, Mr Posholi and Mrs Motha for their

Mass at Regina Mundi in Soweto. What a blessed day

work in preparing them. Judging from the following

much appreciated by the children. Thank you to the

comments, it was a special day for all concerned:

Catholic Schools’ Office for their organisation.

“First Holy Communion was very exciting, especially
when we were eating the bread and drinking the
precious blood.” – Thandiwe Kadzuwa, Gr 3C
“The communion children wore white and looked
beautiful. We sang and we answered the priest when
he said ‘Do you reject Satan?’ We said, ‘I do.”
– Khahliso Ntoi, Gr 3C
“My first communion was the most exciting thing that
I have ever done. I really liked the wine but the bread
tasted like paper.” – Kutlwano Shai, Gr 3C
“Everyone was very happy. For the first time we ate the
bread and sipped the blood.”
– Petunia Mashiloane, Gr 3C
“The experience was amazing. I was nervous but I did
it. I had a surprise visitor — my dad! Holy Communion
changed my life. Jesus is my Lord and Saviour

R E L I G O U S

forever.” – Thatenda Dlali, Gr 3C
“Sunday was a nice day and I was so excited that my
friends came.” – Olwethu Pheko, Gr 3C
“Our parents were happy for us, and when I got home,
I had a surprise party for my first Holy Communion.”
– Nompumelelo Ngutshana, Gr3C

Dominican
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Gr11 Pilgrimage Cross
APR 1 - Veritas College learners delivered the Gr11
Mass cross to Dominican Gr 11s as it makes its way
across the diocese to the various Catholic schools
before the Diocesan Gr 11 Mass in May.

Gr11 Diocesan Mass
MAY 20 - “On Tuesday morning, the Grade11s of DCS
were invited to join our peers from Catholic schools in
Johannesburg. It was a great pleasure to worship God
as more than just a school, but as a Catholic community
as well.” – Mohale Moloi
“It was a memorable Mass. Time well spent with other
Catholic schools. We were united by God and shared
the Mass activities in which we learnt new songs and
saw how other people celebrate Mass.”
– Sandile Malawana
“Going to the Grade 11 Mass was a very spiritual
experience. We socialised with fellow Grade 11s
and got a better understanding of our future. I really
enjoyed myself.” – Mpumie Makgamatha
“It was nice, I just wish it was longer so that we could
socialise more with the other schools.”
– Neo Koenane

R E L I G O U S

“It was fun! We learnt a lot about the history of the
cathedral and the greatest experience was making
new friends.” – Katleho Noto

Dominican
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ACADEMICS,
PRIZES & AWARDS
Headmaster’s High School Prize
Giving Address 2011
Dominican Sisters, Board members, honoured guests,
parents and the high school prizewinners for 2011 –
good evening.
One of the novels I read during my university studies
of English literature was LP Hartley’s The Go-Between,
which has the famous opening line: “The past is a
foreign country; they do things differently there.”
As with anybody who says clever things, the phrase

A C A D E M I C S ,

or line tends to stick around and people use it to

understanding of the functioning of the brain at various

assess their own contexts. Today is no different, but

stages of life and compelling evidence of the role of

my consideration of whether we do things differently

emotion in both learning and motivation. For example,

now than we have done over 103 years of Dominican

brain research has proven that social anxiety impedes

Convent School history is focused more on what a 21st

learning.”

Century education needs to look like.
Really?! Wouldn’t that be obvious? Haven’t we all seen

P R I Z E S
&

As a school we can look back at many critical events

how a child dealing with a stressed home situation

that reshaped who we are and how we do things. Some

struggles to focus on their work? Haven’t we all felt

are external events that we responded to – challenges

the same ourselves as we struggle to put aside our

like political ideologies that infringed on our admissions

own anxieties to focus on the work we need to do?

and operating procedures. Others are internal

Of course, but the critical point he is making is that

conversations – like how to respond to external factors

in being able to map the brain we can know that

affecting our operations. The foundation of this school

opportunities for new learning techniques are infinite.

is indeed placed within a past that is a foreign country,

No longer do we teach as we did for most of the 20th

and thankfully so. The much clichéd New South Africa

Century based purely on how we were taught, but now

has offered us many moments to do things differently

we teach based on how the brain learns.

A W A R D S

to the past, and for that we should be grateful.
This is an enormous challenge for education as we
So, what does a 21st Century education look like?

strive to find ways to connect knowledge with an

Are we measuring up? Most importantly, what are the

appropriate skill set for our world. In the current

transcending themes in education that started in the

South Africa the challenge is even greater. We need

past and still belong in our present and in our planning

to use schools to provide employable youngsters

for the future? Finally, what have been the watershed

or youngsters able to create their own work in the

moments for Dominican Convent School that have set

future. With over 60% of South Africa’s five million

us on the path we are currently on?

unemployed under the age of 30, it is even more
important that what we do at this school ensures these

In a recent journal article, Douglas Lyons, an American

children are not part of that statistic, but of one that

school administrator, talked about “the introduction

creates employment opportunities for themselves and

of technology that allows a neuroscientist to place

others. In our 20th Century past South African schools

an electrode in the brain and then to observe and

did not even get the knowledge imparting side of

record the chemical pathways of the subject’s thoughts

education right so how on earth are the majority going

and feelings as they are being thought and felt”. He

to offer the required 21st Century programmes where

went on to comment that “The ability to map the

left brain knowledge and skills are coupled with right

brain has provided many insights, including a better

brain creative opportunities?

Dominican
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ambition, because today’s children, especially these
children in Dominican, have opportunities way beyond
what were offered in the past.
Our school has a clear Christian mission and a clear
societal mission, and because of this mission we are not
stuck in the mud of the past but constantly called on to
evaluate where we are and whether we are achieving
what our mission calls us to do. Earlier this year the
Independent Quality Assurance Agency assisted us
in a guided self-evaluation of who we are and what
we do at Dominican. All involved in the school were
heard, whether only by filling in a questionnaire, or by
attending a focus-group discussion or as part of the
team gathering evidence for comments and beliefs
about ourselves and what we do here.

kept on hearing from the external evaluators was how

many lists have been compiled as to what these are.

strongly our mission of caring for others was reflected

If you take almost any of these lists you will see that

in what we do, and how well we conveyed this to the

¾ of the skills mentioned are interpersonal skills,

children of the school. While the final report will contain

almost always ranked in priority positions. What is this

a long list of practical to-dos to make our school more

saying? The past requirement of being a strong-man

robust as a delivery machine for the many programmes

leader is gone, the past requirement of learning your

we offer, and that is important, it is that one

work and doing well all on your own is gone, the past

observation that reminded me that if a child is cared for

requirement of the prophet-teacher being the bearer

(however imperfectly), and they know they are cared

of all wisdom and telling things to students is gone,

about, then they are in a position to take advantage

and the possibility of getting through your studies and

of the many opportunities our school offers. Showing

indeed through life based on your own efforts alone

care and support and providing a safe and nurturing

is gone. A 21st Century education calls for interaction

environment is one of the first markers needed for the

and communication with others as a fundamental skill,

brain to really open up to what is on offer.

P R I Z E S

As with any school we are not perfect, but what I

A 21st Century education calls for many skills, and

A C A D E M I C S ,

HOW INDEED?

for dialogue and debate, for shared analytical thinking,
set of expectations for us to live up to. Luckily, our

from every possible background. How can we most

position as an independent school in South Africa

effectively teach these things? Simple really ... we

gives us the freedom from over-regulation South

need to provide the opportunities for these skills to be

African public schools face. We know that we need

experienced and to be practised.

to be relevant to what our communities need NOW,
and not just a sad reflection of former glory days. If we

Earlier today the Grade 9 class transformed the GET

weren’t relevant the market would tell us that and our

quad into their marketplace and I was struck by the

enrolment would stop growing. Tradition comes in two

practical lessons being learnt there as they produced

forms, my first boss always said.... those beginning with

and marketed their goods. I was reminded that

a big T, which you simply didn’t mess with, and those

within a Dominican curriculum there are many such

beginning with a small t, which it is your requirement as

opportunities for practical learning, but... are there

a leader to constantly change.

enough, and do you children grab such opportunities
with both hands and learn? Do our teachers offer

The challenge for a school is to know which is

teaching experiences in a way that children really learn?

which and to bring people around you to a similar

Do you as parents want to be able to recognise your

understanding. I regard our daily religious practices as

own schooling in the experiences of your children? I

big T stuff, also our striving for academic ability and

sincerely hope not! That would be a distinct lack of

excellence and our commitment to the whole child.
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Our societal history and our school past places a real

solving in teams, for knowing how to relate to others

&

for creative mutual endeavours, for skills at problem-
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These are areas that simply cannot change. People

• Homework opportunities appropriate to age and

in school communities are quick to say: “But we have

grade, well beyond the mere reinforcement of

always done it that way” or even “other schools do it

low-level cognitive skills, and

this way.” These are little t arguments for tradition, as

• School-based assessments that measure what the

they are framed around practice rather than purpose.

school values most, especially high-level, creative

Dominican Convent School has a 21st Century purpose.

competencies that are sometimes more difficult

Our independence, which we pay for financially, allows

to mark, but always more valuable for learners

us to adapt what we do to what our children require,

to complete.

to introduce best practices that we know will help us
to get our children to the next level, and gives us the

I would add technological opportunities to this list,

freedom to choose what we know as professionals will

and a gradual meeting of our children in the spaces

work for the growth and improvement of our children.
We are fortunate that our high school teaching staff
(under the global view leadership of Ms Marina Burger)
understands that it is all about the children, and though
the frustration with individual children may weigh them
down occasionally, their professionalism and care is an
overwhelming and constant marker of Dominican’s 21st
Century purpose. Please join me in a round of applause

A C A D E M I C S ,

to thank them for a solid year of innovative input.
That we are purpose driven, and that our purpose is
the children rather than the institution, has allowed us
to grow again in 2011, this time to over 800 children.
So what is it that our children get here at Dominican?
I need look no further than consider us up against the
list of required practices compiled by the Connecticut

P R I Z E S

Association of Independent Schools:
• A school design that fosters relationships and
attachments and requires pro-social behaviour
(manners, respect for others, honesty and personal
responsibility),

&

• Teachers who can and will mediate the social

A W A R D S

environment in the school. Our teachers often go well
beyond the norm in ensuring that interactions are
appropriate and that our children know what makes
them appropriate,
• Opportunities for children to work independently and
in collaboration with others,
• Frequent practise in oral communication (class

of today, which clearly is not on the chalk-board of the
past, but in the social media platforms of their reality,
with all the challenges that come with that.
We are only at the beginning of some of these 21st
Century competencies here at Dominican, but we are
progressive (and even revolutionary) compared to
other Gauteng Independent schools in many others.
What is important is that our dialogue reflects these
areas, that we look to the requirements of our children
in our purpose-driven decisions and that we remain
a flexible learning community. Too many schools are
misinterpreting what is needed and creating facilitydriven missions rather than teaching the real 21st
Century lessons of dialogue, collaboration and positive
interactions. They believe that building facilities is more
important than building people.
At Dominican, one of the areas that we have brought
with us from the past is a universal commitment to
care for others, and to building right and proper
relationships. This is something that will never change,
irrespective of the technology we use or the skills and
opportunities we give you. As I congratulate all of you
prize winners tonight, I remind you that in this new
21st Century country of ours, Dominican offers you the
chance to care about your own learning and while you
are doing that you will learn about caring – the two
critical pillars on which a successful century will unfold,
and the areas in which Dominican will concentrate in

presentations, debates, dramatic productions, poetry,

2012. When the matric leavers return to this, YOUR

public speaking, presentations and competitions)

school, in the future, I know you will find the roots of

and in written communications (assignments varied

your success here in a place where you learnt to do

in form, purpose, audience and length, with each

things differently. Good luck to you all for your final

receiving critical reviews from either a teacher or their

examinations and to all of the Dominican community

peers, or both),

as we continue to grow this special and lucky place for

• Arts programmes and science programmes that hold

future generations to thrive in.

equal weighting and are seen as equally important,
• Extra-curricular programmes of sports and cultural

Thank you.

activities that are not viewed as ‘extra’ but as an
opportunity for children to experience real-world
challenges and triumphs,
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High School Awards
GRADE 12

GRADE 11

REMOFILOE SEBOBE: Scroll - Basketball - Under 17 Girls

MPHUMELELI NDLOVU: Certificate of Service Computer Monitor

MESCHAC GRISCAEL MOUKOKO: 3rd Place - French 83%
DANIA MANUEL: 3rd Place - Portuguese - 71%
DUANE BOUMAN: 3rd Place - Afrikaans - 71%
NOTHANDO THAI: 3rd Place - History - 75%
BONGANI RADEBE: Scroll - Public Speaking and
3rd Place - IsiZulu - 85%
MATSHIDISO NHLAPO: Scroll - Basketball - Open Girls and
3rd Place - English - 76%
PONCIANA FITA: 2nd Place - Portuguese - 76%
MBALI NGCOBO: 2nd Place - IsiZulu - 88%
MYRIAM BADIANYAMA: 2nd Place - French - 86%
KELEBOGILE MAIMELA: Scroll - Public Speaking
TEBOGO RAMMUTLE: 2nd Place - Afrikaans - 72% and
2nd Place - Life Orientation - 80%
XOLO MDLALOSE: 3rd Place - Buisness Studies - 73%,
2nd Place - Life Sciences - 73% and
2nd Place - Mathematics - 78%

ZANELE MASEKO: Certificate of Service Computer Monitor
MLUNGISI GUMEDE: Certificate of Service Computer Monitor
LESEGO MHLAYIVANA: Certificate of Merit - Rugby
MONDE NDLUMBINI: Certificate of Merit - Liturgy
AZNAIDE PEDRO: Certificate of Merit - Liturgy
RUVIMBO NYONI: Certificate of Merit - Photographic Club
ZAMANTUNGWA DHLAMINI: Certificate of Merit Photographic Club
LINDELWA NXUMALO: Certificate of Merit Photographic Club
PALESA MATHABATHE: Certificate of Merit Photographic Club
MANDLA MASEKO: Certificate of Merit Photographic Club
KAMOGELO MODISAKENG: Certificate of Merit Performing Arts

CWEBILE KUMALO: 1st Place - IsiZulu - 88%

BONGANI KHAMBULE: Certificate of Merit - Marimba

JEAN-PIERRE PETERSEN: 1st Place - Afrikaans - 73%

MAWANDE KOKOLO: Certificate of Merit - Marimba

DIMPHO VILANKULU: 1st Place - SeSotho - 86%

VUSI HLOPHE: Certificate of Merit - Photographic Club
and Performing Arts - Scroll RE-AWARDED

KARABO GALETLOLE: 3rd Place - Life Sciences - 70% and
1st Place - Life Orientation - 83%
ITUMELENG MDALANA: 2nd Place - SeSotho - 82% and
KHAMUKA MOLOI: 3rd Place - SeSotho - 76%, 2nd Place 3rd place overall top achiever in grade 12 - 74%
THEMBOKUHLE MASONDO: Scroll - Public Speaking,

KAMOHELO MOKOATLE: Scroll - Matric Dance
Committee
OLEBOGENG RAPESIWA: Scroll - Matric Dance
Committee
THATO SEMOKO: Scroll - Matric Dance Committee

3rd Place - Physical Science - 71%, 3rd Place - Mathematics

PORTIA LETSELA: Scroll - Matric Dance Committee

- 73%, 1st Place - Business Studies - 77%, 1st Place - English

KABELO PHALATSE: Scroll - Matric Dance Committee

- 79% and 2nd place overall top achiever in

JABULANE MARISHANE: Scroll - Matric Dance Committee

Grade 12 - 74%

NTOMBIFUTHI DUBE: Scroll - Choir

MARHEB BADIANYAMA: 3rd Place - Life Orientation - 78%,

MALERATO MOSIA: Scroll - Computer Monitor

2nd Place - English - 79% 1st Place Life Sciences - 79%,
1st Place - French - 96% 1st Place - Mathematics - 82%,
1st Place - Physical Science - 82% and 1st place overall top
achiever in Grade 12 - 81%

LORRAINE RAMOTHIBE: Scroll - Computer Monitor
LOMBO NZOLANTIMA: Scroll - Computer Monitor
KALVIN BIN SIMBA: Performing Arts - Scroll
(RE-AWARDED) and Scroll - Matric Dance Committee
CARLOS BELCHIOR: Scroll - Computer Monitor and
Performing Arts - Scroll (RE-AWARDED)
KGAUGELO KONOPI: Certificate of Merit - Netball,
Most Improved Player - Under 17 Girls, Certificate of Merit
Choir, Certificate of Merit - Performing Arts and Scroll Liturgy
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Physical Science - 79%, 1st Place - History - 82% and

PALESA MALINGA: Scroll - Matric Dance Committee

&

1st Place - Business Studies - 77%

MMAMTSHWANE SEFOKA: Scroll - Liturgy

P R I Z E S

GUILHERMINE MULUNGU: 1st Place - Portuguese - 85%

A C A D E M I C S ,

and 2nd Place - History - 81%

MOHALE MOLOI: Certificate of Service Computer Monitor
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GRADE 11 CONTINUED

THEANO SHUBANE: Scroll - Choir, Scroll - Matric Dance

SANDILE MALAWANA: Certificate of Merit - Rugby - Most

Committee and 1st Place - SeSotho - 77%

Valuable Player, Scroll - Senior Victor Ludorum - Athlectics

TSAKANE SAMBO: Certificate of Merit - Netball

and Scroll - Matric Dance Committee

Outstanding Player - Under 17 Girls, Scroll - Computer

KGOLOLOSEGO SEGAPO: Scroll - Choir and
Scroll - Computer Monitor
VUYOKAZI SHOAPHA: Scroll - Choir and
Scroll - Liturgy
RABARENG KHOROEADIRA: Scroll - Liturgy and
Scroll - Choir
LINDENI LEBEA: Certificate of Merit - Volleyball Most Improved Player - Girls, Scroll - Public Speaking and
Scroll - Liturgy

Monitor, Scroll - Choir, Scroll - Marimba, 2nd Place - History
- 80% and 1st Place - Life Orientation - 86%
OAGENG MOKHELE: Certificate of Merit Rugby - Players’
Player, Certificate of Merit Rugby - Player of the Year,
3rd Place - Mathematics - 75%, 3rd Place Life Sciences - 71%, 2nd Place - Accounting - 81%
1st Place - Physical Sciences - 80% and
Scroll - Academics
GENESIS MANNEY: Certificate of Service Computer Monitor, 1st Place - History - 81%, 1st Place -

A C A D E M I C S ,

MPUMIE MAKGAMATHA: Scroll - Choir, Scroll -

Mathematical Literacy - 74%, 1st Place - English - 80% and

Public Speaking and Scroll - Matric Dance Committee

3rd place overall top achiever in Grade 11 - 76% - Scroll

NEO KOENANE: Scroll - Computer Monitor,

TSHIRELETSO MENTOR: 3rd Place - Physical Sciences

Scroll - Choir and Scroll - Photographic Club

- 76%, 2nd Place - Mathematics - 81%, 2nd Place - Life

RELEBOHILE MOHALE: 3rd Place - SeSotho - 70%

Orientation - 84%, 1st Place - Afrikaans -77%, 1st Place

THATO ZWANE: Certificate of Merit - Public Speaking,

- Visual Arts - 99% and 2nd place overall top achiever in

Certificate of Merit - Basketball - Most Improved Player -

Grade 11 - 80% - Scroll

Open, Scroll - Matric Dance Committee and

ZUKISWA MBASA: Certificate of Merit Choir,

3rd Place - IsiZulu - 90%

Scroll - Matric Dance Committee, 3rd Place - Life Orientation

MOKGADI LEBEA: Certificate of Merit - Volleyball - Most
Reliable Player - Girls, Scroll - Computer Monitor, Scroll Public Speaking and 3rd Place - English - 79%

P R I Z E S

GRACE THABETHE: 3rd Place - Afrikaans -70%
3rd Place - Computer Applications Technology - 71%
THEMBISILE DLAMINI: 2nd Place - Visual Arts - 73%
NONHLE NDABA: Certificate of Service -

&

Computer Monitor and 2nd Place - IsiZulu - 95%
NKAMOGELENG LETSIE: Scroll - Matric Dance Committee

A W A R D S

and 2nd Place - Afrikaans -77%
NONKULULEKO VUKEYA: Scroll - Choir,
Scroll - Liturgy and 2nd Place - Computer Applications
Technology - 73%
ANDISWA NYATHI: 3rd Place - History - 80%
and 2nd Place - English - 79%
MPHO RADEBE: Scroll - Choir, Scroll Computer Monitor, 3rd Place - Accounting - 75% and

- 84%, 2nd Place - Physical Sciences - 80%, 1st Place Accounting - 83%, 1st Place - IsiZulu - 98%, 1st Place Life Sciences - 76%, 1st Place - Mathematics - 88%,
1st place overall top achiever in Grade 11 - 82% - Scroll

GRADE 10
NTOKOZO MHLANGA: Certificate of Merit - Liturgy
SETSHABA MKUCHANE: Certificate of Merit Performing Arts
NONHLANHLA NYATHI: Certificate of Merit Public Speaking
KHUMOETSILE MOKHETHI: Certificate of Merit Public Speaking
DWAYNE OTOU: Certificate of Merit Soccer Most Valuable Player - Open Boys
PHUMZILE DLAMINI: Certificate of Merit - Netball Most Improved Player - Under 16 Girls

2nd Place - Life Sciences - 72%

KHANYISA MASILELA: Certificate of Merit Choir

DEBORAH NZOLANTIMA: Scroll - Computer Monitor and

KAMOGELO MOLATLHOE: Certificate of Merit -

1st Place - French - 81%

Performing Arts

PHUMZILE MADIBA: Certificate of Merit - Netball -

ITHERENG MORULANE: Certificate of Merit -

Most Valuable Player - Under 17 Girls, Scroll - Choir

Photographic Club

1st Place - SeSotho - 75%

NIRVANA NOKWE-MSELEKU: Certificate of Merit -

BRIDGETTE DLAMINI: Certificate of Service - Matric ,

Photographic Club

Dance Committee, Scroll - Choir, 1st Place - Computer

JOLENE NDHLOVU: Certificate of Merit - Extra Speech &

Applications Technology - 77%

Drama and Certificate of Merit Choir
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TEBOGO NYEZI: Scroll - Basketball - Open Boys

MBALENHLE NDLOVU: 1st Place - IsiZulu - 95%

OGINAR DA SILVA: Scroll - Basketball - Open Boys

CHRISTOPHER RYAN: Certificate of Merit - Best Male

MANDITHEMBE NTLABATI: Scroll - Soccer - Open Boys

Swimmer and 1st Place - Geography - 78%

LEBOGANG ISAAC: Scroll - Extra Speech & Drama

BAHLE GUSHMAN: 2nd Place - Business Studies - 82%

NOMBUSO MADELA: Scroll - Choir
BONGIWE NGELE: Scroll - Choir
DINEO MAKHASANE: Scroll - Choir

and 1st Place - Life Orientation - 90%
DIMPHO MOTLOUNG: Certificate of Merit - Performing
Arts, Scroll - Liturgy, Scroll - Choir and 1st Place Computer Aplications Technology - 79%
BONGA NAZO: 3rd Place - Mathematics - 76% and

TEBOGO TSAGAE: Scroll - Marimba

1st Place - Life Sciences - 80%

BONGANI ZWANE: Certificate of Merit Soccer - Most

BONOLO THLOTLHALEMAJE: Certificate of Merit -

Improved Player - Open Boys and Scroll - Soccer - Open Boys

Netball - Most Valuable Player - Under 15 Girls, 3rd Place -

PETER MBIMALA: Certificate of Merit Soccer - Most Reliable

Information Technology - 70% and 1st Place - English - 84%

Player - Open Boys and Scroll - Soccer - Open Boys

NEO MAWASHA: Certificate of Merit - Extra Speech &

KARABO MABE: Certificate of Merit - Performing Arts and

Drama, 3rd Place - Accounting - 83%, 3rd Place - English -

Scroll - Choir

80% and 1st Place - SeSotho - 82%

REFILOE PHELE: Scroll - Extra Speech & Drama and

ANDILE DUBE: Certificate of Merit - Soccer - Players Player

Scroll - Choir

- Open Boys, Certificate of Merit - Soccer - Player of the Year

MPHO NTSHONG: Scroll - Public Speaking and
Scroll - Performing Arts
NOMONDE MAJOLA: 3rd Place - Computer Applications
Technology - 73%
BASETSANA TSOTETSI: 3rd Place - Life Orientation - 86%
LUYANDA SIBEKO: 3rd Place - IsiZulu - 87%

- Open Boys, 3rd Place - Physical Science - 74%, 2nd Place Information Technology - 72%, 1st Place - Accounting - 94%
and 1st Place - Afrikaans 2nd Language - 79%
MIRIAM SSEBUNNYA: 3rd Place - Life Sciences - 79%,
2nd Place - Accounting - 84%, 1st Place - French - 73% and
3rd place overall top achiever in Grade 10 - 75% - Scroll
EMELINA NIZERE: Certificate of Merit Marimba, 3rd Place
- 79%, 2nd Place - Physical Science - 75%%, 1st Place -

MPOETSI MOHALE: Certificate of Merit - Public Speaking

History - 85% and 2nd place overall top achiever in Grade

and 3rd Place - SeSotho - 79%

10 - 78% - Scroll

ITUMELENG RAMATHE: Scroll - Choir and

NALEDI RAPHESU: Certificate of Merit - Netball - Under
16 Girls, 2nd Place - IsiZulu - 93%, 1st Place - Physical

&

- Afrikaans 2nd Language - 74%, 2nd Place - Life Sciences

XABISO KIMA: 3rd Place - Visual Arts - 72%

P R I Z E S

ASANDA ZAZAYOKWE: 3rd Place - Business Studies - 79%

A C A D E M I C S ,

ZINHLE GEBUZA: Scroll - Marimba RE-AWARDED

3rd Place - History - 75%

LWAZI NHAPO: 2nd Place - History - 79%

Science - 80%, 1st Place - Information Technology - 85%,
1st Place - Mathematics - 88% and 1st place overall top
achiever in Grade 10 - 80% - Scroll

GOODNESS MANDLATI: Scroll - Choir and
2nd Place - Life Orientation - 87%

GRADE 9

PHYLLIS MUSHOTHI: 2nd Place - Visual Arts - 80% and

NEO MPHELANE: Certificate of Merit Basketball - Most

2nd Place - SeSotho - 80%

Improved Player - Under 16 Boys

CELIWE MTSHALI: 2nd Place - Afrikaans 2nd Language -

ELIZABETE CASIMIRO: Certificate of Merit Basketball -

74% and 2nd Place - English - 81%

Most Improved Player - Under 16 Girls

FILIPE SEABRA: 2nd Place - Portuguese - 71% and

BRIDGET AWA: Certificate of Merit - Extra Speech &

2nd Place - Computer Applications Technology - 73%

Drama

PALESA MOSEBI: Certificate of Merit Basketball - Most

SANDILE ZWANE: Certificate of Merit Soccer - Most

Improved Player - Open Girls, Scroll - Athletics - Most

Valuable Player - Under 16 Boys

Consistent Athlete, Scroll - Senior Victrix Ludorum -

TSAONE TSIPANE: Certificate of Merit Netball - Most

Athletics and 2nd Place - Mathematics - 77%

Valuable Player - Under 14 Girls

ONKHOPOTSE TLADI: 1st Place - Visual Arts - 82%

KEAMOGETSE BOIKARABELO MOGASE: Certificate of

KATLEGO TSHABALALA: 1st Place - Business Studies - 84%

Merit - Netball - Most Improved Player - Under 15 Girls

ALIONE KOTELA: 1st Place - Portuguese - 72%

TSHEPO MASHIGO: Certificate of Merit - Choir
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TALENT SIBANDA: 2nd Place - Geography - 73%
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MANDISA DLAMINI: Certificate of Merit - Extra Speech &

HELDER FREITAS: 1st Place - Portuguese - 77%

Drama and Certificate of Merit - Choir

THOBEKA NGCONGO: Scroll - Choir and 2nd Place -

SIBUSISO NHLAPO: Certificate of Merit - Choir

IsiZulu - 95%

ANDRE MSIMANGO: Certificate of Merit - Choir

BAANETSE MADIBA: Scroll - Marimba, 1st Place -

SINDILE DUBE: Certificate of Service - Scholar Patrol

Life Skills - 83% and 1st Place - SeSotho - 84%

ORATILE MAGOGODI: Certificate of Service -

DIVINE-CHRISTINE SEBUNNYA: Scroll - Extra Speech &

Scholar Patrol

Drama, 2nd Place - English - 82%, 2nd Place - Life Skills

KAMOGELO MOSADI: Certificate of Service Scholar Patrol
JORDY BIN SIMBA: Certificate of Service - Scholar Patrol
THABILE NTSHINGILA: Certificate of Service Scholar Patrol
KEFILWE MKONZA: Certificate of Merit - Choir

- 81%, 1st Place - Natural Sciences - 83% and 1st Place French - 71%
BANDILE NHLAPO: Certificate of Merit - Soccer - Most
Reliable Player - Under 16 Boys, 3rd Place - Economic &
Management Sciences - 86%, 3rd Place - Human & Social
Sciences - 86%, 2nd Place - Mathematics - 93%,
2nd Place - Natural Sciences - 83% and 3rd place overall

A C A D E M I C S ,

NTSAKO HLEBELA: Certificate of Service - Scholar Patrol,

top achiever in Grade 9 - 82% - Scroll

Certificate of Merit - Soccer - Players’ Player - Under 16 Boys

PONTSHO MORAPELI: 3rd Place - Natural Sciences - 83%,

REGINAH DANIELS: Certificate of Merit - Netball -

3rd Place - Arts & Culture - 82%, 1st Place - Mathematics -

Outstanding Player - Under 15 Girls and Certificate of

94% and 2nd place overall top achiever in Grade 9 - 82%

Merit - Junior Victrix Ludorum - Swimming

- Scroll

EMMACULATE LEMBEDE: Certificate of Merit - Scholar

AYANDA AFRICA: Scroll - Extra Speech & Drama,

Patrol, Certificate of Merit - Netball - Most Valuable Player

2nd Place - Economic & Management Sciences - 86%,

- Under 16 Girls

1st Place - English - 83%, 1st Place - Arts & Culture - 87%,

MICHELLE PIRES: Certificate of Merit - Marimba,

1st Place - Human & Social Sciences - 87%, 1st Place -

Certificate of Merit - Choir and Certificate of Merit - Most

Afrikaans 2nd Language - 78% and 1st place overall top

Improved Swimmer

achiever in Grade 9 - 83% - Scroll

P R I Z E S

WANDILE KHUMALO: Scroll - Soccer
THABISO NODANGALA: Scroll - Rugby

GRADE 8

TIAGO DE ALMEIDA: Scroll - Soccer - Open Boys

VUYO MPAKU: Certificate of Merit - Basketball - Most

KHANYA MAJOZI: Scroll - Extra Speech & Drama
LINDA NGELE: Scroll - Choir

&

THABO NKWANA: Scroll - Performing Arts

A W A R D S

KATLEHO MATLATSE: Scroll - Marimba
AYABULELA MKAZA: Certificate of Merit - Scholar Patrol,
Certificate of Merit - Soccer - Most Improved Player Under 16 Boys and Scroll - Soccer - Under 16 Boys
NOMAKWEZI NOMVETE: 3rd Place - SeSotho - 71%
LUNGELO SHELEMBE: 3rd Place - IsiZulu - 94%
MOLEMO HUMA: Certificate of Service - Scholar Patrol,
3rd Place - Afrikaans 2nd Language - 74% and 2nd Place Arts & Culture - 87%
MONWABISI TSHAYINCA: Scroll - Basketball - Under 16

Improved Player - Under 14 Boys
KAMOHELO KEKANA: Certificate of Merit - Volleyball Most Reliable Player - Under 14 Boys
KELEBOGILE MATSHEKA: Certificate of Merit - Volleyball
- Most Valuable Player - Under 14 Girls
NKOSINATHI MNDEBELE: Certificate of Merit - Soccer Most Valuable Player - Under 14 Boys
SIYABONGA NGWENYA: Certificate of Merit - Soccer Most Improved Player - Under 14 Boys
REITUMETSE MAZIBUKO: Certificate of Merit - Soccer Players’ Player - Under 14 Boys
NONJABULO MAKHAYA: Certificate of Merit - Choir
TRACEY-ANNE RAMASIKE: Certificate of Merit - Choir

Boys, 3rd Place - English - 81%, 3rd Place - Mathematics -

LUNGILE TSHABALALA: Certificate of Merit - Choir

92% and 2nd Place - Afrikaans 2nd Language - 76%

TSHEPO MOORHEAD: Certificate of Merit - Marimba

SIYABONGA MATSOETLANE: 2nd Place - SeSotho - 71%

SIMPHIWE MAHLANGU: Certificate of Merit - Marimba

BULOLE EKANGYELA: 3rd Place - Life Skills - 81%

MBALI MAHLANGU: Certificate of Merit - Marimba

2nd Place - Human & Social Sciences - 86% and 1st Place -

Certificate of Merit - Extra Speech & Drama

Economic & Management Sciences - 86%

LINDOKUHLE MAJIJA: Certificate of Merit - Choir and

NOTHANDO NKWANYANA: 1st Place - IsiZulu - 98%

Certificate of Merit - Performing Arts
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SMANGA MTHETWA: Certificate of Merit - Choir
Certificate of Merit - Soccer - Most Reliable Player - Under
14 Boys
SPHESIHLE KHANYE: Scroll - Rugby
THEMBISILE MALAWANA: Scroll - Rugby
Certificate of Merit - Most Improved Swimmer
GUGU MAMABOLO: Scroll - Junior Victrix Ludorum Athletics and Certificate of Merit - Netball - Under 14 Girls
LUIS ANTONIO: Scroll - Junior Victor Ludorum - Athletics,
Scroll - Basketball - Under 14 (Boys) and Certificate of
Merit - Volleyball - Most Valuable Player - Under 14 Boys
NTUTHUKO MPAKU: 3rd Place - Arts & Culture - 76%
SIPHESIHLE MASHININI: 3rd Place - Life Skills - 85%
NTSEBENG KHAKA: 3rd Place - SeSotho - 78%
MBALI GUMEDE: 3rd Place - IsiZulu - 86%
KHULILE KHANYILE: 3rd Place - English - 81% and

A C A D E M I C S ,

3rd Place - Afrikaans - 72%
NALEDI LEBOGO: 2nd Place - Mathematics - 89%
NOKUTHULA THABETHE: 2nd Place - Afrikaans - 74%
KATLEHO SELWADI: 2nd Place - SeSotho - 84%
KARABO DUBE: 2nd Place - Isizulu - 87%
JOSEPH GASURA: 2nd Place - Arts & Culture - 79%
THATO SEBOGODI: 2nd Place - Life Skills - 86% and
Certificate of Merit - Marimba

P R I Z E S

BONGUMUSA MBATHA: 3rd Place - Mathematics - 88%,
2nd Place - English - 82% and 2nd Place - Economic &
Management Sciences - 90%
BUHLE SISWANA: 1st Place - Afrikaans - 80%
MPINANE MOHALE: 3rd Place - Natural Sciences - 82%,

&

1st Place - Arts & Culture - 80%,1st Place - SeSotho - 92%

A W A R D S

and Scroll - Academics - 80%
YESHNI GOVENDER: 3rd Place - Human and Social
Sciences - 89%, 2nd Place - Economic & Management
Sciences - 90%, 1st Place - English - 83%, 1st Place Natural Sciences - 83%, 1st Place - Mathematics - 90% and
3rd place overall top achiever in grade 8 - 81% - Scroll
BONGIWE BUTHELEZI: Certificate of Merit - Netball Most Improved Player - Under 14 Girls, 2nd Place - Human
and Social Sciences - 89%, 1st Place - IsiZulu - 94%,
2nd place overall top achiever in Grade 8 - 83% - Scroll
SIZWE MNTAMBO: Certificate of Merit - Volleyball Most Improved Player - Under 14 Boys, Certificate of
Merit - Marimba, 2nd Place - Natural Sciences - 83%, 1st
Place - Economic & Management Sciences - 96%, 1st
Place - Human and Social Sciences - 90%, 1st Place - Life
Skills - 92%, 1st place overall top achiever in Grade 8 83% - Scroll
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Sport & Cultural Half Colours
GRADE 9
BULOLE EKANGYELA: Rugby
THABO NKWANA: Rugby

Academic Half Colours
(CRITERIA = Overall average of 80% for 2 years)

GRADE 9

JORDY BIN SIMBA: Rugby

AYANDA AFRICA

ZANTHIA MULLER: Trampoline

GRADE 10

GRADE 10

CAMERON RAJAH

GRADE 10

NOMONDE MAJOLA: Marimba

NALEDI RAPHESU

KGOMOTJO RAMOKGOPA: Marimba

GRADE 11

KHUMOETSILE MOKHETHI: Marimba

TSHIRELETSO MENTOR

KHANYISA MASILELA: Photography
TSHEPISO KABAI: Choir

Special awards

DINEO MAKHASANE: Speech & Drama

SPORT AWARDS

BONOLO TLHOTLHALEMAJE: Netball

SANDILE MALAWANA: Sportsman of the Year - Trophy
and Scroll

A C A D E M I C S ,

GRADE 11

PALESA MOSEBI: Sportswoman of the Year - Trophy and

LIZO FIKENI: Rugby

Scroll

KGOSIMANG LEKABE: Rugby
ANDISWA NYATHI: Rugby
MLUNGISI RADEBE: Rugby
MPHUMELELI NDLOVU: Rugby
SANDILE MALAWANA: Soccer & Rugby
PHUMZILE MADIBA: Netball

P R I Z E S

ZANELE MASEKO: Netball
MPHO RADEBE: Netball & Marimba

INTER-HOUSE SPORT
ST THOMAS: Basketball - Boys
ST THOMAS: Basketball - Girls
ST THOMAS: Swimming
ST DOMINIC: Netball
ST THOMAS: Soccer
ST THOMAS: Athletics

KAMOGELO MODISAKENG: Speech & Drama

INTER-HOUSE SHIELD

GRACE THABETHE: Trampoline

ST THOMAS

&

RABARENG KHOROEADIRA: Choir
BONTLE SERAI: Choir

A W A R D S

KATLEHO NOTO: Liturgy
GENESIS MANNEY: Performing Arts
ZANOKUHLE RADEBE: Performing Arts
NONHLE NDABA: Performing Arts
MANDLA MASEKO: Performing Arts
THEANO SHUBANE: Performing Arts & Marimba
TSHIRELETSO MENTOR: Performing Arts
MONDE NDLUMBINI: Performing Arts & Choir

GRADE 12
KHAMUKA MOLOI: Rugby
REABETSWE MAZIBUKO: Choir
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Sport & Cultural Full Colours
GRADE 9

SERVICE

SABELO THUSI: Rugby

MATSHIDISO NHLAPO: Samantha Krogg Service Award

GRADE 10
DIMPHO MOTLOUNG: Marimba

GRADE 11
LOMBO NZOLANTIMA: Marimba
ZANELE MASEKO: Marimba
NONHLE NDABA: Marimba
TSAKANE SAMBO: Netball
GENESIS MANNEY: Netball
JABULANE MARISHANE: Rugby
OAGENG MOKHELE: Rugby
KABELO PHALATSE: Rugby

MLUNGISI GUMEDE: Rugby
KATLEHO NOTO: Choir
BONTLE SERAI: Liturgy & Marimba

MARHEB BADIANYAMA: Dux Scholar 2011

leadership awards
HIGH SCHOOL

Boys
KABELO PHALATSE
TSHIRELETSO MENTOR (HEAD BOY 2012)
RABARENG KHOROEADIRA
SANDILE MALAWANA
THATO ZWANE
NEO KOENANE
ANDISWA NYATHI
MOHALE MOLOI
CARLOS BELCHIOR (DEPUTY HEAD BOY 2012)
MONGEZI MACKADE
AYANDA DLAMINI

GRADE 12

MONDE NDLUMBINI

NOTHANDO THAI: Performing Arts

Girls

NOXOLO DLAMINI: Performing Arts

MBALI NGCOBO: Choir

MOKGADI LEBEA
MPHO RADEBE (DEPUTY HEAD GIRL 2012)
TSAKANE SAMBO (HEAD GIRL 2012)

Honours

KGAUGELO KONOPI

GRADE 10

ZUKISWA MBASA

NKAMOGELENG LETSIE

A W A R D S

CHRISTOPHER RYAN: Swimming

NONHLE NDABA

&

DIMPHO MOTLOUNG: Marimba

P R I Z E S

LUNGA MASEKO: Performing Arts

BONTLE SERAI

A C A D E M I C S ,

MONGEZI MACKADE: Rugby

NOTHANDO THAI: Excellence in Leadership Award

GENESIS MANNEY

GRADE 11

THATO SEMOKO

LOMBO NZOLANTIMA: Marimba

ZANELE MASEKO

BONTLE SERAI: Marimba

MMAMATSHWANE SEFOKA

ZANELE MASEKO: Marimba
NONHLE NDABA: Marimba

BOARDING HOUSE

ZUKISWA MBASA: Academic (Overall average of above

Boys

80% for four years)

KABELO PHALATSE

Special awards

SANDILE MALAWANA (BOARDING HEAD BOY 2012)

BRANSON SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 2010/2011

Girls

MONDE NDLUMBINI

MBUSO DHLAMINI

BONTLE SERAI

NOMBUSO MADELA

NKAMOGELENG LETSIE

LYDIA MADUMO
CAMERON RAJAH
WHITNEY TABETLA
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Headmaster’s Primary School
Prize Giving Address 2011

In our daily interactions at school we build those
relationships of trust, with our friends, with the teachers
and even with ourselves as we grow to respect what we
are capable of and trust ourselves to have the discipline

The Primary School prizegiving is always a special one,

to really achieve. Those of you receiving prizes this

because it is here that we are recognising youngsters

evening are adding to the foundation of trust within

who are putting down the roots and foundations of

yourself and learning to rely more and more on your

a successful academic career. Good evening to all of

daily hard work. If you are not receiving a prize tonight,

you who have come to honour this commitment and

that doesn’t mean you can’t or won’t in the future, it

to congratulate those who have started on the road to

simply means you must keep at the hard work until it

achieving honours throughout their time at school. In

starts to pay off. This brings me to the main question I

particular I would like to thank members of the Board

have for you all tonight:

of Governors, the Dominican Sisters, our donors and

A C A D E M I C S ,

you feel you really are not making any progress ... what

is a tough school to run and it takes a host of people

do you do? Do you look for new ways to do things? Do

working together to ensure that every process and

you give up? Do you turn to God and ask for guidance

every foundation is clearly put in place for your children

or support? Sometimes when we think that we have

to achieve the highest and best results they possibly

put in a lot of effort we are not recognised and no

can. So in thanking all those who work unseen in our

great achievement comes, and this leads to us being

school, I want to also acknowledge the parents and

miserable and feeling as though we are worthless. So

caregivers of all these children, whose ongoing input is

for all who have felt this way before and also for all

critical if these youngsters are to grow up and develop

the prize-winners tonight, I want to share the story of

into the quality adults that our country so desperately

a gardener and two plants with you. The first plant is

needs. You are the primary carers and by entrusting

a green fern and the second is a bamboo plant – both

your children to us to build on that care, we have a

of them were planted by the gardener as seeds on the

wonderful and important partnership. The key word is

same day and given light and water and cared for. Just

of course trust, and this is a word on which I want to

as when you come to school you are given wonderful
opportunities and great teaching and care. The fern

Boys and girls, I hope you understand what trust is

ground with its beautiful green leaves, but nothing

and how you can develop it. If you look it up in the

grew from the bamboo seed. In the second season the

dictionary, you will find words like “confidence in”, and

fern continued to grow and spread even further along

“reliance on” the “quality of something”. It also means

the ground, but still nothing came from the bamboo

to have confidence in someone and in believing that

seed. In the third growing season, the gardener would

they will keep their word, but perhaps above all, it is

have been forgiven for giving up, because there

about a relationship that needs to develop between

was still nothing growing out of the ground from the

people and between you and a person or a place. As

bamboo seed and so it was in the fourth growing

an adult we know that to develop real trust takes time

season as well. This gardener didn’t give up, just like

and it takes many positive experiences which build on

our wonderful group of primary school teachers don’t

each other. Lots of experiences where people do what

give up on any of you.

A W A R D S

reflect today.

&

When things are really difficult and days are dark, and

very often in administrative and background jobs. This

P R I Z E S

all those providing support to the work done here,

seed grew quickly from the earth and covered the

they say they will added together builds a foundation
on which we can start really trusting that person. Even

In the fifth growing season the gardener noticed a

where they make a mistake, it is how they own up to

tiny growth coming out from the earth where he had

what they have or haven’t done and how they start

planted the bamboo seed. You could hardly see it

building the relationship again that repairs the trust.

with the fern growing all over the ground, but just six

Remember that trust is not only about what others

months after that first growth had come out of the

do for you, it is also something that you need to earn

earth, the bamboo plant rose to over one hundred feet,

yourself, by building up many moments when others

that is taller than this building! How could it do that?,

can rely on you and when you will build the trust

you might ask. Simple really, for those five growing

foundation for how people see you.

seasons the bamboo had used all the time, water and
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I trust your parents because they love you
unconditionally, I trust these teachers because they
continue to work with you even when they see no
signs of progress, and I trust God because without
him this school would not have been able to continue
achieving the success we do. But most of all, I trust
each one of you to put in the hard work, not to make
excuses all the time as to why you are misbehaved
or why your homework isn’t done, but to use your
achievements tonight as a sign of what is yet to come.
Never be satisfied with your current achievements, and
always look ahead to how high you can still climb on
the ladder to success. Stop comparisons with others,
and start looking whether you are being the best you
can be. If you start doing that and take advantage of
the opportunities you are given, then your garden of
light to grow its roots. It was those roots which made
it strong enough to grow so tall and those roots which
survive its rapid growth once it was out of the ground.
Schools are much like the bamboo plant – we spend
years growing the roots that will sustain you through
your adult lives. Here at Dominican teachers give a
lot of care and guidance to all of you and very often
there is no clear sign of progress. Yet for us this is just

Tonight we say a farewell to somebody who has her
own lifetime of achievement to celebrate. Sr Bernita
Maier is leaving Johannesburg for the Dominican
Sisters’ retirement home in East London in December.
Unlike when we said farewell as she finished her
full-time teaching here a few years ago and then
persuaded her to continue working at Dominican on
a part-time basis, I fear that this time will really be the
end of her daily association with us, and we will miss

at tonight’s prizegiving, but we are teaching you the

the days when she worked with so many of you to allow

values and morals, and the academic and life skills that

you to achieve to the best of your ability. Sr Bernita is

will allow you to be what you have the capacity to be in

a great example of somebody who worked hard and

life. We can’t compare the fern and the bamboo plant

put down deep roots and those have allowed her to

with each other, because they have different purposes

achieve wonderful things in her life as a teacher. We are

&

in life, and each of them makes a forest beautiful in its

privileged to have had you in our garden Sr Bernita,

own special way. What we can do, and what each of us

and wish you every success in your new retirement

must do, is remember that it is by never giving up that

venture. I am sure you will be back in a classroom

we will eventually achieve what we are capable of. Each

somewhere before you know it, and those will be lucky

of you grow at different speeds and achieve different

children to have you!

things according to your different interests. If you want
to grow 100 feet tall (or more!) in your achievements

Finally I want to remind the Grade 7s moving from the

one day, it starts now. You must put in the effort now,

primary school to the high school in 2012 that this is

and start planning now. Your parents have started the

just the next step in your life’s journey. It opens new

process of building a successful you, your teachers (like

doors to other exciting opportunities and I look forward

the gardener) are watering and caring for you along

to seeing you growing to 100 feet tall and beyond.

with your parents, and God is giving you light and

Remember that you must be yourself at all times and

warmth as you grow and the potential to succeed. Your

you will find your place in a world in need of strong

role is never to give up, and to make sure that you find

people of character. Work hard and success will always

your own talent, your own special path and that you

come your way, maybe not for the first, second or third

use your roots from home and from Dominican to be

tries, but like the bamboo plant, once your roots are

the best you that you can be.

well established, you can achieve anything!
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working with you only for the awards you might get

P R I Z E S

a small part of the process, as we know that we are not

attract a lifetime of achievement.

A C A D E M I C S ,

drew in the nutrients the bamboo plant needed to

success will be a wonderful place to walk in and you will
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Congratulations to tonight’s prize winners and thank you

amount to a 25% discount on tuition fees) to a top

to everyone for your attendance and your attention.

Grade 7 achiever entering our high school, who has
achieved across all spheres of a Dominican education

THE DOMINICAN CLOSED SCHOLARSHIP

and is a well-rounded young person of sound character

FOR 2012:

likely to be an influence for good on their peers in the

We have been writing the Independent Examinations
Board (IEB) matric exams and IEB exams in Grade 6, 7
and 9 for four years now. Our achievements, especially
at matric level, have improved each year with subject
averages in most subjects growing annually. At the

high school.
We invited the Grade 7s to apply in writing for the
scholarship and finalists then attended an interview.
This type of experience is a good training for the

beginning of 2011 the IEB chose to do their press

future. Our Stowe Scholarship programme to the

launch of the 2010 matric results from Dominican

United Kingdom, now in its fourth year for lucky Grade

Convent School and commended us on our results

9 learners, is also limited in number like this scholarship

and the academic work being done here. While we are

and it is sometimes the process of these scholarships

thrilled by this recognition of the quality teaching that

that teaches us the most, not least of which is how to

is happening at Dominican, we want to ensure that our

handle disappointment when somebody else is chosen.

top candidates throughout the school are given the

Those are real-life lessons that are not always easy,

same opportunity to excel when they reach matric. This

especially when you might be as worthy of recognition

A C A D E M I C S ,

is one of our strategic focus areas as a school and we
look forward to your child enjoying this quality on offer
for their high school years. We have also welcomed
top achievers into Grade 8 from other primary schools
on scholarship fee discounts, allowing us to boost the
top quality children from our primary school as they
enter high school. This is an important step to ensuring
ongoing quality for all the children, as top learners

yourself. All the finalists are wonderful youngsters and
I felt proud of these youngsters of quality and charm.
The final decision was difficult, but I am pleased to
announce that the 2012 Dominican Closed Scholarship
for high school is awarded to Nicolle Charuma.
Congratulations.

achieve best when they are challenged by other top

P R I Z E S

achievers. This year we are awarding the second
Dominican Closed Recognition Scholarship (which will

&
A W A R D S
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Primary School Awards
GRADE 1M

KATLEHO KOENANE: Second in Numeracy

KEABETSWE BALALA: Second in Literacy

KUTLWANO SHAI: First in Life Skills

ONTHATILE TAU: Third in Literacy

THANDIWE KADZUWA: Second in Life Skills

THATO SEREPO: First in Literacy

ASANTE ZWANE: Third in Life Skills

GLADYS MOYO: Third in Numeracy

BENEDICTE KALONDA: RE

NTOKOZO MAHLABI: First in Numeracy

CHELSEA-ROSE MACKENZIE: First in Grade 3C

JABULANI LEBEWANE: Second in Life Skills
SIHLE MALAMBE: Third in Life Skills
UNATHI TSHUMA: RE
JEENA MARRIOTT: First in Grade 1M

GRADE 3S
NOLUVUYO RADEBE: Second in Literacy
HANS ITEFELA: Third in Literacy
TANYARADZWA NDABANENGI: Third in Numeracy
JEFFREY KIMANI: First in Numeracy

ORATILE MOSINKI: Second in Literacy

THANDO SANGWENI: First in Life Skills

SIBUSISO MAKOME: Second in Numeracy

BONGA MCHUNU: Second in Life Skills

KGOTSO QWAKA: Third in Numeracy

KGOSIETSILE MOSINKI: Third in Life Skills

LIAM JOHNSTONE: Third in Life Skills

KHANYISA MAEBELA: RE

KHOTATSO NYANDENI: Third in Literacy

ELLA MARRIOTT: First in Grade 3S

UZEZI MASHAILA: RE

ZAMAMVULANE MOTHA: De Sousa Cup for Reading in

NELLY MUKODZERI: First in Grade 1S

GRADE 2B
SOGWA DJOFANG: Third in Literacy
NAOMI KAZEMBE: Third in Numeracy

ZAKHELE MADLALA: Second in Life Skills
BASETSANA MOROPA: Third in Life Skills

GRADE 4B
THERESA KANTE: First in Religion
ZINHLE GELUK: First in Afrikaans
BOIKANYO RANKAPOLE: First in Sesotho
BOITUMELO KHOANYANE: First in Social Science
NTOKOZO TSHABALALA: Service Award

GRADE 4D

SIMNIKIWE DHLAMINI: First in Grade 2B

MOTHEO MSIMANGA: First in Religion

NTSIKA NKOSI: Second in Literacy
KUDZAI COUTRIES: Third in Numeracy

NOKWANDA DUBE: First in Life Orientation
LUYANDA MTEMBU: Service Award
KAMOGELO TLAKE: First in Zulu & Distinction in Zulu

BATHANDWA MANYAMALALA: First in Numeracy

TOP 3 IN GRADE 4

OANANETSOE KHOLOPANE: Second in Life Skills

ULEMU KADZUWA: Third in the grade

CARLA KALONDA: Third in Life Skills

IAN MPHIPHIRA: Second in the grade, First in English,

BONTLE MODISENYANE: RE

Maths & Natural Science

LEBOHANG MAKGATHO: First in Life Skills

BUHLE SKOSANA: First in the grade, First in Arts & Culture

SIMPHIWE RADEBE: First in Grade 2M

& Distinction in Zulu

GRADE 3C
THATEHANG DLALI: Third in Literacy
SIBONGISENI MTHEMBU: Third in Literacy
ALEXANDER MPHIPHIRA: Third in Numeracy
KGOSIEMANG MOSINKI: First in Numeracy

Dominican
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GRADE 2M

&

JEMIMA RUBEN: RE

P R I Z E S

KUTLOANO TAULE: First in Numeracy

Grade 3

A C A D E M I C S ,

GRADE 1S
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GRADE 5M

GRADE 7B

MBASA DLILANGA: First in Life Orientation

NADINE DRAPER: First in Religion

OMOLEMO RAMONOTSE: First in Sesotho

AIMEDO LOKOTA: Distinction in Life Orientation

MAPHUTHA MOTHAPO: First in Natural Science

NOBUHLE HLOMUKA: Distinction in Zulu

SAVANNAH CAMPBELL: Service Award

JESSICA AMODA: Distinctions in Life Orientation and

KARABO MALATJIE: First in Maths & Distinction in Maths

Maths, & the Service Award

SIMPHIWE SHABALALA: First in Zulu & Distinction in Zulu

KEKELETSO SKOSANA: Distinctions in Life Orientation,

GRADE 5S

SANTA PINHEIRO: Distinctions in Life Orientation, English,

MICHAELA ALEXANDER: First in Afrikaans

Maths & Natural Science

LESEDI MAQHIZA: Distinction in Zulu
NKOSINATHI MASEKO: First in Religion & Service Award

English & EMS

GRADE 7C
WEZI CHIRWA: Service Award

CRISTIANA FITA: Third in the grade & Distinction in Arts &

SOMILA KIMA: Distinction in Zulu

Culture

SITHEMBISO MOKUWA: First in Zulu, & Distinctions in Life
Orientation, Zulu, English, Maths & EMS

LEHLOHONOLO MAKHOADI: Second in the grade, First

GRADE 6P

PULANE MAAKE: Second in the grade, First in Technology

ATHI KOMANI: First in Religion

and Social Science, Distinctions in Life Orientation, Zulu,

KHUMO PEETE: Service award

Maths, and a Distinction pass on aggregate

P R I Z E S

NTOKOZO RABOLELE: First in Religion

A C A D E M I C S ,

TOP 3 IN GRADE 5

LERATO MASUKU: Distinction in English

NICOLLE CHARUMA: First in the grade, First in Life

in Religion, Arts & Culture & Distinction in Arts & Culture
SARAH KAZEMBE: First in the grade, First in English and

TOP 3 IN GRADE 7

Social Science

SINAYE KOMANI: Third in the grade, Distinctions in Life
Orientation, Afrikaans, Maths & EMS

TSHEGOFATSO MATSEBA: Distinction in English
SIBONGINKOSI ZUZE: Distinction in English
MPHO MOABI: Distinction in English and Mathematics

&

NTULIKAZI MEELA: First in Sesotho, Distinction in English
and Sesotho

A W A R D S

GRADE 6R
CATHRINE SEKONOPO: Service Award
NONHLANHLA MACLARE: First in Religion & Distinction in
Natural Science

TOP 3 IN GRADE 6
SIPH’ESIHLE SIBEKO: Third in the grade, First in Zulu and
Distinction in Zulu
ALYSSA POTGIETER: Second in the grade, First in Life
Orientation & Distinction in Natural Science
IMANI NYEZI: First in the grade, First in Arts & Culture,
English, Afrikaans, Maths, Natural Science and Social
Science, with Distinctions in Afrikaans, English, Maths &
Natural Science
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Orientation, Arts & Culture, English, Afrikaans, Maths, Natural
Science and EMS, Distinctions in Life Orientation, Afrikaans,
English, Maths, Natural Science and EMS, & a Distinction
pass on aggregate

Special Awards
PULANE MAAKE: Dux Award
NICOLLE CHARUMA: Margaret Smith Award for Cheerful
Service
WEZI CHIRWA: Best Entrepreneur Award
RHULANE MAHANE: Outstanding Leadership Award
RHULANE MAHANE: Maths - Problem Solving and Critical
Reasoning Trophy
SITHEMBISO MOKUWA: Maths - Keeping Maths Alive
NICOLLE CHARUMA: Best Reader
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Sport Awards
Soccer: Inter-House
ST DOMINIC
SITHEMBISO MOKUWA: Player of the year
SITHEMBISO MOKUWA; BUHLE MAHLANGU:
Goal Scorer

Netball: Inter-House
ST DOMINIC
SOMILA KIMA: Player of the year

Athletics: Inter-House
ST CATHERINE
ATHI KOMANI: Victor Ludorum

A C A D E M I C S ,

NICOLLE CHARUMA; WEZI CHIRWA: Victrix Ludorum

Basketball:
WEZI CHIRWA: Player of the year

P R I Z E S
&
A W A R D S
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Grade R Graduation
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Matric Results 2010

circumference by the diameters. It was amazing to see

JAN 14 - The class of 2010 achieved a 98.4% pass

was of course the value of Pi! Mr Nhlanhla, parent of

rate and managed to improve averages in most of the
subjects written. With 87% of our children able to study
for degrees and diplomas and all except one child
achieving at a higher level than the basic matric pass,
this group continued the annual improvement in the
overall marks. It is most encouraging to note a shift in
subject passes, as we more than doubled the subject
passes at levels 4 to 7, while halving those at levels 1 to
2. There is always room for improvement and the 2011
matric group has already been challenged to lift the
Dominican results to an even higher level ... with hard
work from NOW!
– Mr Mike Thiel
Headmaster

that they always ended up with the same answer, which
Luanda (Gr6P) joined in the fun. At the end of the lesson
they had a party with the items they had brought.
– Ms Ramsurwaj
PS HOD

GRADE 7S MATHEMATICS PEER
EMPOWERMENT
JUL 1 - In an Inter-School afternoon with Sacred Heart
College, the Grade 7 learners enjoyed empowering
their peers on the topic: “Maths in the world today”.
The learners were enthused and shared concepts that
embraced maths in the kitchen, maths in sport, maths
in music and great mathematicians and their influence.

Mathematics

It was wonderful to integrate this topic with information

DOMINICAN JOINS ISASA M&E PROGRAMME

the concepts through Powerpoint presentations. This

technology and many of us helped our peers to grasp
activity allowed us to extend our horizons and think

Independent Schools’ Association of Southern Africa’s

critically incorporating mathematics.

(ISASA) Maths & English Excellence scholarship

AMESA CONFERENCE

Foundation, Dominican has already benefited from the

JUL 22 - Mathematics staff in both the primary and

first training camp. Our children had fun while learning

high school attended the Association for Mathematics

new life skills and enjoyed the team-building exercises.

Education of South Africa (Amesa) Maths Conference

The academic lessons were also helpful and we are

at Wits last week, and were taken on a journey to

grateful for the opportunity to build a better future

“Mathematics in a Globalised World”. The proceedings

through Dominican, Zenex and ISASA’s M&E. – Bonga

embraced plenary sessions, interactive workshops,

Nazo, Gr 10

provincial networking conferences and cultural
events. Learner Mathematical Thinking and Educator

P R I Z E S

programme under the sponsorship of the Zenex

A C A D E M I C S ,

MAR 11 - With five Grade 10 learners joining the

MAR 11 - We went on camp to Thaba Morula, learning

Engagement, Instructional Approaches, Mathematical

many insightful things like study techniques, what

Proficiency and the Integration of Technology in

&

we can calculate with our calculators and also had

Mathematical Empowerment were some topics to

a challenging chemistry lesson given by Ms Siala.

help us keep mathematics alive in the classroom. The

It wasn’t all theory and we also played games, did

interactive workshops provided us with a hands-on

obstacle courses (and got very muddy!) We learnt to

approach to extending the learners’ horizons and my

support each other as a team, swam in our spare time

mathematical acumen.

A W A R D S

and enjoyed a campfire where we sang our hearts

–M
 s Rita Chendip

out … regardless of our voices! It was really fun and

HOD Mathematics (Primary School)

hilarious. Looking forward to our next camp!
– Carol, Keitumetse, Forgiveness, Celiwe, Onkgopotse
and Bonga, Gr 10

PI DAY
MAR 14 - Pi Day was celebrated throughout the school
on March 14 as a way to introduce this mathematical
concept to all. The Grade 6 learners brought in
round food items. They found the circumference and
diameters of these food items. They then divided the

Dominican
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Reading
GRADE 1S GET THE GIFT OF READING
MAR 18 - The magic of being able to read with

Grade 7 was introduced to William Shakespeare.
Learners were delighted and great fun was had reading
Romeo and Juliet in simplified English. Some learners
expressed sadness at the end of the story.

comprehension is a special part of the Grade 1 year.
Last week the Grade 1s got their very first readers! The

Some Grade 4 to 6 learners are frantically reading

excited learners were Zenzo, Mbali, Karabo, Kgotso,

the books chosen by the Johannesburg Public Library

Uzezi, Nsika, Nelly, Shau, Keikanestwe and Albertina.

as we approach the Story Skirmish and Battle of the

READ, READ, READ AND READ MORE

Books challenge. These challenges encourage reading
and a team of six learners – six from Grade 4 and

JUL 1 - In English this term, the learners from Grade 4 to

5 and six learners from Grade 6 – are selected and

7 have been encouraged to read as much as possible,

attend Round One, challenging three neighbouring

after all, “reading is the window to knowledge”.

schools. The competition is great fun and a new way
to make new friends.

Every Wednesday, 20 minutes of assembly is dedicated
to reading a book or magazine, whatever interests the

Parents are encouraged to permit your children to

learner – it is amazing the relaxed atmosphere that

join their local library or to buy your child books or

prevails during this reading time and one can hear a

magazines that your child enjoys reading.

pin drop as the “bookworms “ are hard at work! As the

A C A D E M I C S ,

learners complete reading a book they then provide

STORY SKIRMISH

Mrs Rostovsky with a short book review of the story

AUG 5 - Six learners from Grade 5S went to the Rhodes

they have read. The learners follow up their reading

Park Library for the Story Skirmish, a competition where

delight by attaching a “leaf” to the reading tree that is

you have to read 15 stories and then compete against

now growing abundantly in the principal’s office.

other schools. In the end, DCS came third and we
enjoyed ourselves. – Nathi Maseko, Gr 5S

On this “leaf” the learner has acknowledged the title of
the book and author’s name. The classes are competing
in a positive manner to try and read as many books as

P R I Z E S

they can before the end of term. The class that reads

&

Grade 5 will be starting shortly with their new class

the most is in for a treat.
The reading continues during English lessons with
Grade 4 being enthralled with Roald Dahl stories, and

A W A R D S

reader. The Grade 6 learners have been reading stories
about animals, and will soon be listening to Aesop’s
Fables, but in an African context, and the Grade 7
learners continue reading and exploring No Turning
Back and Love David – both books set in South Africa.

Portuguese
A CHANCE TO ADD TO YOUR SKILLS
MAR 18 - Language is a vital tool in communicating
thoughts and ideas. It builds relationships and adds
to your competitiveness. Dominican offers beginner
Portuguese lessons on Wednesdays at 14h30 with
Ms Paula Francisco, and all are welcome to attend.
FEB 24 - “South Africa has a growing international
population and being multilingual is our mission. Taking
a course in learning Portuguese is our passion, adding
[to] our thinking, dreaming and learning. Our life is
really interesting, even though the tongue twisting can
be hard at times. We love Portuguese! Obrigado,
Ms Francisco!” – Malehlohonolo Malope and
Forgiveness Mathebula, Gr 10 Beginners

Dominican
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Science & Technology
NATURE & TECHNOLOGY
AUG 5 - Water is essential for life. The Grade 6s

done and to all the budding Grade 9 entrepreneurs for
sharing their growing business acumen.
“It was fascinating to see the different groups, with

constructed water wheels, and were excited to use

mouth-watering eats and different products, working

only recycled materials and to observe the mechanism

together to attract customers and obtain their

working. We now understand how farmers use running

individual desired profit. My group learnt a lot about

water from rivers to turn these wheels to power

running a business.” – Otsile Kanyane, Gr 9R

machinery to grind corn. Thank you for allowing us to
use our technology skills in our Natural Sciences lessons.
– Imani Nyezi, Gr 6P

“It was another successful day for the Grade 9s, as
we learnt the importance of teamwork and listening
to each other’s point of view when it comes to our

GRADE 6 SCIENTISTS IN THE MAKING

businesses. We had a lot of bumps along the road,

SEPT 30 - “We are all excited about our first Natural

arguing and disagreeing, but ultimately learning to

Sciences Fair: the lava lamps, solar systems and
volcanoes that we are ready to share. Experiments,
investigations, show and tell, chicken sounds in a cup
and slimey gel, electrical circuits, smart cards – you
will be amazed by crystallisation, science tricks, rocket
for everyone!”

“It was a day I will never forget. We spent a lot of
time on planning, which was worth it in the end. I
learnt how to work with others co-operatively and how
to smile all day to attract customers.”
– Thabile Msibi, Gr9E

– Imani Nyezi, Sibonginkosi Zuze, Refilwe Sithole, Gr6

PRIMARY SCHOOL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
EXHIBITIONS
OCT 7 - Some comments as the school viewed the
Primary Science and Technology exhibits:

A C A D E M I C S ,

launchers, tie and dye. Indeed, Natural Sciences is fun

trust each other more.” – Lesego Mosikare, Gr 9E

P R I Z E S

“I saw a volcano erupt … It was fascinating.”
– Simnikiwe Dhlamini, Gr 2B
“I saw jelly powder mixing faster in hot water.”
– Meron Getahune, Gr 2B

&

“My needle-magnet was fun and enjoyed by the

A W A R D S

Foundation Phase children.” – Sarah Kazembe, Gr 5M
“Lava lamps, slime gel, battery-powered windmills,
saturated solutions and planets galore, brought us joy
and thrills. Fascinating fountains, volcanic eruptions
and water wheels, smart cards and so much more!”
– Masana & Refilwe Sithole, Gr 6P
“I demonstrated Newton’s third law of motion which
states that every action has an equal and opposite
reaction using my balloon rocket car.”
– Nicole Charuma, Gr7

Grade 9 Entrepreneur’s Day
ENTREPRENEURS ON SONG
NOV 4 - The annual Grade 9 market was keenly
anticipated and well supported, with a diverse range
of wares available for purchase. Thanks to the Business
teachers, Ms Potgieter and Mr Steyl, for a job well
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SPORT

were awarded to athletes who showed excellence
in the sporting arena at both Inter-School and InterCatholic platforms. All were treated to a sumptuous

PRIMARY SCHOOL SPORT ROUND UP

three-course meal. Basketball South Africa donated
36 basketballs and 500 CDs promoting basketball

SEPT - Keen competition, team work, great ball

fundamentals. Thank you to all sponsors, Mr Whitaker

handling, fun and reward were key on the sports

and his team and all primary school sport staff for their

fields this term, as our learners enjoyed interaction at

input and assistance in making the event a success.

both Inter-school and Inter-Catholic platforms. Skill

We look forward to an even greater splash in 2012!

development was noted in athletics, swimming and

– Mrs Rita Chendip

basketball. Mini-cricket was introduced to both boys

Primary School Sport Co-ordinator

and girls this term.
Most Valuable Players for
PRIMARY SCHOOL SPORTS DINNER

Athletics

Athini Komani

NOV - At the flashy inaugural Sports Gala Dinner,

Soccer

Sithembiso Mokuwa

primary school learners were inspired by motivational

Netball

Somila Kima

speeches from the celebrity guests

Basketball

Wezi Chirwa

(Mr Edgar Marutlulle, MTN Golden Lions player;

Coaches Award

Athini Komani

Mr Charles Foster, Basketball South Africa technical
director and Ms Thuli, World Netball Festival player)

All funds raised will be utilised for sport development

to work hard at their sport. In front of their parents,

at primary school.

teachers, coaches and representatives from the
Catholic School Sport Council, our primary sportsmen
and women received certificates celebrating their
sporting achievements and participation in netball,
soccer, athletics and basketball. Medals and trophies
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Athletics
JUNIOR ATHLETES BEAT THE RAIN
JAN 28 - Saturday’s family day started off with the Grade
R to Grade 3 Inter-House Athletics event. Our smallest
Dominicans beat the threatening rain as they raced
across Murray Park, spurred on by the large crowd of
parents and friends that had gathered to support them.
With Mrs Baskerville demonstrating the racing start, all
were eager to show what they could do, and the races
were strongly contested. Finishing off with sibling and
parent races allowed all to enjoy this fun event in the
true spirit of the Dominican family. The comments from
participants made all the organisation worthwhile:

The Grade 3s wrote the following:
“I liked it when the fathers and mothers raced. I liked
the braai and I liked the 80m race. It was fun.”
“My daddy ran and came 5th. My mom came last! My
friends, Thato and Kutlwano, and her baby brother,
had lots of fun. Thank you, all the teachers.”
“I liked the meat, chicken and braai wors rolls. I liked
it because most of my best friends were there. We
played nicely together. I ate lots of food. Thank you
Ms Cathy for the wonderful day.”
“I liked it when the children and parents ran. I saw a lady
and a man run as fast as Thandiwe, Khahiso and me.”
“I like braai and we made a picnic. The children went
to play while they were preparing the food. We ate

“I loved sports day. I ran for yellow house.”
– Olwethu, Gr 1S
“After running I played soccer and we had a braai.”
– Sibusiso, Gr 1S
“I loved seeing the teachers run.”
– Gladys, Gr 1M
“I had fun running, having a braai and playing with my
friends.” – Tshepiso, Gr 2B
“I came to school with my family. My sister had to braai

everything they gave us. I enjoyed the day.”
“It was fun on Saturday. We ran very fast. We had a
nice day.”

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE IP HOUSE
CAPTAINS:
St Catherine: Sithembiso Mokuwa and Jessica Amoda
St Thomas: Nhlanhla Radebe and Wezi Chirwa
St Dominic: Buhle Mahlangu and Kekeletso Skosana

the meat. It was lots of fun.” – Naomi, Gr 2B
“I liked running, my mom was watching me and holding

S P O R T

my baby sister.” – Omolemo, Gr 2B
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1. Most of the staff were on the training field,
throughout the preparation period, coaching,
inspiring and supporting their houses.
2. There was training for three weeks, prior to the
event, one week more than 2010. And we were not
disappointed. From Gugu Mamabolo’s run in the
1500m to the open boys’ 4x100m relay, new stars

INTER-SCHOOL ATHLETICS

were being discovered. This continued in the field

FEB - Participating at the Inter-School Athletics Meeting

events from Luis Antonio winning the boys’ U14 long

at Glenhazel, our athletes enjoyed keen competition in
both track and field events, with five learners selected
to represent D9 at the Johannesburg Stadium. Tshepo

jump to Tiago Almeida giving a similar performance
in the senior boys’ high jump.

Serepo, Nonhlanhla Maclare, Siyabonga Ndaba, Juste

More of a desire by the DCS learners, as well as

Moukoko and Michaela Alexander did our school proud

improved commitment, allowed us to have this

in their events. Juste Moukoko qualified for the finals

exhilarating day of athletics. Those who still wait to

and will represent Johannesburg East at provincials.

be shunted into action are delaying one of the most

Well done!

awesome sports days that DCS could possibly have.
With that, the chance to compete with the best, at

HOUSE ATHLETICS MEETING

inter-school level.

SEPT - The Senior Primary children enjoyed their House
Athletics Meeting in bright sunshine at Murray Park.

Congratulations to all the winners. The winners of the

Brightly clad cheerleaders and high-spirited cheers

Victor and Victrix Ludora will be announced at the

added to the festive atmosphere, as our athletes

annual prize-giving ceremony in October. The house

competed in both long distance and sprint track

points at the end of the day were:

events. Competition was keen and spirit was alive,

1st – St Thomas

and eventually St Catherine House (Red) emerged

2nd – St Dominic

victorious, followed by St Thomas and St Dominic, with

3rd – St Catherine

S P O R T

the spirit trophy also being awarded to St Catherine’s.
Nicolle Charuma (Victrix Ludorum).

HIGH SCHOOL INTER-CATHOLIC ATHLETICS
RESULTS

– Tshegofatso Matseba & Nonhlanhla Dlamini

SEPT 30 - It was a warm day – perfect for athletics. The

Congratulations to Athi Komani (Victor Ludorum) and

venue was Ruimsig Stadium, where the bustle of city life

PRIMARY SCHOOL INTER-CATHOLIC ATHLETICS

was a distant echo. DCS arrived with the largest athletics

SEPT - Warmly received by the host school, Sacred

team selected in five years. More important was that all

Heart College, our 42 primary school learners

athletes had been formidable at inter-house athletics.

participated in the long- and short-distance track

Our only concern was what toll the long August holiday

events. Competition was keen but we all gave of our

had had on our athletes. From the first round of events,

best. Congratulations to Athi Komani [U12] who came

DCS started collecting points and winning medals with

first in the 1 200m, Rhulane Mahane [U13] who came

some sterling performances. We happily concluded the

second in the 200m, and James Kalala [U10] who came

day in sixth place out of 10 participating schools and

second in the 100m. It was the adrenaline rush, plus

missing a targeted top five place by eight points. We will

skill and fast baton exchange, that helped us come

improve on this result next year if we do the following:

second or third in all our relay races. Well done to the

Take a bigger team, have holiday training and introduce

athletes who did DCS proud with good behaviour and

javelin to the school.

sportsmanship. – Buhle Mahlangu, Gr 7C

HIGH SCHOOL INTER-HOUSE ATHLETICS

The top performers on the day were:
Tiago Almeida, Silver, Boys’ 18 High Jump

AUG 4 - On the Tuesday 2nd August, Dominican

Kgaugelo Konopi, Gold, Girls’ 17 Shot Putt

Convent took the entire high school to Wits Education

Andile Dube, Silver, Boys’ 16 800m

Block (formerly JCE) for the Inter House Athletics.

Mongezi Mackade, Bronze, Boys’ 17 800m, Bronze 1 500m

This was destined to be the most competitive inter-

Gugu Mamabolo, Gold, Girls’ 14 100m, Gold 200m,

house athletics event for two reasons:

Gold 400m
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Nokuthula Thabethe, Silver, Girls’ 14 High Jump

Thank you to coach Elvis and KG for putting us back

Peter Mbimala, Bronze, Boys’ 16 100m

into a winning streak!

Thato Semoko, Bronze, Girls’ 17 100m
Sandile Malawana, Silver, Boys’ 17 200m

Our girls’ basketball teams played Germiston High

Sabelo Thusi, Silver, Boys’ 15 Discus

School recently. Although slow to get into the game,

Nombuyiselo Mbatha, Silver, Girls’ 15 High Jump

DCS U16s eventually found a rhythm. Unfortunately,

Grace Thabete, Bronze, Girls’ 17 400m

Germiston High had scored enough in the earlier part

Girls’ 14, Bronze, 4x100m relay

of the game to hold off the DCS comeback. We lost 4:7.

Girls’ 15, Silver, 4x100m relay

As for our open team, one knows a game is of a good

Boys’ 17, Bronze, 4x100m relay

standard when the coaches use time-outs for tactical

Basketball
PRIMARY SCHOOL BASKETBALL
FEB 4 - With basketball re-starting in the primary
school, we found ourselves up against keen

changes. This was that game, and we won 9:8. The U14
game was the last of the three to be played, but was by
far the most entertaining, with both teams getting more
aggressive and far more confident. We lost 0:2, but there
is a mass of potential in the U14 team.

competition and great ball skills, but our teams played
with great vigour against Bishop Bavin. Although we
did not win, we enjoyed the team spirit, the electric
atmosphere and the warmth of our Dominican peers.
– Nonhlanhla Maclare and Siyabonga Ndaba
Results:
U12 - 0-7 lost
U13 - 2 -41 lost

HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
FEB 11 - DCS boys opened the 2011 league with a

S P O R T

40-30 win over Kensington Secondary School. In the
lead from the first jump ball, our rampant U16 boys
dominated the game until the final buzzer and even the
introduction of our U/15 and U/14 boys couldn’t help
the visitors. Oginor da Silva was Most Valuable Player.

Dominican U16 boys’ basketball team demolished

Well done, boys!

Highlands North Boys’ High School 42:20 in an away
encounter, and our U14 boys also defeated the host

At the Rand Private School Tournament our boys

team 11:5. However, our open team couldn’t keep up

defeated Bishop Bavin 15-14, Athlone Boys’ 30-15 and

with the fast-paced basketball and lost 9:31.

walked over Rand Private 20-0 to lift the trophy in the
Open Boys’ Basketball Category. Our girls defeated

MAR 4 - DCS claimed a much needed victory over King

Rand Private 12-6, but lost to Bishop Bavin ending 2nd

David Linksfield (41-19) after suffering a home defeat

in the girls’ category.

to the boys of Barnato Park (24-39) last week. The King
David victory put our senior boys back in the race to

The primary school U/11 boys and girls went to the

qualify for the GSBC Senior Boys’ City Championship.

Sacred Heart Junior Festival and performed wonderfully

So far, DCS has won two games, lost two and has three

well, beating St Peter’s Prep, St John’s Prep and Sacred

more games left before City Champs.

Heart, while drawing against Michael Mount and
ending top of the log. Congratulations, and keep up

In the game against King David, Geoffrey Chimalazeni

the spirit.

sank a whopping 21 points, with five additional assists.

Scores were:

Rookie Jay Jay was also on top form, displaying a

DCS vs Michael Mount 0-0

number of breathtaking drives to the basket. Our new

DCS vs St Johns 4-2

recruit, Philip Seabra, was also excellent, securing

DCS vs Sacred heart 2-0

explosive rebounds and playing good defence to help

DCS vs St Peters 8-0

DCS achieve victory.
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Earlier on, our U14s walloped King David’s U14 boys

the rigour of high school basketball. Our U11s were

38-10, with Geoffrey Bin Simba scoring four straight

victorious in the Inter-Catholic Festival at Sacred Heart

three-pointers from downtown, and Monwabisi Tshayinca

College. Our primary school basketball programme

taking charge of the game in the point guard position.

culminated in us hosting the U13 ISASA Schools’ MiniBasketball Festival where 12 games were played.

Well done boys for making us proud!
– Mr E Ukpong

This year saw improved results, with our senior boys’

Basketball Coach

team going to GSBC City Championships in term 1,
playing all the way to the semi-finals where we lost to

MAR 11 - Girls’ Results vs The Hill High School:

Highlands North Boys’ High. In term 3, our U/16 boys

U16: DCS 7 -

10

The Hill

LOST

qualified for the GSBC U16 City Championship and

U14: DCS 12 -

10

The Hill

WON

went all the way to the final beating strong teams, like

Open: DCS 25 - 16

The Hill

WON

Norkem Park, Crawford Sandton, etc, but losing again
to Highlands North Boys’ at this last hurdle.

JUN 24 - On Sunday, girls from both the high and
primary school were invited to a basketball clinic

We increased our winning percentage from 50% in

organised by Kornelia Simmelink and hosted by the

term1 to 80% in term 3, won the Rand Private Schools’

German International School. Ms Kornelia Simmelink

invitational tournament, our U16 boys’ team is 2nd

is a well-known basketball enthusiast who was a

in Gauteng schools’ league and our senior boys are

national player and who liaises closely with the National

3rd in the ranking. Our boys and girls have shown

Basketball Association and Basketball Beyond Borders

greater understanding of basic offensive and defensive

Africa. We were all very excited and were reminded

concepts. We have been able to establish a unique

about team work, respect and commitment. The day

pattern of play and are working on perfecting it. Our

unfolded with fitness exercises and strategic drills

players have also developed confidence to take on

honing in on hand-eye coordination, defensive and

anybody in a one on one situation. We now need to

offensive play and communication. We were also given

work harder on our defence.

insight on how our body positions dictate our passes.

S P O R T

Lateral thinking and listening skills were thrown in. The

There has been a revival of keenness in basketball as

highlight of the day was the matches thereafter, where

groups of passionate learners turned up for practice

we displayed the fundamentals learnt. Thank you to

this year. Coach Elvis was instrumental in initiating

Coach Elvis and Ms Kornelia for being instrumental in

a Macro Basketball Day for our Grade 3 classes this

organising the clinic and Mr Moore and Mrs Chendip

year. The Grade 4-7 learners were also introduced and

for accompanying us. Let’s rebound and keep the

skilled in the game by him and his one-on-one sessions

basketball spirit alive, girls! – Tawonga Chuma

were fruitful and well enjoyed by all.

2011 REPORT

Being part of the elite and most well organised ISASA

2011 has seen DCS Basketball grow with our aim
being to train talented young athletes and turn them
into top level players. We have hosted a number of
camps, tournaments and clinics, focusing especially on
behaviour and presentation as an athlete, acquisition
and improvement of communication skills, analysis
of technical, tactical skills and abilities, pin-pointing
strengths and weaknesses in performance, and based on
that assessment of performance, the provision of tailormade measures to help individual players improve.

Mini Basketball League provided DCS learners the

We have also successfully implemented our primary
school programme, introducing fundamental skills to
children aged 6 to 13. Our senior primary teams are
playing in the ISASA Preps Mini-basketball League.
This is a good platform to promote competition,
team work and fair play and prepare our players for
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opportunity to grow in leaps and bounds, interacting
and gaining confidence in basketball skills and
team work. Three divisions (u11, u12 and u13 A &
B), participated at different festivals. We wish our
basketball players a most rewarding 2012.
Learners and coaches were privileged to attend a
Referees’ Coaching Course hosted by St John’s College
with NBA Coaches , Mr Joby Wright and Mr Patrick,
and Basketball South Africa National Coach, Mr Flosh.
Different techniques of skill development, individual
growth plans, diplomacy and strategic gaming was
brought to the fore. After a full day of skill development
and life skills, the NBA spoilt our learners and coaches
with basketball goodies. Thank you to St John’s and St
Bennies for sponsoring our learners’ meals for the day.
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“Athletics+Academics+Character
Development = SUCCESS” – Joby Wright
“C
 oaching is an exercise of the heart and mind.”

Tsakane Sambo, Thato Semoka and Phumzile Madiba,
went to the U/17 district trials, and did very well.
Congratulations to Tsakane Sambo and Phumzile
Madiba, who made it to the final round of trials.

A big thank you to Ms Letsie, Mr Mulaisho-Mothae
and Dr Awa who sponsored girls on tour. We had
a gathering in the third term with the parents of
our netball girls, just to socialise and say thank you
for all their patience and support. A big thank you
to everyone who made this season so successful.
Mrs. Chendip, Coach Elvis , Wezi Chirwa, Khumo
Peete and Imani Nyezi at the St John’s Basketball
Coaching Course.
– Elvis D Ukpong

Thank you to Mr Thiel and Ms Burger who came and
supported us at our home matches, and your support
at the Saturday tournaments. The drivers, especially
Francis, thank you for your patience and keeping

Basketball Coach

us safe on the roads. Thank you to Ms Whitaker,

Netball

for making sure that we are always on time for our

Playing in the D13, Independent Schools League, we

matches. Mr Moore, thank you for all our equipment,

entered four teams from Dominican. Our U/14 and U/17

and your support. A big thanks to the tuck shop, for all

teams played with passion and skill and won the D13,

the eats and drinks. Thank you Ms Smith, for organising

Pool D, league. Well done girls. As winners of Pool D,
these teams were invited for the play-offs to compete

a lovely tour down to Cape Town and keeping all the
financial matters in order. Thank you Ms Nicolette and

first rounds, but then lost in the second round against

Ms Nomfusi, our coaches, for your dedication, patience

Helpmekaar. After a lot of tears and disappointment

and time to teach us how to be successful and also be

on that day, the girls were proud of what they achieved

good losers. The biggest thank you is to our Dominican

in 2011. From here we can only improve, and our long
term goal is to play in the higher leagues.

Convent netball girls. We are proud of you for making
2011 a successful season. Without you, the players,

Results:

netball will not be possible in our school. A big thanks

Dominican vs.

for all your hard work, dedication and laughter. We can

DCS

Kings
Pecan College wood

Aurora

Christ
Church

St
Peter’s

U/14

9-2

11 - 5

9-6

15 - 4

15 - 12

U/15

11-11

12 - 4

5 -16

U/16

9-9

TAKE
8 -12
POINTS
9 -17
6 -12

11 - 15

4 -18

U/17

24 -11

28 - 6

21-12

26 - 22

24 -13

TOTAL

2

3

2

3

2

					
In 2011 Dominican took 16 girls for a netball tour to
Stellenbosch, and what an experience it was for the

only go from strength to strength. 2012 here we come!
– Ms Michelle Roy
High School Netball Co-ordinator

PRIMARY SCHOOL VS TEACHERS
MAR 4 - “I thought netball was for children only but the
teachers showed me that it’s for all ages. On 4th March
we played a friendly game against the teachers and
the score was terrible (32-11). Being kids we asked for

girls as they learned netball skills and play formations.

a clean slate and a fresh start but they beat us again!!!!

We competed in two netball tournaments, at Saheti

Eish... One thing I can say is that I learnt that DCS does

and of course our U/17 girls at the Inter-Catholic

not only have wonderfully skilled teachers but they are

Netball Tournament, at De La Salle. Our girls finished

big on sports too. Watch out for the next official clash,

seventh out of thirteen teams, which is satisfactory

the kids are out to settle the score!”

for a junior team. The U/17 girls, Genesis Manney,

– Emmaculate Lembede, Gr 9

Dominican
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against the other pool winners. Both teams won their
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MATIES NETBALL TOUR

Netball results vs Curro Aurora, played 16 May

APR - For five days the netball girls took on the

U/17 won 13 - 9

university town of Stellenbosch in a training camp

U/16 won 13 - 3

that has left us ready for the second term league

U/15 lost 8 - 12

fixtures. The tour was filled with diverse experiences,

U/14 won 9 - 6

encouragement, self-development, sportsmanship and

U/14B won 6 - 2

of course exhaustion! The first day was a challenge
to us all, but because of the strong and fit netball

Results of DCS vs Pecanwood.

players we are, we were able to persevere and shine

U/14 Dominican won 11 - 5

regardless. We would like to extend our gratitude to

U/16 Dominican lost 9 - 17

Ms Smith for her organisation and to our coaches Ms

U/17 Dominican won 28 - 6

Nomfusi, Ms Roy and all our Maties coaches! The tour

Congratulations to Tsakane Sambo, who shot 19 goals

was an amazing experience and we truly learnt a lot.

out of the 28 all on her own!

Johannesburg netbal spanne moet pasop, Dominican
Convent se netbal is op sy beste! – Nkamogeleng

INTER-CATHOLIC TOURNAMENT:

Letsie, Gr11S

MAY - Our young U17 side lost the pool games against
Brescia House and Holy Rosary Open sides, but in
the play-offs we beat Sacred Heart and De La Salle,
finishing 7th on the day.
University of Johannesburg U14B Tournament: The
losses against St Stithians and Helpmekaar were
balanced by wins against St Teresa’s and Holy Rosary.

HIGH SCHOOL NETBALL
JUN 3 - Well done to the netball girls on their excellent

S P O R T

results against Christ Church College, especially the U14
and U17 teams that are close to qualifying for play-offs:
u/14 – Dominican 15, Christ Church 4 – WON
u/15 – Dominican 12, Christ Church 4 – WON
u/16 – Dominican 11, Christ Church 15 – LOST
u/17 – Dominican 26, Christ Church 22 – WON
– Ms Michelle Roy,
High School Netball Co-ordinator
DCS vs Yeshiva College
U10 & U11

[D]

U12 2 - 2

[D]

U13 10 - 2

[W]

Well played girls! – Ms Florence Masuku
Inter-house matches were played at Murray Park and
the results were as follows:
1st St Dominic
2nd St Catherine
3rd St Thomas Aquinas
Well done to all participants! – Kagiso Semete
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Rugby

PRIMARY SCHOOL WATCHES SHARKS VS
LIONS

TAG RUGBY AT DCS
MAR 4 - With the introduction of tag rugby at our
school, initiated by the Gauteng Lions Development
Coaches, we were the proud recipients of tickets to
watch the match between the Gauteng Lions and
the Vodacom Bulls last Saturday. The atmosphere in
Ellis Park Stadium was electric and I sat gripping my

JUL 1- Primary School learners were invited to watch
the Sharks vs Lions match at Ellis Park Stadium, on
Saturday, 11 June 2011. We were filled with excitement
as we entered the arena. The loud applause as the
teams ran onto the field was electrifying. This first-hand
experience and the skills we learnt at the Sports Camp,
enabled us to show greater skill during our Tag Rugby

seat as the teams did battle. I enjoyed the skill and

sessions. Thank you to Mrs Chendip for organising the

commitment that both teams displayed. The final score

tickets. For many of us this was a first and we will hold

was 21-24, with the Bulls being victorious.

on to this memory fondly. – Sinaye Komani

Thank you to Mrs Chendip for organising this outing.

DCS vs Grantley. DCS won 4 - 1

– Kagiso Semete

DCS vs Bracken High School. DCS lost 3 - 2
– Mr Kurt Baatjies,

SAHETI SEVENS RUGBY DEBUT
MAR 11 - The Dominican Convent School Rugby
sevens team debuted at the annual Saheti Sevens
Tournament, playing matches against Alberton,
Redham and Saheti. With this being our first
tournament, we were the underdogs and lost all our
games, but showed great spirit and determination and
came away with respectable scores, giving the more
experienced schools cause for concern. We were ably
led by Dibaba Ekangyela and he helped us display
our grit and determination in a positive manner. Our
hands to put Dibaba’s strength and power through a
gap in the defence to score under the posts. All in all,
the day was a success and we especially thank Ronnie
Speakman and Mr Baatjies for their guidance and
never-ending support. – Andiswa Nyathi, Gr11
DCS

0

Alberton High

15

DCS

0

Redham

12

DCS

5

Saheti

10

Friday 9 September was a day to be remembered by
the Dominican touch rugby team as we registered the
best start to our touch season with a 4 - 1 win over
Grantley College. The match was very close for the first
few minutes until Oageng Mokhele broke the deadlock
with the first try of the day on his birthday. The rest
of the first half was dominated by Dominican with a
second try scored by Kabelo Phalatse before half-time.
The second half started off disappointingly as our
sloppy play led to Grantley’s first and only try of the
game. But the good team morale got the boys back
on top of their game, and swift passing and movement
by the team allowed me to score my second try of the
day and the third for Dominican, with the fourth by
Jabulane Marishane. A great game, even though we
were unfit after a long holiday. – Kabelo Phalatse, Gr 11

RUGBY VS DE LE SALLE
MAY 13 - Yet another win for the Dominican Convent
rugby team. On Saturday 7 May, they took on the De
La Salle First Team. This hard-fought game resulted
in another positive accolade for a team in its infancy
but growing at a tremendous rate. Thank you to the
coaches and well done to the boys.
Final score: DCS 15 / De La Salle 12
Try scorers: Sandile Malawana, Thembi Malawana and
Dibaba Ekangyela
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highlight was when Jonatao Maninguane showed good

Rugby Coach
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Soccer
FEB 11 - The Rand Private Tournament saw the Open
Soccer Team showing good discipline on and off the
field. I am proud of my boys! Thanks to Tiago for
having an eye for a distinct goal! We hope to make it all
the way to Mafikeng this year. I would like to encourage
parents to come and support your children when they
play. – Mr T Masum, Coach
“What a spectacular tournament! We won all our
encounters with displays of skill, vision and decisive
play. Credit must be given to the whole open team
and our inspiring coach, Mr Masum.”
– Ayanda Dlamini, Gr 11

occasion. This was a demanding tournament with
20 teams in each division from as far afield as Kinshasa,
Maputo and Lusaka. The acrobatics of goalkeepers,

“The tournament was nerve-wracking, but we handled

precision tackling of defenders, creativity of mid-

it together as a team. Playing our first games was

fielders and the accuracy of strikers contributed to a

never going to be easy, but with talent and team spirit

spectacle to be remembered until the next tournament

we managed to lift the trophy.”

in 2012. DCS teams made it into the knockout phases

– Peter Mbimala, Gr 10

without too much effort. However, the international
flair of the tournament took its toll as both teams were

Results:

knocked out – the U16s in the quarter-finals and Opens

DCS 4 – 1 Rand College A

in the semi-finals.

DCS 4 – 2 Rand College
Thank you to the coaches, Mr Masum and Mr M Nkomo,

S P O R T

MAR 4 - I had heard plenty of talk about the American

for their time, effort and encouragement. Well done,

International School and how good their soccer was,

boys. This was the toughest six-a-side tournament in

but reality was a whole different story. Although our

Gauteng and yet you showed your mettle.

opponents were way taller than us, our A-team was still
able to net 11 goals.

Scores on the day:
Open

Under 16

As the captain, I am really proud of the team and our

vs Maryvale 2-1 (won)

vs Summerhill 2-0 (won)

coach. I especially cherish his encouragement and

vs French School 0-0 (draw)

vs Holy Family 1-0 (won)

belief in us to do better every time we are on the field.

vs Sacred Heart 3-0 (won)

vs AIS Lusaka 3-0 (lost)

Next time it’s going to be 20-0!

Finishing first in the group

Finishing second in the

I am proud of the team once again, and it is only the

Knockout round
vs TASO Kinshasa 2-0 (won)
Quarter finals
vs Christ Church 2-0 (won)
Semi-finals
vs ISSA 2-1 (lost)

group
beginning of the season! – Tshegofatso Lekabe, U14
soccer captain
Results:
DCS U14A v AISJ 11-1 won
DCS U14B v AISJ 9 - 1 won

vs Waterstone 3-0 (won)
vs Maryvale 1-0 (lost)

INTER-CATHOLIC U13 SOCCER FESTIVAL

tournament and the 15th year. Dominican Convent

This new festival saw the U13 Soccer boys joining the
high school for interaction with other Catholic Schools.
We were warmly received and thoroughly enjoyed the
soccer spirit and keen competition. We drew our first
match against hosts, Sacred Heart, enjoyed victory
(3-0) over Veritas Springs and finally drew with Mayfair
Convent. Well done, boys, on displaying great soccer
skills and thank you to all the educators, coaches and

is grateful for having been part of this momentous

parents who attended. – Buhle Mahlangu, Gr 7

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
SIX-A-SIDE TOURNAMENT
MAY - Dominican Convent participated in the
American International School annual six-a-side soccer
tournament on Saturday 7 May. Both U16 and Open
teams competed in what was the host’s largest ever
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HIGH SCHOOL SOCCER
JUN 3 - The U16 and open soccer teams played King’s
School - Linbro Park recently. After having watched
them being beaten in every game at the AISJ Soccer
tournament earlier this term, we expected two easy
games. Unknown to us was that they had since
acquired the services of professional help, and were
now faster and more agile, and certainly more accurate
as the free kick showed in the senior game.
U16 – DCS 1 : Kings 0
Brave and consistent defending by man of the match,
Sibusiso Nhlapo, saved us on numerous occasions
and the trickery and speed of our wing men had their
defenders stretched. The more organised team won.
Well done!
OPEN – DCS 5 : Kings 3
An hour of attacking football by both teams made
the game the spectacle it was meant to be. King’s
scored one, DCS scored two, King’s scored two, and
DCS scored three. With some awesome performances
from the entire team, the spread of scorers from DCS
displayed the team work in the creation of each goal.

Swimming

PRIMARY SCHOOL CLASSES
Both class and extra-mural swimming contact time
was well enjoyed by most learners. Keen to get water
safe and attired in the correct gear, the learners wait
eagerly to alight the bus. Greater confidence and
stroke perfection was noted and a handful of learners
participated in an external gala in Linden. We decided
to get our parents involved in this venture and their
support and presence was most welcomed by all.
Thank you to Ms Baskerville and Coach Elvis for their
tireless efforts in improving swimming skills.

HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING
What a splash as a small group of nine Dominicans
braved entry into the competitive Inter-Catholic
Swimming Gala. Lacking some fitness and skills, we
all swam the 50m freestyle event in our age groups.
While we all came last, except for Chris, we were
cheerful losers and joined the other schools in cheering
our swimmers on. We enjoyed interacting with the
other schools and found plenty of interesting people
amongst the ±1 500 people. At the end of the day we
had a jolly good time. – Masego Selebogo, Dominican
swim team, Gr 10

The soccer season has drawn to a close and we

SWIMMING GALA

team work and making new friends during our league

OCT 7 - Some learners from the Primary School
participated in the swimming gala at the Linden indoor
pool. It was a great opportunity to swim with other learners
from other schools. The people were kind and the water
was warm which made the gala more fun for everyone. We
tried our best. – Catherine Sekonopo, Gr 6R

matches. – Kagiso Semete
Results:
JUN 24 - DCS vs Kensington Laer Skool
U10

0-1

[L]

U11

1-0

[w]

U12

1-1

[d]

PRESTIGE GALA

U13

0-1

[l]

MAR 11 -The Prestige Gala is a warm-up for top-level
school swimmers before the Nationals and saw many
elite swimmers from over 30 schools represented. The
name of Dominican Convent School was repeated
three times over the PA system as Christopher Ryan
won gold in the 50m breaststroke (beating a nine-year
old record by a full second!), got bronze in the 50m
butterfly, and gold in the prize event, 50m freestyle.
Well done Christopher!

JUL 1 - Inter-house soccer matches were played at
Murray Park and the results were as follows:
1st St Dominic
2nd St Catherine
3rd St Thomas Aquinas
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thoroughly enjoyed displaying accurate ball skills, great
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CHRISTOPHER RYAN REPRESENTING SA
JUL - Congratulations to Christopher Ryan who has
been selected to represent South Africa at the World
Junior Swimming Championships in South America.
WELL DONE CHRIS! Bon Voyage and best of luck from
all in your Dominican family!
SEPT - Being chosen to swim for the SA Junior Team at
the 3rd FINA World Junior Swimming Championships
in Lima, Peru, was a big achievement for me. With a
total of 615 swimmers competing from 58 countries,
I was intrigued by all the nationalities, but got most
of my inspiration for my own swimming style from the
Japanese and American breaststroke swimmers, as
this is my main stroke. I also enjoyed the social side at

Volleyball
FEB 4 - “Playing our first tournament after only a few
practice sessions was always going to be tough, but
the boys had not lost their touch and convincingly
won all their games. Special mention goes to these
new players: Peter Mbimala, Tebogo Ramasodi and
Philipe Seabra, and also our capable captain, Jabulane
Marishane, the “down-the-line” specialist Sandile
Malawana, our reliable setter Lungelo Mphahlele and
“ace server/spiker”, Tshireletso Mentor. This year looks
very exciting with many fixtures lined up leading up to
the 25th annual Mafikeng Tournament where the best
teams from Southern Africa will battle it out. Good luck
boys!” – Mr B. NkomoBoys’
Volleyball Coach

the end of each day, meeting and sharing experiences
and goals, and taking photos – I now have Facebook
friends and email addresses of people in countries I
would never have imagined! I did not win any medals
but I did improve one of my times by three seconds.
After two weeks in Peru, I definitely want to return to
international events.
50m Breaststroke 30.44
100m Breaststroke 1:07.34
200m Breaststroke 2:32.24
– Christopher Ryan, Gr 10

Results
DCS 2 FOURWAYS A 1 (won)
DCS 2 FOURWAYS B 0 (won)
DCS 2 HERONBRIDGE A 0 (won)
DCS 2 HERONBRIDGE B 0 (won)
FEB 24 - The Jeppe tournament was one of the most
enjoyable so far, with tough competition demanding
a lot of skill, technique, focus and control from us. We
soon calmed down and won all five games. With the

S P O R T

new players slowly getting to grips with the game, we
foresee the Dominican Convent volleyball team going
very far this year. – Jabulane Marishane, first team
volleyball captain, Gr 11
DCS

vs

HeronBridge 2 - 1 (won)

DCS

vs

HeronBridge 32 - 28 (won)

DCS

vs

Sir John Adamson 30 - 15 (won)

DCS

vs

Fourways 28 - 25 (won)

DCS C

vs

Fourways B 29 - 25 (won)

DCS

vs

Cathula 0-2 (lost)

DCS

vs

Midrand 2-0 (won)

DCS

vs

American School A (0-2) lost

DCS

vs

American school B (1-1) draw

DCS

vs

Cathula 0 - 2 (lost)

DCS

vs

Midrand 2 - 0 (won)

DCS

vs

American School A 0 - 2 (lost)

DCS

vs

American school B 2 - 1 (draw)

Boys:

Girls:

Well done!!!! – Mr B Nkomo
Boys’ Volleyball Coach
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Sports Camps
A CAMP WITH A DIFFERENCE
MAR 18 - On the weekend the primary school went on
a sports camp to Pretoria. Filled with mixed feelings,
we departed from school, arriving at camp late on
Friday afternoon. We were put on the track with
Coach Elvis and completed a 2km run around the
camp site. The evening activities were sport-related
and we learnt much about team co-operation, sharing
and responsibility. On Saturday our skills in netball,
basketball, soccer, tag rugby and swimming developed
as we were grouped to do different activities with
different drills. Shoo! Was I exhausted! Thereafter
we were pleasantly surprised with horse riding and
the water slide. The evening activities honed our
confidence, and self esteem, and were morale boosting
as we enacted plays and ramped the catwalk. On
Sunday the tournament began, with boys at soccer,
girls at netball, thereafter basketball games and last but
certainly not least, tag rugby sessions. It was a fun-filled
camp that developed us all in different ways, allowing
us to make new friends and learning to support each
other in any challenge. Thank you to coaches and
educators for accompanying us.
– Aimedo Lokota, Gr 7B

S P O R T

PRIMARY SCHOOL SPORT
2011 brought sport accolades to many learners in the
primary school. There has been tremendous growth,
maximum participation and a new-found enthusiasm
for sport at Intermediate Phase level. The keenness
in most codes of sport is highly commendable. The
learners were kitted out in their correct P.T. attire and
showed team spirit and commitment, interacting on
Inter-School and Inter-Catholic platforms. A renewed
enthusiasm was most noted in basketball this year as
our Grade 3-7 learners were exposed to strategic skills
and game play. Coach Elvis motivated our learners and
took Primary School basketball to greater heights.
Thank you to our drivers who transport our learners
safely to sporting fixtures. Thanks also to Mr and
Mrs Whitaker and teams for preparing our fields and
arranging transport and refreshments respectively.
A big thank you to Ms Ngcongo for the newsletter
articles. Thank you to Coach Elvis, Mrs Sithole,
Mr Bimray, Mrs Maree, Mr Posholi, Ms Baskerville
and Ms Masuku for motivating and extending our
learners’ horizons and to Mr Thiel, Mrs Rostovsky
& Mr Moore for their support and guidance in
promoting sport development.
– Rita Chendip
Primary School Sport
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CULTURE &
CLUBS

GRADE 10
Refiloe Phele (Gold)
Jolene Ndhlovu (Gold)
Sharon Isaac (Prestige)
Dineo Makhasane (Prestige)

Drama

Neo Mawasha (Prestige)

DCS SHINES AT 2011 SPEECH AND DRAMA
FESTIVAL

The highlight of the festival was the prestigious Trophy

MAY 6 - This festival at Crawford College Sandton

Section held at the Old Mutual Theatre on the Square

attracted great interest from the extra-mural drama

for participants who achieved Prestige diplomas at the

programme at Dominican, and participating pupils

last two festivals. DCS entered Kamogelo Modisakeng

worked really hard and were deserving of the results

(Gr 11) into this section and she performed in front of

they achieved.

Leanne Manas from Morning Live on SABC 2, who was
the adjudicator. Although Kamogelo did not win the

GRADE 4

trophy she was the only other candidate to attain a

Ntkozo Tshabalala (Prestige 90% - 100%)

Prestige diploma and was the runner-up. I am extremely

Nokwanda Dube (Prestige)

proud of her performance!
– Mrs Michelle Omsky,
Speech teacher

GRADE 5
Lehlohonolo Makhoadi (Prestige)
Londiwe Kunene (Prestige)
Neo Dinku (Prestige)

HIGH SCHOOL PRODUCTION: LOVE, CRIME
& JOHANNESBURG
NOV 4 - While other learners were snoozing their

C U L T U R E

GRADE 6

holidays away, the Love, Crime and Johannesburg cast

Khumo Peete (Prestige)

were making their way to school to prepare for the

Neo Taule (Prestige)

much anticipated high school production. Bringing this

Keketso Serero (Prestige)

topical, hard-hitting, and at times, amusing show to the

Alyssa Potgieter (Prestige)

Dominican stage was always going to be a challenge. It

Boipelo Duiker (Prestige)

was a long and hard journey to opening night, but what

&

a night it was! Three cast members lost their voices

C L U B S

during the performance, however we made it through,

GRADE 7
Sibusisiwe Amoda (Prestige)

and on Friday everyone came back with more energy
and determination. Each and every one involved in
the production gave the show everything they’ve got.

GRADE 9
Sanele Ngwenya (Gold 80% - 89%)
Ayanda Africa (Gold)
Mandisa Dlamini (Gold)
Divine-Christine Ssebunnya (Prestige)
Khanya Majoz (Prestige)

The show was amazing and left the audience members
wanting more. The drama department is really proud of
all the learners who were part of this Junction Avenue
theatre production. Your dedication and passion was
appreciated by all, and we look forward to another
great show next year.
– Ms K Kholupane
Drama teacher
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Choir
HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR OUT AND ABOUT
MAR 18 - Another standing ovation to DCS!! At the
Holy Rosary High School Choir Festival it was not only
Africans singing and dancing, but even old women, and
especially the nuns, clapping and joining in. The choir
gave it all as we performed last and also joined the
mass choir, singing the Exodus song.
– Bongani Radebe, Gr 12
MAR 18 - Trust Dominicans to take their culture
everywhere they go! The choir brought rhythm and
sound with their traditional songs at the Leeming
wedding. The congregation had as much fun as the
choir members, whose voices echoed throughout the
beautiful old church with stained glass windows. It is
always nice to see a bride, and this was definitely a
fantastic experience!
– Matshidiso Nhlapho, Gr 12

PRIMARY SCHOOL CHOIR SHINES AT HOLY
ROSARY CHOIR COMPETITION
AUG 5 -Competing against seven schools at the

C U L T U R E

Linder Auditorium, the Primary School Choir won all
three categories they entered and two adjudicators’
awards in the Holy Rosary Choir Competition – a
fitting tribute to their hard work and the talent of
their conductor, Mrs Fourie. Chelsea-Rose MacKenzie
(Grade 3C) describes the experience:

&

CSO CHOIR FESTIVAL

win. The choirs sang beautifully and the competition was

OCT 14 - “It was a great experience of various types

tough. I told my friends that it’s not about winning; it’s
about giving our best. And that’s exactly what we did.
I am sure that we made Ms Corlia and our teachers
very proud. It was amazing when we won five awards!
As ‘Dominican Convent’ was announced by the
adjudicators, we all screamed so loudly, and were so
happy and proud of our school. On Saturday I woke
up with a smile because I still couldn’t believe that we
had done so well. Thank you to Mr Thiel, Mrs Rostovsky

of music, with Catholic School children socialising and
singing together” – Rabareng Khoroeadira, Gr11
“What a great atmosphere and interaction of schools!”
– Bontle Serai, Gr 11
“Hearing other Catholic Schools singing made me
proud of where I come from and what I am doing for
my church and school – It was a beautiful day.”

and all the teachers who came to support us. I am very
proud of the choir and my hardworking school.”
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“Everyone was nervous yet excited. We were hoping to
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Marimbas

INDUMO YOLUTSHA TAKES IT ALL!

DCS MARIMBA BAND MAKES SEMI-FINALS!

MAY 27 - Saturday’s National Eisteddfodd Finals

MAY 6 - The DCS marimba band has qualified for the
semi-finals of the NEA Young Performer Awards 2011!
This will be taking place at Joburg Promusica Theatre,
Roodepoort on 11 May at 18h00. Please save this date
and show your support by attending and see them
performing live. All the best!
– Mrs Linky Kokolo,
Marimba coach

MARIMBAS THROUGH TO THE FINALS!!!
MAY 13 - Having gone through the rigorous process
of the NEA Young Performer Awards, the Indumo
Yolutsha Marimba Band has qualified for the finals.
Last night they won the overall phase in the traditional
music category. The final is on 21 May at the Joburg
Promusica Theatre, Roodepoort and tickets are
available from Computicket. Well done and good luck
– Mrs Linky Kokolo,

L E T T E R S

Marimba coach

F R O M
L E A D E R S
Dominican
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was an evening to be remembered. The Dominican
Indumo Yolutsha band were geared up after their
category win in the semi’s and played like stars. They
created a musical experience not soon to be forgotten
by the awed audience and were awarded the most
prestigious prize as best overall performance across all
disciplines (vocal, instrumental, drama and dance) and
a big cheque of R6000 for marimba development. The
girls are to be commended on their persistence and
excellence. Congratulations!
– Ms Kokolo, Instructor
And the band members say ...
“The finals were phenomenal. We were so stressed
about what we were going to play, but went onto that
stage and showed the audience and judges flames.
Winning the best overall was emotional for us and
even Mrs Kokolo shed some happy tears. Thank you
for the opportunities – I’m very proud of the band
members.” – Bontle Serai, Gr 11K
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Ballroom & Latin Dancing
APR 1 - DCS has recently added dance in the list of fun
activities at the Boarding House, which has been made
possible by The DanceJunxion in Rosebank. Mr Quintus
Jansen (Strictly Come Dancing participant, international
contestant and GM of The DanceJunxion) is the mentor
for this programme.

Mpho – “A weekend spent at a camp with people you
don’t know... Scary thought, isn’t it? But after four days at
the RYLA camp, the thought does not cross your mind.
It was a great weekend of learning about each other,
communication skills, teamwork, friendship and just
how to have fun! Tears were shared, smiles were spread
and laughter was the aim of the game. Each individual
brought in a little something that made this camp an

Interact

absolute life-changing experience with unforgettable

ROTARY YOUTH LEADERSHIP AWARDS
(RYLA)

with 46 new friends, it was truly one of a kind.”

memories. Not to forget to mention that each of us left

APR 1 - Carlos Belchior and Mpho Radebe recently

Thank you to the Rotary Club of Johannesburg New

attended the RYLA camp and came back full of positive

Dawn for sponsoring this attendance.

stories. They had the following to say:
Carlos – “This sounded very strange at first. I had
no idea of where I was going or what would happen
there, and little did I know that I would be learning life
lessons and skills that changed the way I viewed certain

F R I E N D S ,

aspects of life. We met and interacted with people from
various schools. Each has a story to tell, and as the days
went by we grew into a strong united family. It was
worthwhile and definitely unforgettable.”

D O N O R S
A N D
A L U M N I
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PARENTS
It is a reality in our modern world that the more we
talk the less we are heard. The philosopher, Solomon
Babriol, once said that:
“The first step in the acquisition of wisdom is silence,
the second listening, the third memory, the fourth
practice, the fifth teaching others.”
As a school we strive to teach our children wisdom
and that life is not only about them, but about what
they give to others and how they contribute to the
community. Schools are complex places with many
different perspectives and ideas, many different needs
and hopes, and many different ways of communicating.
At Dominican we hope that all can be heard and are
constantly looking for ways to listen more effectively.
All voices are important and even when a decision
is taken that does not please you, we hope that all
perspectives on the issue have been given a hearing
and that effective listening has taken place. We don’t
always get it right, just as those raising the concerns
or bringing new ideas don’t always listen to all sides,
but this should not stop us from trying to find the best
solution to a problem.

P A R E N T S

Despite what they might say (especially the teenagers),
your children take pride in having you involved in
the life of the school you have chosen for them. Your
presence and your input is important for the school and
a building block for creating a good relationship with
your child. Don’t expect to be able to communicate
with your child effectively in times of trouble if you have
not communicated with them when times are easier. If
you have built up a positive communication experience
with your child (which includes listening on both sides!)

then this will allow you to talk through the difficult
situations that adolescence brings. Your children need
you more than they will ever admit, and so
do we as a school.
Parents are crucial partners in the Dominican education
model. Without your intervention with your children
and your partnership with the teachers, our work would
be far less effective. Teachers will contact parents
regularly to discuss problem areas while positive
achievements will be reflected in the academic reports
and conveyed at parent consultations. I encourage all
parents to make a point of attending parent meetings.
Don’t come only with your academic expectations
based on your own schooling experience, but come
prepared to listen and then to discuss and work out the
best way forward for your child.
One of the most effective ways we teach our children
is through example – let us show mutual respect in
our dealings with each other, let us listen and really
“hear” what is being said this year, and in so doing
create the best atmosphere for success for our
children and their school.
– Mr Mike Thiel,
Headmaster

PARENTS’ INFO MORNING

BACK TO SCHOOL ... FOR MOMS AND
DADS
FEB 4 - It’s not easy squeezing into a desk designed for
a six-year-old when you are an adult! But this is what
a record turnout of parents did on the Back-to-School
Info Morning. After Mr Thiel addressed a packed hall
on the focus for the 2011 Dominican year and Mr
Mogase encouraged all parents to get involved in the
Parent Council, it was off to their children’s classrooms,
while the children played outside.
The morning is designed to share documents and
procedures, to make contact between teachers and
parents and to reassure parents that there is support
for them in their important roles as primary caregivers
to their children. Some parents emerged from “class”
exhausted and ready for the braai, while all agreed that
they had learnt important things for the year and would
be able to support their children much better. With
many parents joining in the fun of the first Dominican
Family Bring and Braai, the weather played its part and
stayed clear for a most enjoyable gathering under the
trees that went on well into the afternoon. Thank you
to all those parents who made the effort to attend and
to those who volunteered to serve as class reps on the
Parent Council.
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PRIMARY LEARNERS TAKE PARENTS TO
SCHOOL
MAR 4 - In a reversal of roles, the primary learners
took their parents to school last week. Many parents
turned up (especially in the junior classes) and spent
a few hours experiencing their children’s lessons and
gaining insight into how and what their children are
taught. These “take a parent to school” sessions were
informative and fun.
As Mr Peter Mphahlele (father of Mpho Moabi)
commented, “It showed how hard the primary school
teachers work and also the difficulties they face with
our children.”

P A R E N T S
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SCHOOL
LIFE
A New Start

“I’m very excited because I am closer to my goal of
becoming a successful woman one day.”
– Santa Pinheiro, Gr 7B
“I am excited to be back at school but I don’t look
forward to doing my homework!”
– Khumo Peete, Gr 6P

JAN 14 – “After much preparation and two days
of registration, an explosion of colour and noise
transformed the Dominican campus from the quiet of
the Christmas holidays into a vibrant start for the 2011
academic year. A real sense of purpose was evident
and, with very few tears from those starting school
for the first time, all were engaged in a full academic

“I feel happy because I passed and made it to Grade 6.”
– Mpho Manalo, Gr 6P
“My first day at a new school – I am seeing new faces
and feeling good because I can’t wait to be friends with
them. We just went to assembly and our Headmaster

programme from day one.

said that we must always believe in God, because even

“We enjoy painting, drawing and playing with
the toys.” – Pre-Primary

what happens.” – Botshelo Ezeife, Gr 5S

if things go wrong, God is still beside you no matter

“Thinking about how fantastic and awesome the
“I made new friends.” – Pre-Primary

holidays have been, it was hard for me to get the vibe
and come back into gear, but because DCS is my home

“My school is beautiful.” – Pre-Primary

away from home ... I was excited about coming back
‘home’. The first day was great, since as a prefect, I got

S C H O O L

“I want to work hard so that I can go to Gr 1.”
– Owethu, Pre-Primary

to interact with the newcomers and made them feel at

“I like this school, it is nice. I want to colour, paint and
play with the dough.” – Amogelang, Pre-Primary

GRADE 8 ORIENTATION –

“I like this school and want to learn to read.”
– Bonolo, Pre-Primary

‘home’ – just like I feel!” – Bongani Radebe, Gr 12

AN END TO THE BEGINNING FOR THE
NEWEST DOMINICANS!
JAN 28 – Fun, fun, fun, and being away from home was

L I F E

on our minds as we climbed aboard the buses after
“I would like to learn about numbers: 1 + 1; 2 + 2; 20 +
20. I would also like to be able to read books.” (He was
not happy, however, that he was no longer going to
have nap time!) – Daron, Gr 1
“My first day at big school made me very happy. I got
two stickers. I am the class monitor. I help my teacher
Mrs Smit. We coloured our Busy Book covers and
learned the rules.” – Oratile, Gr 1

school on Friday afternoon. There we met Mr Moore
and Mrs Potgieter for the rugby and hockey clinics. We
were kept busy for three hours, learning about all the
skills, rules and the technical parts of these sporting
codes. We slept over in the boarding house where
we were treated like kings and queens. On Saturday,
we took part in a programme of team-based activities
organised by Ultimax. Then it was time to cook for
ourselves. Potjiekos! What is that? Some strange

“I had a nice day at school. My teacher Miss Amanda
gave us books and we introduced ourselves and
coloured our book covers. I saw my friends and we
played during break. I am now very tired and can’t wait
to have a rest.” – Simphiwe, Gr 2M
“I was very nervous coming to school today – I am
planning to work hard and pass.” – Zinhle Geluk, Gr 4B
“I am so excited and a little scared for exams this year!
I plan to work hard and achieve the goals I have set for
myself.” – Savannah Campbell, Gr 5M
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Afrikaans word apparently! In groups we prepared our
own food and it was divine. Thank you to Dr Lima and
all the teachers who made this programme special for
every single Grade 8, and to all the prefects who stood
by our sides, lending a helping hand with words of
encouragement – it made the weekend a memorable
one. Last but not least, thank you to Dominican
Convent School. This has been an opportunity to
make friends and learn about our new school. At the
end of the orientation activities we feel welcome and
honoured to be part of the Dominican family.
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“The orientation was so much fun. I thought it was
going to be boring, but I was wrong.”
– Albert Soko, Gr 8F
“The Grade 8 experience was a blast. It taught me that
we can work together as a team.”
– Siphesihle Mashinini, Gr 8F
“Orientation was awesome. Everyone made it super.
I did not know that Grade 8s could dance like that.
Wow!” – Simphiwe Mahlangu, Gr 8C
“On Friday the boys trained rugby, everybody was tired
and some even complained about back pains, but we

S C H O O L

had fun!” – Danny Moukoko, Gr 8C

GRADE 8 POOL PARTY
The end of Orientation brings the “Pool Party”, a
chance to consolidate friendships and realise that if

L I F E

this is high school … then we’re into it! The Malvern
public pool rocked with the music and fun of a great
day all round. Thanks to Dr Lima and Ms Roy for their
organisation and all the supervising teachers.

“I danced and even tried to swim! I made more
friends.” – Karabo Dube, Gr 8C
“The pool party was awesome – Dominican is great and
knows how to party. I can’t wait for the Valentine’s Ball.”
– Naledi Mokhele, Gr 8C
“Splash! Wow! We had so much fun. Music, swimming,
dancing, soccer and even waterpolo rugby. By the time
I went home I was tired and sunburned.”
– Yeshni Govender, Gr 8M
“Who wouldn’t enjoy swimming and being away from
school for three looooooong periods? Mr Masum, you
can dance, wow!” – Thuli Thabethe, Gr 8M
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VALENTINE’S: LOVE IS IN THE AIR

GRADE 6/7 LOVE TO KNOW

FEB 24 - Valentine’s fever spread across the school

MAR 18 - Last week Grade 6 and 7 learners were

with competitions, civvies day, all-important messages

pleasantly surprised with a talk by Ms Amy, a Clearasil

and cards being distributed in the morning, and the

and Veet representative. We were advised about

glamour of the Valentine’s Ball in the evening. While

personal hygiene, skin care and both boys and girls

the teachers seldom enjoy the excitement that disrupts

were given an opportunity to express their teenage

their lessons, all would agree that this was a fun

experiences. Most of us have different skin types and

variation to end the week.

we were directed on cleansing, toning and moisturising
procedures. Thank you to Ms Amy for the information

Hamper winners: Congratulations to the winners of

relayed and for the diaries and coupons. We will

the Valentine hampers, Tseleng Tshabalala (Gr 8C) and

definitely use the information to improve our images.

Kgau Kanopi (Gr 11S). The Matric Dance Committee

– Santa Pinheiro, Gr7B

would like to thank all the learners for their support

SCHOOL EXPOS

GR1 TEA PARTY

S C H O O L

MAPONYA MALL

MAY 6 - The Grade 1s had a tea party with Mr Thiel,

SEPT 16 - Going to Maponya Mall was an auspicious
occasion as we went to help market our school,
Dominican Convent. The DCS choir performed, to
all the spectators’ delight and approval, with loud
cheering and whistling. It was surprising to then see
how many people were interested in bringing their
children to Dominican Convent next year. My two
peers, Lydia and Keleabetswe, were kept busy talking
to interested parents as they took the time to come
and listen to what we had to say about our school. This
allowed us to hand out brochures of the school as well
as application forms. All this made me realise that DCS
has plenty on offer to many people who are obviously
in need of good education for their children. Thank you
Mrs Moore for this opportunity.

Mrs Rostovsky and Mrs Beukes at the end of last

L I F E

TAKING DCS TO SOUTHGATE
SEPT 30 - “Hello, this is my school, Dominican
Convent.” I remember repeating this statement about
a thousand times at the Southgate Expo as I watched
numerous parent smiles grow with each word I uttered
about my school. I felt like a real saleswomen! Working
side by side with Keleabetswe, we promoted our
school and enjoyed the day, even if it meant an early
start to our Saturday. – Miriam Ssebunnya, Gr 10

GRADE R BAKING

term. We drank delicious tea and ate cookies. We
listened to music, recited a poem, sang a song and
really enjoyed ourselves. Some of our moms and dads
came to help serve tea. Thank you very much to Ms
Phindile Nyandeni, mommy of Khothatso; Themba and
Nokuthula Mahlobo, parents of Owethu; Ms Deolina
Silipa, mommy of Antonelli and Ms Masane Sefotha,
mommy of Karabo. These parents worked tirelessly to
help serve the tea and cookies.

HIGH TEA
MAY 13 - “Raise your pinkies ... don’t touch the bowl of
the teacup ... for goodness’ sake please don’t stir your
tea in circles,” Ingrid Barnsley instructed her captive
audience of over 100 learners and parents at the
annual DCS High Tea. Always an educator, Barnsley, the
keynote speaker, offered remarks “On Tea and Other
Important Things” as part of a morning filled with
delectable pastries, delicious drinks, dancing, music,
and prizes.
High Tea, a matric farewell fundraiser held annually
around Mother’s Day, continues to grow in popularity.
This year a record 25 tables were laid in the hall with

BAKING IS FUN

arrangements ranging from the richly regal with crystal,

MAR 4 - The Grade R learners enjoyed making their
Marie-biscuit-and-Smarties faces on Friday. Some could
not wait for lunch time and enjoyed tasting the icing while
I was not looking. Children learn through experimentation
and play and we were able to consolidate concepts like
colour, shape and size during this activity. We all enjoyed
the activity and the learners aptly described the end
product as “delicious”and “awesome”.
– Mrs D MacKenzie
HOD Pre-Primary

roses and layers of sumptuous greys and pinks, to the
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tropical complete with flowered leis. Entertainment
included the award-winning DCS marimba band, and
musical acts by DCS alumni Phila Maqanda, Erica
Mbatha and Zothile Langa. Attendees were also treated
to a fashion show featuring traditional African attire,
chic urban formalwear, and bridal gowns with trains
fit for a royal wedding. All in all, it was tea fit for
the Queen.
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The event would not have been possible without
the combined efforts of Dr Lima, the Matric Dance
Committee (MDC), the hosts of each table, the
performing arts directors, and the numerous sponsors
who contributed to the prizes.

S C H O O L
L I F E
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MERRY MAY DAY
Thank you to all who worked at and supported Merry
May Day – a total of R55 000 was raised for school
projects and this financial success was only matched
by the community success of families enjoying the
activities of the day.

Thank you to Mr Mogase, Mr Mphahlele, all the
parents, Mrs Whitaker and her team, all the staff
members for your tremendous contribution towards
Merry May Day 2011 and making it an enjoyable day in
every sense.
JUN 3 – What a delight it was to see so many people
at school last Saturday enjoying all the activities on
offer as part of the 2011 Merry May Day. It is not
only in the financial profit that the value of such a
day lies, but in the social opportunity to meet in
circumstances other than the academic ones that
normally bring us together.
It was a busy day with activities for all ages and there
was a constant stream of people in attendance from
early in the morning until the last learner left the

S C H O O L

evening social.

L I F E

2012 now – last week in May!

Thank you to the Parent Council leadership for all their
hard work – we look forward to many more functions
like this one as we work together to make our school
the best it can be. If you missed out, make a plan for

NINTENDO WII AT DCS
JUN 10 - The Nintendo Wii team was at Merry May
Day and they were so cool. We danced along with an
image on the television and it only cost five Dominican
dollars! If you danced really well you would score extra
points. Even though we had a long queue, the wait
was worth it. It was a shame when the Wii team had
to leave because I think they were the best part of the
day! Thank you Nintendo and Dominican for making
this possible and congratulations to Nathi Mosebi
(Grade 6R) who won the hamper!
– Thato Sebagodi, Gr 8F

DEMOCRACY – DOMINICAN STYLE
JUN – On the day before the local government
elections, the learners in the primary school had the
opportunity to experience a day of voting in the DCS
Food Elections. They did not vote for any political party
though, and got to choose their favourite food from a
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list including cheese rolls, yoghurt and hot chips. The
pre-primary learners were especially excited and many
of them went home to tell their mommies and daddies
to also vote for the Hot Chips Party, as this was the
overwhelming winner in the DCS elections! It was great
fun and enjoyed by all as an alternative way of teaching
the importance of having their say and making their
voice heard through the privilege of their single vote.
The best part of course was when all got hot chips to
eat in celebration of the victory!
– Mrs Amanda Beukes
Foundation Phase HOD

NEW KITCHEN
THE DUST IS SETTLING DOWN
JUN 24 - The teachers have struggled to cope with
the noise as the drills and hammers sounded but that
is now past tense. As you know or have heard there is
dust everywhere in the old kitchens. With only minor
renovations left before completion, the dining hall and
the new kitchen are looking really nice. Parents are
invited to take their time and walk through and see the
difference. We hope that you like what you see as much
as the learners do.

S C H O O L

PRE-PRIMARY SPELLBOUND PUPPETS
A SPELLBOUND DAY FOR (GRADE 000 – R)
MAY 20 - We were treated to a puppet show by
Spellbound Puppets on the 20 May. The children were
very excited. When the music began there wasn’t a
word said. The lesson for the day was to treat everyone

L I F E

with love regardless of colour, creed, disability or race.
During the show one of the children, Harel Lwambwa,
was called up to assist. He was so bowled over that
he forgot to sit down – he felt very proud of himself
when he had to help look after the wheelchair for one
of the characters. The children all had a wonderful time
and we can’t wait for the next one. Thank you to Ms
Mackenzie for arranging such a wonderful morning.

(GRADE 000) GINGERBREAD MEN, YUM YUM
JUN 3 - On Friday 3 June, the Grade 000 class were
so excited. They were to make gingerbread men. Their
teacher had pre-made the biscuits and they were to
decorate them with icing sugar, Jelly Tots, liquorice
and 100s and 1 000s. They loved every minute of it,
especially the licking of the fingers and the spoons full
of icing sugar and sprinkles.
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MATRIC
DANCE
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HERITAGE DAY

GR 7 MARKET DAY

HIGH SCHOOL HERITAGE DAY

OCT 28 - The Grade 7s had an opportunity to put

OCT 7 - Grade 9 learners represented different cultures

their leadership, social and economic skills into play

ranging from homegrown Sotho, to the more exotic

at their annual Market Day. It was a fun-filled day

Korean. All came dressed according to the cultural

with supporters and of course “profits” galore. As

group they represented, performed a cultural dance

young millionaires we want to thank Mrs Bouman for

and had a “Master Chef” experience preparing

her outstanding mentorship in this regard and to all

appropriate dishes for two hours. What fun! Thank you,

teachers for their encouragement

Mr Vollgraaff!

and advice. – Santa Pinheiro, Gr 7B

FUNKY HAIR AND SHOE DAY - AUG 5

GRADE 1 PUPPET THEATRE
NOV 30 - What fun the Grade 1 class had with the
puppet theatre made by Mrs Sithole’s art students. We
made our own puppets, wrote our own dialogues and
showed off our puppets to our class. Thank you to the
moms and dads who helped.

S C H O O L
L I F E
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BOARDING
Boarding in 2011

into the girls’ boarding tiled and painted, Khulekani
House tiled and painted, the torn staircase carpet
removed, new bathroom facilities and many others,
was a joy for the boarders. Listing all these would
make a passer-by think that the school was awash

There were many challenges and issues for the

with funds. But no, the ability to source funds and an

Boarding House of 2011, with maintenance, staffing,

estate manager who was not spendthrift allowed for

and the implementation of new rules just a few of

these ”wish list” developments to take place.

these. All this was because we had embarked on a

Thank you.

totally different, new and fresh Boarding structure to
complement our new Boarding buildings.

INTERNS
Dominican Convent is proud to host interns and gap

The new Marshall Street houses for boys settled down

students, which has the obvious benefits of learning

through the year, with many solutions sought for the

cultures and understanding the way other cultures

teething problems of their conversion to house our

work. During 2011 we welcomed three gap students

senior boys. The staff and boys used this as a bonding

from Stowe School in England, two from Germany and

experience and these houses produced some of the

four interns from America. Ms Lauren Tonon is a post-

best sporting talent in rugby and soccer for the school.

graduate intern who will teach at Dominican through

As housemaster, Mr Nkomo, with his assistant,

next year as well. This reminds our Dominican children

Mr Masum, did a tremendous job of turning this area

that out there in the world, with all the thousands of

into a respected boarding facility of the school.

schools to choose from, these people selected to come
to us. Then we must be doing something right. We
must be progressive enough for these young people

to house mostly full-time boarders. As there were

to want to spend time with us, then advertise the

fewer boys here, the system allowed for good

period in their CVs. We must teach our children at

communication, easier bonding and a tighter control of

Dominican to use such visits themselves to build

house matters. Thank you to Mr Baatjies who worked
staff as back-up.

bridges for their futures.
– Mr Sidrick Moore
Director of Boarding

The girls’ boarding, although in the same facilities,

THE GIRLS’ BOARDING SECTION

received a welcome upgrade in operation under the

“The year has flown by, with staff re-structuring and

hard as housemaster for “his boys” with his assistant

leadership of their housemistress, Ms Ngcongo, and
her assistant, Ms Kokolo. All areas were well supported
by the various house parents.

FUNDRAISING

ongoing maintenance in the oldest buildings on
campus remaining our biggest challenges. Another
challenge we have is busy parents who work hard to
provide for their children, making it difficult for them to
be part of the boarding process and meetings. I hope

A committed boarding staff worked hard to raise funds

that in 2012 parents will prove me wrong by attending

during the report collection days, with the term 1

the events that we will plan for them! I was welcomed

event raising R5000 from the many exciting activities,

with warm hands in the boarding house by both

costumed staff, committed boarders and a supportive

learners and staff and am grateful for that, particularly

school at large. In term 2 only R2000 was raised, but

to the girls for trusting me with their “issues”. To the

the bitter weather on that day made people shy to

matrics, some of you have been in the boarding house

spend. New kitchen appliances for the houses will

all your life and now you are going out to a bigger

be purchased in 2012. Both days benefited from the

world to implement all that you have learned about

baking expertise of Ms Molly and Ms Matilda, our two

respecting God, yourself, your parents and those

house-mothers.

around you. I have no doubt that you will survive and

STRUCTURAL CHANGES

that you will EXCEL! All the best to you. To the young
ladies that I will be seeing in 2012, let’s step into the

Many structural changes and refurbishments took place

year with courage. I have hope, and for that I would

this year, some in planning for years. So to finally see

like to thank Aunt Molly, Aunt Matilda, Ms Kokolo,

the kitchen move, the dining room tiled, the entrance

Ms Fourie, Ms Lauren, Ms Florence, Ms Cynthia and
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Khulekani House, on the main campus, continued
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a long way. New dormitory names were introduced,
giving us a chance to bond with one another through
the different activities we had. Those who shared a
passion for Latin dancing got an opportunity to spend
14 weeks with a professional dance instructor, learning
various dances and also had a chance to meet a
well known international dancer, Quintus Jansen – a
contestant on Strictly Come Dancing. The weekly
instructor who used to be a learner at Dominican is
Oageng Sebitlo who was a Dance Your Butt Off (DYBO)
contestant. Another activity is the Fitness Club initiated
by Tiffany and Ms Sandi. The Fitness Club developed
from running at Murray Park, to attracting Coach
Nomfusi to add her experience as a coach, to attracting
Ms Kokolo to bring in Zumba and Ms Sandi drew in the
professionals from Virgin Active Bruma to give training
every Sunday. On top of all of this, term boarders were
engaged in various activities, but the one that stands
out is the camp we went on. We also had two Boarding
House Days where Aunt Molly and Aunt Matilda baked
mouth watering cakes. Ohhh yes, who can forget
Mr Moore in a dress???!! Slightly scary, but it happened!
We really appreciate all the efforts put in by the staff. I
wonder what’s in store for 2012??
– Miriam Ssebunnya (aka Ramzy) & Bonolo
Tlhotlhalemaje (aka Royal Bee)

B O A R D I N G

“DREAM IT! DORM”
In 2011 we learned to respect each other thus
becoming “sisters”. We have shared special
moments together, moments of happiness, sadness,
encouragement, joy and laughter. We have learnt more
about each other and learnt more from each other.
We have grown as a family. We are now young women
through the help of our mother figure, Ms Nomsa.
We would like to thank her for being there for us and
guiding us through the year.
– Oratile Magogodi & Ayanda Africa

“LIVE IT! DORM”
Ms Nomsa for your support and hard work, especially
going the extra mile with the Level 3 First Aid course.
Stay Blessed!
– Ms Sandi Ngcongo
Girls’ Housemistress

“BELIEVE IT! DORM”
2011 has brought massive changes to the boarding
house that make it feel like home. We have grown
closer as a boarding house family despite the fact that
we live in different houses. With Mr Moore as our father
and Aunt Molly as our adopted mother, we’ve come
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The senior dorm is a place filled with unity and
memories both eye-watering and joy-filling. Here,
we have learnt to love and live with one another. The
atmosphere is exhilarating; there isn’t a day where one
does not experience laughter. A person never deals
with their issues alone, we are always there for each
other because we are sisters. We stand together as one
big family with the support of our dorm mother, Ms
Florence. The boarding house also teaches us to focus
on academics, and to reach our full potential. We are
very grateful to be part of the Live it! dorm and we are
pretty sure that the junior dorms are very excited by the
fact that one day they will LIVE IT too!
– Bontle Serai and Mpumie Makgamatha
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PRIMARY BOYS

two blocks to the houses, return for supper, and then

“I like the Boarding House, because I like to study and

leave school again – every day! But we soon adjusted,

to play with my friends. The best thing is that I feel at

as it even became “cool” to be able to “leave” the

home. – Sogwa Djofang, Gr 2B

school, even though we are boarders!

“I appreciate what the school is trying to do for the

We continue to enjoy the social and academic

parents who can’t arrange transport to fetch their

interaction that we have as boys, right across grades

children. The good news is that we get to socialise

and between our two houses. As individuals, we have

with other learners. The bad news is that sometimes

made life-long friendships and for some of us matrics,

things are not what we expect them to be. Example,

we will certainly miss our many friends.

not enough hot water. We appreciate what our dorm

– Bongani Radebe, Boarding House Prefect, Gr 12

mother does for us, teaching us to make our beds and
to fold our clothes.” – Mpho Manalo, Gr 6P

PRIMARY GIRLS
Our dorm is the best. From the beds to the bathroom
and oh yes … the lockers!! New lockers!! We enjoy our

KHULEKANI HOUSE 2011
As 2011 draws to a close, we as a house get ready
to say good-bye to our two matriculants, Ntembeko
Xabanisa and our boarding and school Head-Boy

dorm mother, Ms Cynthia. We enjoy playing with each

Tebogo Rammutle. In saying good-bye, we send them

other and learning new things. – Nonhlanhla Maclare

with our best wishes and prayers for the years ahead
as they face the challenges and triumphs of the BIG

BOARDING AT THE MARSHALL STREET HOUSES
Having a home away from home makes every boarder
feel special, loved and most importantly responsible.
There are a lot of responsibilities that one cannot

world! Take with you all the values that we share as a
house and always remember your home away from
home, Khulekani House. With the 2011 re-structuring of
boarding, we kept the family structure, but moved into
a smaller house system. Khulekani is home to boys from

meals or study and being well dressed for school every

grade 8 to 12, both weekly and full term. Challenges

morning. However the most important responsibility

this year ranged from hot water shortages, to boys

that every boarder carries is caring for one another. As

being too comfortable in the beds to wake on time

boarders, we share a bond that can never be broken

for rising bell. Renovations that took place in the

and with the new facilities, we are more united than

house included a much welcomed upgrade of

ever. We enjoy different activities together and on

the ablutions as well the common room and tiling

special occasions, we gather and enjoy a marshmallow

throughout the house.

braai or watch a movie, especially when the interns
are around. It might seem hard to believe that we miss
boarding during the holidays. I mean without friends
and all the activities, who wouldn’t? Thanks to all the
staff members who are helping us by guiding us on
how to be responsible and well mannered people in
the future. – Peter Mbimala, Gr 10C
Of all the things I was introduced to at Dominican
Convent, becoming a boarder was definitely a

Setting high achievement goals saw many of the boys
excelling in all the things that they turned their hands
to. Some of these include Bandile Nlapho’s 80% and
above average for all 3 terms, Dibaba Ekanyela being
chosen as a Branson Scholar to Stowe, Kabelo Phalatse
and Sabelo Thusi being selected to play provincial
touch rugby, and in our latest set of achievements,
Kabelo Phalatse, Monde Ndlumbini and Sandile

highlight. It was a new start for me, meeting new

Malawana being selected as both school and

people, making friends and most importantly, realising

boarding prefects.

that even though we are different, we still have a family,
a proud Dominican Boarding family.“An open mind

I feel blessed and honoured to be the housemaster of

attracts new experiences, one after the other.” Indeed

Khulekani and thank my assistants, Mr Ndlovu and Mr

I had an open mind. I became aware of how important

Vollgraaff. Our motto has been to “take care of the small

the boarding house is to me and other students, and

things and the bigger things will look after themselves”.

then came the new challenge of moving to the Marshall

– Mr Kurt Baatjies

Street houses. It started as a drill, having to walk the

Housemaster
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escape from, like waking up on time, arriving early for
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OUT
& ABOUT
OUR FIRST OUTING
SEPT 16 - It was our first outing to a place as exciting as
the theatre for us term boarders. We were even more
excited that it was the first outing in the first weekend
of the term. A lady, who was a past Dominican student,
spoke and sang to us about her life experiences ever
since she was a little girl. The term boarders learnt
valuable life lessons like, through perseverance, one
can succeed at everything in life.We would like to thank
Mrs Kokolo and Mr Vollggraaff, who made this outing
possible. – Rose Gumede, Gr 8

SANDTON
AN EXAMPLE!
SEPT 16 – Today was a good day for term boarders. We
got the chance to listen to the Story of Marcelle Pincus,
at Mandela Theatre on the Square. She told us about
her childhood and to our surprise, that she attended

O U T

school at our very own Dominican Convent. Also that
she was the author of our English handbook and study
guide. That she is also accomplished in speech and
drama is no surprise. It was inspiring to hear of her

&

dreams and how miracles happen in life. This made us

A B O U T

realise that we can reach our dreams and succeed in
life. Thank you to all who were involved in allowing us
this opportunity. – Phyllis Mushothi, Gr 10M

FARMYARD FUN
MAY 6 – The Grade 3 learners set off bright and early

DCS AT THE WHITE HOUSE
JUL 15 – “I participated in the People to People World
Leadership Forum in Washington DC. I had the chance
to reflect on the lives and sacrifices of Americans in the
past. This was an unparalleled opportunity to learn and
grow during my time in America’s capital. It helped me
follow the path of leaders who have gone before me.
Thanks to all my teachers who have played a role in
affording me the opportunity to go and not forgetting
my parents whose financial sacrifices made this trip
possible.” – Nicolle Charuma, Gr 7B

TRIP TO LESOTHO
JUL 15 – This was a first time trip for most of us and this
brought us closer to our culture and heritage. It gave us a
different perspective of what Lesotho is really like. From
mountain climbing to horse riding, all of these activities
were a great experience. As a matriculant, I enjoyed
spending the weekend with pupils from grade 10 and 11.
Thank you, Mrs Selibe, we would do it all over again!
– Palesa Pelesana, Gr 12

on the long bus journey to the Olifantsfontein Farmyard.

THE GRADE 2S AT WAG-’N-BIETJIE FARMYARD

It was a great adventure for all of us, as we saw camels,

MAR 4 – “Wow!” This is how the Grade 2 learners
rated the outing to Wag-’n-Bietjie Farmyard. They were
treated to a donkey cart ride, and had the opportunity
to see and touch many animals that they had only ever
seen in pictures before – all in all a very exciting and
educational experience for our children.
– Mrs A Beukes
HOD Foundation Phase

llamas and even an ostrich, with a favourite being the
tiny tortoises. Tour guides handled the many questions
before the donkey-cart ride and lunch. For dessert there
was a very bumpy ride in the farm truck! Then it was
sadly time for us to say farewell and thank you. What fun
it was – thank you teachers! – Gr 3 classes

GRADE 6 VISIT TO JOHANNESBURG ZOO
SEPT 9 – To round off our Natural Sciences Life and
Living Strand, we were taken to the Johannesburg
Zoo. We were filled with surprise and excitement as
we viewed the different types of fauna and flora from
around the world. Fascinating facts about birds and
animals kept us amazed as we were guided through the
zoo. What fun!
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GRADE 3, 4 & 5 THEATRE OUTING
OCT 7 – Grades 3, 4 and 5 went to the theatre to watch
The Rise of the Phoenix. We had so much fun! My best
part was when the Phoenix got back its colour and the

space for learning, as they tackled outdoor challenges,
enjoyed the camaraderie of their friends and pushed
themselves to achieve more than they might have
thought possible. The photos tell the story...

egg hatched. The actors came out of their dressing
room and we got to ask them questions and get their
autographs. – Sarah Kazembe, Gr 5

EXCITEMENT AT THE JOBURG ZOO
NOV 30 - The pre-primary children all enjoyed their
outings to the zoo. The Grade 000 and 00 classes were
so excited, with sun hats on and delicious lunches
packed. Songs were sung on the bus and when we
arrived the learners stood wide-eyed and ready! We
walked past goats, peacocks and small monkeys on
this perfect day, and also saw crocodiles, zebras, lions,
polar bears and monkeys. Halfway through our walk
Grade 000 decided to picnic next to the elephants and
watched while one elephant threw grass on another’s
head. The Grade 00 children settled at the aviary,
looking at all the beautiful birds while they ate. When
we got back to school, the one thing all the children
remembered was how pink the monkey’s behind was!
Thank you to Mrs Dlamini and Mrs Ncube for joining us

O U T

on our very eventful outing.
– Ms T Olding
Pre-primary Teacher

&

The monkeys were also the talk of the day with the

A B O U T

Grade R children, who also enjoyed watching the lazy
crocodiles just lying in the water; they were big ... as
the children said, “as big as a tree”. After walking for
miles and miles the children couldn’t wait to eat their
lunch, and even Ms Cynthia took a nap on the grass,
after walking that distance. It was a day to remember!
– GrR Educators

HIGH SCHOOL AFRIKAANS AARDKLOP
FESTIVAL
OCT 14 - I call the trip by the Gr11 Afrikaans learners to
Potchefstroom’s Aardklop festival “The Ultimate Boere
Experience!” We danced to Willem Botha liedjies,
laughed at the improvisation comedy Proesstraat,
and roamed the kosstalle eating boerewors rolls,
koeksisters and lots of fudge! We were too young for
the mampoer, but enjoyed granadilla ice lollies, and
some experienced the indescribable outdoor theatre
production, Lot. – Lindeni Lebea, Gr11K

DCS IN OUTDOOR CLASSROOMS
NOV 18 - Grade 4 to 11 camps recently took our
children out of their comfort zones and into a new
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CREATIVE
VOICE

Mameh helped me run
Breaking the chains of her past
She gave me her wings
– Nonhle Ndaba

Grade 11

Through movement I ran

The beginning – Jew

The Jew: trapped in me!
– Nonhle Ndaba

The end of my mother’s life ...
And now, I’m Christian.
– Mandla Maseko

Away from what I had been,

Caught up
Lust, love, loneliness...
Darkness has overtaken –

A tribute to the old ME!
Lost between two worlds

But justice won me over
– Vuyo Shoapha

All because of skin colour
Should that define me?

Lost

– Ntombizethu Dlamini

In time, I’ll find you
Smiling from between your teeth

Undecided
These ghosts of the past
Begin to suffocate me
Should I continue?
– Kamogelo Modisakeng

C R E A T I V E

Concentrate
Originally

With pockets of pain
– Lungelo Mphahlele
My endless search
James is soul-searching
Longing for identity
What will it cost him?
– Vusi Hlope

V O I C E

Jewish but diluted to

Brief explanation of James M

Christianity

He’s lost in this world

– Kgosi Lekabe

He’s struggling to find himself;

Healing process

Finds he’s trapped in time
– Carlos Belchior

Adventurous James
Opening wounds of the past
He needs to move on
– Portia Letsela
It was about Love
She didn’t raise us Jewish
That was for the best

Ding dong
Am I black or white?
The question of race is like
The power of the moon
Who am I, I ask?
The answer, I do not know.

– Neo Koenane

My inner conflict...
– Lindeni Lebea

Butterflies in a blender

20:20 vision

Black or white or Jew

Colour-blind youth seeks

I, James, blend between the three

Truth, blinded by circumstance

These colours made me

Once Rachel; now Ruth
– Ghost

Sahib’s influence
Lost in religion
She didn’t raise us as Jews
Maybe for the best
– Kamogelo Sennelo
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Jewish vs Christian
The worst of both worlds
I’m the colour of water
Mameh, who am I?
– Bridgette Dlamini
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A new divide

BOK WITH PLUCK

Alienation

IT’S BOKKE TIME.

Versus solidarity

I thought the television was going to explode...

James is discovered!

When the BOKKE came out...

– Thato Zwane

I was reliving the Fifa World Cup again!
Our experience makes the Kiwis feel anxious.

A new dawn

The defence could take down a mountain...

I’m a dead woman

The fly-halfs have the speed of a Formula One car...

Walking a lonely long path
To re-invention
– Mokgadi Lebea
Because she loved me
Mommy had to lose her life

The Boks with “guts” is our middle name
And we do it big when we come around
You could say no-one around the corner has the
swagger of the Bokke
Repeat history and regain your glory.
– Buhle Mahlanga, Gr 7

For me to survive

THE SPRINGBOKS

– Jenny Nzolantima

They are made of steel
And when they steal the ball,

Rainbow

The crowd goes wild

Black and white make grey

And the Mexican wave will wave!

Back to 1966
I’m full of colours

Green and gold are our colours

– Deborah Nzolantima

They get the cheers from their mothers,

Born Again
The death of Rachel
Led to the birth of new Ruth
Yet is it really?
– Malerato Mosia

The silence shouting

You can stay high
You can stay low,
BUT you are never going to beat the
SPRINGBOKKE FLOW!

V O I C E

Nowhere to run

I wish I was one of them!

GO BOKKE GO!
– Jessica Amoda, Gr 7

Brings me insanity where
There is no escape

SPRINGBOKS RULE!

– Palesa Mathebathe

S

-

strong

P

-

potential

My life is now shelved

R

-

rough

My identity missing

I

-

indigenous

Yet my God is good

N

-

nervous

– Anon

G

-

gifted

B

-

beloved

O

-

obedient

K

-

kind

S

-

steel

R

-

rough and ready

U

-

unique and unbeatable

L

-

loving and longing

E

-

energetic and ecstatic.

Like wings on a bird
Mameh set me free from pain
Pain-free, now I fly
– Grace Thabethe
Eternal darkness
Eternal hope – I sit and
Cry myself to sleep
– Phumzile Madiba

GO BOKKE !!!!!!
– Khethiwe Ndaba, Gr 7
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BRING IT HOME BOYS!
A warm goodbye
From the love and expectations of your fans.
We are 100% behind you
As we watch you begin your quest in the rugby land.
The screaming and excitement
As we long to hear the good news
Showing Passion, Pride and Patriotism in everything
we do.
Heavy tackles, big strong muscles
Aches and pains...
Groans and moans...
As a nation welcomes our Bokke home with cheers.
BRING IT HOME BOYS!!!!!!!!
– Sphiwe Mkhonza, Gr7

C R E A T I V E

Zakhele Kwekwana at work

V O I C E
Gr 9 Memory Boxes
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HIGH SCHOOL CREATIVE WRITING

is at the top of Africa in the right corner. There we are

MEMORIES OF AFRICA

in Egypt, a place with history of pharaohs, a place so

What are my memories of Africa, you ask? My
memories of Africa are memories of a heaven, a land
that is prosperous in beauty and beaming with a wide
range of life. A land where the sun awakens and dances
its forever-tune of warmth before it goes to sleep. The
moon and the constellation of stars come out to play
and give us comfort with their light. A land with scenery
that seems like a fantasy. Scenes of luxurious green
hills, mountains as high as skyscrapers, forests with
their army of colours that only add to the wealth of this
marvellous continent. The coastlines with their caramel
sandy beaches and the hazel brown of the deserts that
are cold at night and lava hot during the day.
Memories of wildlife. It’s one of those memories that is
just unforgettable. The day that starts with the mighty
roar of the king of the jungle: the lion. Look at him as

popular even God himself has to work some miracles
there. The famous site to see there is the pyramids. It
is like Eden to the eye. The second is Victoria Falls in
Zimbabwe, named after Queen Victoria; it is a lovely
place to visit and relax. The third is the Kruger National
Park in South Africa. A place where you can interact
with nature. There is much more I can say about my
memories of Africa, I would love to continue really but
unfortunately I have run out of ink!
– Dibaba Ekangyela, Gr9B
A GREAT STORY THAT YOUR GRAN/GOGO TOLD YOU
ABOUT SOUTH AFRICA
My granny told me a story about the man that steals
people’s heads. There was a boy called Mfanafuthi, and
his dad died. They cured his head and left the body
in the bush. The police called Mfanafuthi and told him
that this father passed away but they only found the
went to fetch his grandmother and his grandfather

crocodile attacks its prey and s.l.o.w.l.y drags it to its

from the train station. On his way he saw a woman who

death. The birds that occupy the sky with their tunes

was wearing black. He thought maybe the woman’s

and songs. The mighty elephant who according to

husband had died and that was why she is wearing

legend, never forgets, as strong as he is, he still has

black. He felt sorry for the woman, she was carrying

the loving heart of a mother. Africa is a place where

a big bag and it looked heavy. Mfanafuthi asked her

life is meant to thrive and prosper no matter what

if she needed a lift and she said yes. He asked the

obstacles it has to experience. All of these places have

woman where she was going and she said she was

somehow woken from their past nightmares. Africa was

going to a train station in Umlazi and that was where

not always a land of joy. Throughout the years, it has

he was also going. He asked her name and she took

had its share of struggles, oppression and injustice. Its

time to respond. “Aah, my name is Lindiwe no, no, no

children have suffered, so much innocent blood has

Thandi.” “I won’t hurt you, it’s fine you can tell me,”

spilled. Africa has a lot of red letter days. Days that we

said Mfanafuthi. “But I just told you,” said the woman

celebrate and remember those who have fought for

with anger. He looked at his mirror and the woman

this land. Each day, this continent grows stronger and

looked down. Mfanafuthi suspected something about

stronger and we the people of this land will continue to

this woman. “Stop asking me questions, okay,” said the

help it do so.

woman. Mfanafuthi kept quiet. Then Mfanafuthi looked
at his mirror again and he saw the woman busy looking

This is a place where you can find multiple culture and

for something in her bag. The woman wiped her face

beliefs. The people all have different ways of

and Mfanafuthi heard moaning. He looked again at his

life that contribute to the uniqueness of our continent.

mirror and the woman’s face was full of blood.

Ours is a land that has a story to tell to all who visit
it. Africa is beautiful. When you enter the cities,

Mfanafuthi got a little scared. He stopped the car and

you immediately feel the buzz and the electrifying

told the woman that he needed to go to the toilet at

energy in the air as people go about their daily work

the garage. When he got there he phoned the police

and activities.

and told them that he lifted a woman in his car and he
suspected something about her. The police said they

The tourist attractions on this continent are limitless,

would come behind them and when they told them to

with so many sites to see and visit. Places to experience

stop they must stop, and Mfanafuthi must pretend he

the daily life of a true African day. I will name my top

does not know anything. He agreed with the police. He

few places that are glued to my memory. The first place

went back to the car and continued driving. The siren
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body there was no head. Before the funeral Mfanafuthi

river to quench his thirst. A bit out of the blue as the

C R E A T I V E

he swaggers in all his glory and majesty down to the
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of the police car rang, he stopped and the woman said

my bag” said the woman. The policeman grabbed the

“Do not stop the car, can’t you see that it is a police

bag and opened it and found five human heads inside

car?” “No, we have to stop or else they will shoot my

there and they were still fresh. The police slapped the

car.” He went out of the car and the police asked him

woman and a wig fell off and he saw grey hair. “This

where the woman was. He told them she was in the

is unbelievable, it’s a man,” said the policeman. “Do

car.” The police went to the car and asked the woman

you think my dad’s head is in there?” asked Mfanafuthi.

to come out and she kept quiet and looked at the

“Yes,” said the man “Your dad’s head is inside there, you

police. “I said get out of the car,” said the policeman.

are so lucky, your head was going to be the sixth one.”
– Nozibusiso Dlamini, Gr9R

She went off. “What’s in the bag,?” “Do not touch

MADAME AND EVE

C R E A T I V E
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Art student at work

Kgotsofalang Lebeta, Gr 11: Skull

C R E A T I V E
V O I C E

Super hero

Newton Nigere, Gr 11 Self-Portrait

Baanetse Madiba Gr 9, Climate Change
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Illusion Art Competition at St Peter’s

C R E A T I V E
V O I C E
Tshireletso Mentor, Gr 11 IEB UJ Art Exhibition

Tebogo Makwala: Climate change
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HIGH SCHOOL CREATIVE
WRITING
A GREAT STORY GOGO TOLD ME: THE QUEEN
ELIZABETH FLOWER
It was an interesting or rather sad day for our family.
People sent messages, and condolences came through
each day till the very end. Friends wept with us and
comforted us. It was a day I never thought would
ever come, EVER! It felt like a dark cloud collided
with us and provoked a blackout. The day of our final
departure came and we had to say our last goodbyes.
Family, friends, colleagues came to send their last
goodbyes. Oh! I would never forget that day, when I
had to say my last goodbye to my gogo, or could I say
my inspiration. People sang, others said their speeches
and we heard a sermon of a lifetime. Glancing at the
casket, there lay a bouquet of beautiful flowers. These
flowers blossomed as if they would never get worn
out. They lay around her casket making it look even
convincing that one day we shall be with her again.
Judgement Day is what I wish would come soon. These
flowers reminded me of a story she once told. Gogo
I could never forget...
There was a day long ago when the queen of England
came to South Africa for a visit. She brought with her
seeds from England, and of course her things she
needed for her stay. Gogo said “Queen was happy
country with those seeds, visiting the homelands and
townships. Gogo said she visited homes in townships,
suburbs, orphanages. The queen gave donations to
the less fortunate. Days before the queen left the
country she went on a road trip around Johannesburg
and other provinces. As the car was moving, she
would open the window and throw seeds on the
wayside. According to gogo, these seeds were a way
of the queen showing people that she has come to
our country.

as ever. As I glanced at them, they looked like the ones
gogo told me a story about. They blossomed even
when the wind hit them hard. I will never forget the
story of the flowers. Ever. – Tebogo Tsagae, Gr10M

A SOUTH AFRICAN FAIRYTALE: THE ONLY HEIR
Khanyisile was always outspoken from an early age. She
never believed that she should obey what she did not
believe to be right. Her good looks, intelligence and
good heart were known all over her village so when her
land, Xhosaland, was under threat of war, it came as
a surprise to no-one that she would want to fight for
her land.
For many years Khanyisile’s father (King Mongesi, king
of Xhosaland) fought for their land. Khanyisile’s father
owned many acres of land and it was beautiful! The
village was built around a kraal where they kept cattle
and their houses were decorated with vivid colours
and their splendid crops were abundant too. Khanyisile
knew that her father’s age was finally catching up with
him and that he would not survive another war against
the Tswana king. It was her duty as the sole heir of her
father’s empire to fight for her land.
She gathered all the men of the village, who were
not pleased to be called by a woman, but they knew
they had no choice but to abide. They trained every
male from the age of sixteen and above. The women
and children were afraid, for they did not know if their
brothers, fathers, children and husbands would ever
come back alive again. Final good-byes were said as
the men and Khanyisile departed. They were the only
hope that a whole village had to fight for them.
They journeyed for many hours in the hot, humid night
to reach their destination. Khanyisile had to beg the
warriors to rest for they would need it for the battle
they were going to face ahead. She kept their spirits
up. “You are the great warriors who will go down in

As days went and the seeds were thrown, they started

history for saving a whole village!” She kept chanting

growing right where the queen threw them. These

this over and over again, for hours on end throughout

flowers blossomed in different colours – some were

the night, hoping to erase any fears the men had in

royal purple, some were cloudy white and some were

them. The Tswana people were a great nation, with a

violet. You could only see them on the wayside and not

strong leader, and they had conquered many lands in

inland. I could just imagine the flowers as gogo smiled

their time and this alone was reason enough to send a

and tickled me and I would giggle. Gogo gave me a

cold chill down Khanyisile’s spine. As the sun began to

task. She said whenever mommy takes me for a drive,

rise, Khanyisile and her warriors were approaching the

I should spot these on the wayside and remember that

boundary that separated Xhosaland and the Tswanas’

Queen Elizabeth planted them in an extraordinary way.

land. All they heard were shields and spears and a
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to be in South Africa.” She travelled all over the

like the Queen Elizabeth flowers. Bright and beautiful
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told me this story while I was still a toddler and it is one

As I look at the flowers at her funeral, they blossomed
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determination to win. As they approached the field that

Khanyisile and Neo married and became king and

separated the two lands, they were greeted by a mass

queen of the new Xhotswana tribe. Khanyisile’s father

crowd of about two hundred Tswana warriors and this

died a happy man for he knew that his people would

seemed immense compared to the few dozen Xhosa

be well looked after. The Xhotswana tribe became the

warriors Khanyisile had. She smiled for she knew that

biggest tribe in South Africa and governed many other

this was her plan. She stepped forward in front of her

lands for years, all thanks to their greatest Khanyisile

warriors and watched as the faces of the Tswana men

and Neo.
– Bahle Gushman, Gr10M

grew in shock as a woman stepped in front to greet
them. Instead of the Tswana king stepping forward
to greet her as a representative of his tribe, a young

THANKFUL FOR WHO I AM

man who looked about twenty-five, the same age as

We have all heard the saying “A person is a person

Khanyisile, came forward.

because of other people.” I am who I am because of
my family and friends.

“Greetings, I am Neo, son of the Tswana King,” the
young man said. “Hello, I am Khanyisile, daughter of

Growing up in my family was my world. My mother and

the Xhosa King,” Khanyisile said in response. The field

father knew best. When my mother said today is going

was silent for a long time and Khanyisile and Neo stood

to be cold, indeed today was cold. I was an innocent

face to face looking at each other and still in shock at

little girl who believed everything and anything my

each other’s presence. “I am here to tell you that my

parents told me. They warned me about naughty

father has since passed and I am his only heir and am

children and I then kept my distance. Now I would

now the Tswana ruler,” said Neo without breaking eye

rebel and go even closer to them.

contact with Khanyisile. He was in awe of her great

C R E A T I V E

beauty, her courage and her mere presence. This made

High school brought me freedom. I knew I could get

him feel something strong in his stomach. He continued

away with certain things. I listened to my friends more

to speak, “For years, I did not agree with the way my

than I did my parents. I had the adolescent stage things

father took what he thought he could from people and

going on. Parents became boring as friends grew

now that he is gone, I would like to make things right. I

cooler. I did my family parties, boys and staying out

don’t want to go to war with your tribe, but I propose a

late was my theme for grade eleven. Being a pre-matric

joining of both the Tswanas and Xhosas.”

boosted my self confidence and rebellion. I thought
the world revolved around me and my friends. I had

V O I C E

Khanyisile could not believe what she was hearing. She

knowingly fallen into peer pressure. It is stupid when I

took in a deep breath and said “You … you propose a

look at it now but my friends “knew” what was going

joining of both lands!” She could not believe the words

on. They told me things about my body that I did not

coming out of her own mouth. For years, her people

know. Obviously my mother had told me, but it was

had feared Tswanas. How would they be able to join

not the same. My friends told it with more excitement,

them? Her thoughts were broken, “I am not like my

more detail, more everything.

father, I want peace in both our lands, my people and I
want to stop being hated by others. Please accept my

I thought my rebellious life brought me a sense of

offer,” said the Tswana king.

individuality, boy was I wrong. There was a time in
August when I had broken up with my boyfriend and

“A truce?” Khanyisile asked. “Yes, a truce,” replied

a close friend of mine had fallen pregnant. I had to do

Neo. She turned to look at her warriors. They all

something. I had to change my ways.

nodded in agreement to Khanyisile’s unspoken
question – “Yes!” “We accept!” There were loud roars

So I did what my mother taught me to do. I went down

of joy as the Tswana people and Xhosa warriors met

on my knees and prayed. Of course the Lord answered

and shook hands. This was not what Khanyisile had

my prayers, and I went back to church. I started doing

planned but it was the best outcome ever wished for.

things that made my mother proud to be my mother. I
stopped bunking school and paid more attention to my

The boundary that once kept two tribes apart was now

studies, I stopped drinking and spent more time with

the home of both the Xhosas and the Tswanas. The

my family. My family life improved. I was once again

Xhosa people no longer lived in fear and the Tswana

“part of the family”. It took a while to be where I am

people were no longer feared. They all lived in unison.

now with my family. The trust that had once been lost
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has been found. My parents no longer stress about me.
There is peace and it is all because I found my
way home.
My mother gave me a letter to read and one of the
lines that touched me said: “In this house we do not
have a democracy. I did not campaign to be your
parent and you did not vote for me. We are parent and
child by the grace of God.” My mother is my mother
and I love her to bits. I am going to university next year
and my success depends ultimately on my ability to
take all that my parents have taught me and use it to
grow into the person my parents can be proud of.
I will need friends to keep me company on my journey
through life, but my parents will always know best. The
value friends bring to my life is questionable as they
once caused me to lose myself. My mother has been
with me since I was conceived. She knew me before
anyone else did. If it was not for her love, patience
and generosity I would not be here today. My mother
taught me the morals and values I now lead my life by.
I am utterly grateful to her for having the strength to
have a child like me. My mother is the very pillar of my

My mother, Tshegofatso Grace Galetlole, is the
best mother a child could be blessed with. With the

C R E A T I V E

strength. I draw courage and love from her.

Feddy Bin Simba, Gr 12

heavens as my witness, I am thankful, even humbled
to be her child. Thank you, mum, for making me the

V O I C E

person that I am.
– Karabo Galetlole Gr12N

Khanyisile Khanye, Gr 9: Climate Change

Kgotsofalang Lebete Gr 11: IEB UJ Art Exhibition
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Maluasila Ruben, Gr9: Death is near

V O I C E
Emily Mkwayi, Gr 9: Cultural Self – Portrait
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Mosaic Portrait

V O I C E

Still life drawing

Luyanda Sibeko, Gr 10: Good vs evil

Mosaic Portrait
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Mawande Kokolo, Gr 11: Post-Impressionist painting

V O I C E
Lunga Maseko, Gr 12: The media
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D C S

From left: Mr S Ncanana, Mr F Shabalala, Mr A Radebe
and Mr M Ngubane

O F

Drivers

F A C E S

Front Row: Dr A Lima, Ms S Ramsurwaj, Mr S Moore, Mr F Sobreira, Ms D Rostovsky, Mr M Thiel,
Ms M Burger, Ms D Mackenzie, Ms J Wright, Ms A Beukes, Ms R Motha
2nd Row: Mr M Nkomo, Ms N Sithole, Ms I Barnsley, Mr B Nkomo, Mr F Musada, Mr B Mackenzie,
Mr E Ukpong, Ms A Maree, Ms N Selibe, Mr J Chimwanda, Ms H Marriott, Mr K Baatjies
3rd Row: Ms F Masuku, Ms L Fortmann, Ms T Lamb, Ms C Mtshali, Ms T Siala, Ms A McNulty, Ms A Pirie,
Mr D Bimray, Ms L Tonon, Mr M Burrell, Ms A Smit, Ms K Bechus
4th Row: Ms M Bouman, Ms M Roy, Ms S Steyn, Ms K Dama, Ms K Kholopane, Ms A Antunes,
Ms C Matjila, Ms L Kokolo, Ms T Olding, Ms V Magudulela, Ms R Chendip
Back Row: Ms C Ndhlovu, Mr J Steyl, Ms S Mokholo, Sr L Rampai, Ms C Sibiya, Sr B Maier Ms A Smith,
Ms Y Potgieter, Ms J Spellas, Ms S Buthelezi, Ms P van der Schyff, Mr V Vollgraaff, Mr S Rose-Reddiar,
Ms T Chanetsa, Mr T Masum, Mr W Ndlovu, Ms S Essop, Ms C Baskerville, Ms J Machogo, Ms D Thome
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Administrative Staff

From left to right: Mr D Whitaker, Mr P Horn, Ms H Marx, Ms J Sokhela, Ms T Ntshele, Ms N Tshangisa,
Ms E Sehlapelo, Ms H Ngubeni, Ms S Ngcongo, Ms S Moore, Ms G De Quintal, Ms Z Sikhakhane, Mr M Thiel and
Mr J Kampmann

F A C E S

Given our growth in enrolment and the departure of

Ms Sarah Sutherland will be leaving Dominican after

some staff members we also welcome new staff:

four years teaching Drama.

Primary School: Mr Darryl Bimray (Senior Primary) and

She has really worked hard in getting the subject

Mr Leluma Posholi (Primary School Religious Education

established and while we will miss her input in so many

Co-ordinator)

areas of school life, we wish her well in her new position
at King David School. Ms Kholu Kholopane will be

O F

High School: Mr Michael Burrell (English), Mrs Ingrid

joining Dominican from Assumption Convent next term

Barnsley (English), Mr Basil Mackenzie (History),

to teach Drama. We welcome her to the school.

Mrs Hassiena Marriott (HoD Life Science, Gr 11 Co-

D C S

ordinator), Ms Takalani Siala (FET Maths),

We are sadly saying goodbye to Mrs Veronica

Ms Michelle Roy (Gr 8 Co-ordinator, Life Orientation

Khalishwayo at the end of term, as she retires from the

and Languages), Ms Karen Dama (IT) and part-time,

pre-primary after 29 years of service to the school. Her

Mrs Winnie Motloatsi (Sesotho) and Ms Stacey

familiar figure caring for the youngest on campus will

Sirakis (Maths)

be missed and we thank her for a working lifetime of
service and good example to our children. You may be

GAP Students: Mr Ben Curley, Mr Ronnie Speakman

leaving work, Veronica, but you will always remain part

and Ms Tiffany Georgalides

of the Dominican family!

We bid a sad farewell to Mrs Susan Wessels (Gr 000

– Mr Mike Thiel
Headmaster

teacher), who leaves us for family reasons, and wish her
well for her future.
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MEET THE NEW STAFF
MR LELUMA POSHOLI (PRIMARY
RE CO-ORDINATOR)
Born and educated in Lesotho, Mr Posholi joined a
religious congregation, the Salesians of Don Bosco,
for 12 fruitful years, where he learned to interact with
and educate young people. This has always been his
passion and he is grateful to be at DCS. He describes
Dominican learners as a strange bunch indeed: “If you
ask for little, they give you nothing, but if you ask for
much, they give you everything. I teach Religion and
Life Orientation, but I also enjoy teaching Maths, Arts
and Sport.”

MR BASIL MACKENZIE (HIGH SCHOOL
HISTORY)
I was born in Pretoria, but have lived most of my life
in the Eastern Cape. I have taught in five different
provinces. My passion is History and History teaching,
although I have coached various sports as well, from
cricket to rugby. I have a passion for the outdoors and
have led many outdoor adventure groups in my time as
a teacher. My other interests include reading, fitness,
fishing and travelling.

identify talents within our school and expose them to
overseas scholarship opportunities. My philosophy of
life is that “all is not lost in failing, but rather insight is
gained into life”.

MR DARRYL BIMRAY (SENIOR PRIMARY)
I have been in teaching since 1988, specialising in
primary school mathematics. I am also involved in
cricket development as a coach and an umpire. The
highlight of my teaching career was when I worked as a
tutor in Morocco.

MS KARYN DAMA (COMPUTERS &
GEOGRAPHY)
Although my university studies were focused on
a career in education I found that my passion
for computers led me to a career in Information
Technology. For the past 10 years, I have enjoyed
working as a computer programmer in the private
sector. I was extremely fortunate to have attended
a school that started computer studies at a primary
school level and it gave me an opportunity that made
a difference to my studies and to my career. I decided
to become a teacher because I would like to use my

MRS INGRID BARNSLEY (HIGH SCHOOL
ENGLISH)
I have been a High School English teacher for more
than 23 years. I am passionate about writing, poetry
promoted so zealously at DCS. I admire the way that
lots of enthusiasm. I believe that people should take
care of their bodies, minds and souls by exercising
physically, mentally and spiritually. For this reason, I
respect the attitude of “lifelong learning”; I promote
physical fitness and recently qualified as a fitness
instructor, and I enjoy practising and teaching yoga and

Named after her maternal grandmother, Ms Fourie
shares a birthday with her paternal grandmother. This
26-year-old English intervention teacher hails from
Nelspruit, studied Language and Ancient Cultures
in Stellenbosch, then lived in London for two years.
She loves reading, sewing and dressing up! Favourite
quote: “It’s been swell, but the swelling’s gone down.”

meditation. My current favourite saying is: “Everything

MS LAUREN TONON (INTERN)

is going to be alright in the end... so, if it’s not alright,

I am an intern who comes to DCS from the United

it’s not the end!” My favourite dance is the Argentine

States. I have recently graduated from the University

tango. I am very pleased to be at DCS.

of Notre Dame with a Bachelor’s Degree in Peace
Studies and Romance Languages, specifically Spanish

MR ELVIS UKPONG (SPORTS COACH)

and Italian. I will spend 15 months at Dominican as an

Elvis is my name and basketball is my game. I was born
in Nigeria and am a keen representative of “Basketball
without Borders - Africa”. I am passionate about youth
and skills development, role modelling and channelling
positive energy.

English teacher and tutor as well as conduct an English
class for parents of some of our refugee children at
the Kgosi Neighbourhood Foundation. I live in North
Carolina, USA and enjoy spending time with my family.
I am a sports fan as well and am excited to help coach
the girls’ basketball teams this spring! After returning to

My vision for DCS is to utilise sport as a medium to
promote a positive and active lifestyle. I also aim to

the United States, I plan to attend law school to study
immigration and refugee law.
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most children here seem to have good manners and

MS PERUDA FOURIE (HIGH SCHOOL INTERN)

O F

and film. I am delighted to see that reading is

that may one day make a difference in their lives.
– “Ability is of little account without
opportunity.” (Napoleon)

F A C E S

strengths and skills to help learners find opportunities
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MEET THE GAP STUDENTS FROM

I was staggered by the friendliness of the South African

NOTRE DAME UNIVERSITY IN THE USA

nation. This is especially evident at DCS where you are

“Ngiyabonga to all the Dominican family for welcoming
us into this extraordinary community. It’s a privilege to
have the chance to share this winter with you.
I work as a researcher and case worker with the Kgosi
Neighbourhood Foundation, as well as being a
member of the boarding house staff. The latter set of
responsibilities always keeps things entertaining, since
you never know what to expect when you come home.
I’m so grateful for the hospitality you have extended to
each of us, not only by opening up your doors, but also
by sharing your stories and your hopes for what a true
Rainbow Nation can give to the world.”
– Patrick McCormick
“When I first arrived at Dominican, I was overwhelmed
by the hospitality. Everyone I have met has been so
welcoming and friendly. I am enjoying living with
and getting to know all the girls in the Believe It
dormitory and supervising the senior primary students

not safe from a greeting anywhere!
I have made friends for life in this wonderful country
and will be sure to return sooner rather than later. I
hope that my stay here has been productive and I
managed to give something new to the school. I want
to thank all the staff particularly the boarding staff,
Mr Baatjies, Mr Vollgraaff, Mr Nkomo, Mr Moore and
Mrs Kokolo for making me feel welcome and putting
up with me even on my more annoying days! I will miss
all of the DCS family and am sad to be leaving. Please
feel free to add me on Facebook to stay in touch.
I look forward to seeing some familiar faces this
September when the new Branson Scholars arrive in
England and urge future DCS students to apply for this
great opportunity. I wish all learners luck for the rest of
the school year and thank all the staff for their kindness
and support. – Ronnie Speakman

MR POSHOLI TIES THE KNOT

F A C E S

during study. Thank you to all the students, faculty,

“I was humbled by the support the school showed.

and staff who have made my time at Dominican thus

I have a feeling that marriage is going to be a good,

far so enjoyable! I am excited to continue learning

good time of my life. I am happy to have somebody to

and sharing with the Dominican community over the

support me. Thanks for your prayers and support.”

upcoming weeks.” – Katelyn Lentz

STAFF IN TRAINING

O F
D C S

“The warmth of the staff and students at Dominican has

Dominican staff regularly have the opportunity to

helped fight the winter chill, and I’m immensely grateful

attend workshops and conferences to enhance their

for their hospitality. On a daily basis we are working at

qualifications and to inspire them in new areas. Often,

the boarding houses, providing intervention sessions in

early childhood development is forgotten in this

preparation for exams, and doing research at the Kgosi

regard, but it is the stage where children experience

Neighbourhood Foundation. The most inspiring and

life more holistically than any other age group (socially,

enlightening part of our stay, however, has been talking

emotionally and physically). Two of our pre-primary

to staff and students about their passion for education,

staff members, Connie Ndlovu and Connie Lepaaku,

visions for the country, and dreams for the future. Thank

attended holiday skills workshops to enhance the way

you for allowing me to live in your community and to

they deal with the toddlers in their care. Much was

learn from your lives. I look forward to the rest of my

learned about classroom environment, safety, hygiene

stay.” – Graham Thomas

and milestones, and appropriate educational activities.
Both have returned enthusiastic and we are reminded

JOURNEY WITH RONNIE

that lifelong learning enriches and empowers teachers

My stay at DCS has been one of the best times of my

and strengthens our vision of being a school that

life. I enjoyed the company of teachers and students

continually strives for excellence.

alike. I have found the students of DCS to be clever,
witty and willing to learn. I particularly enjoyed

Coach Elvis Upkong also used his holiday to attend a

coaching rugby. The boys have gone through a huge

football coaching course hosted by Discovery Health

transformation over the past six months and I feel a

as part of the World Coaches Programme of the Royal

great deal of pride for playing a small part in that and

Netherlands Football Association. Ruud Krol, former

wish each and every one of the boys good luck in their

head coach of Orlando Pirates FC, was one of the

future careers.

instructors, and Dominican’s primary school will now
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participate in the Discovery Vitality football league.
He also spent time at the Basketball Without Borders
Camp organised by the NBA in partnership with Fiba
and Basketball South Africa, where NBA legends
inducted young boys and girls from across Africa into
fundamental basketball skills. Mrs Chendip attended
and found that she was just a little shorter than these
legendary basketballers! We also congratulate Coach
Elvis on his success in the Swimming South Africa Learn
to Swim theory exams.

RIP THEMBI NTSHELE
It is with deep sadness that we announce that
Dominican School has lost a staff member. Ms Thembi
Ntshele worked in the Tuckshop since April 2010 and
died in mid-November after a short illness. The school
remembered Thembi’s life in a memorial Mass attended
by her family, and we assured them of the prayers
of the entire Dominican community for them and
the repose of the soul of their daughter, mother and
grandmother. May her soul rest in peace.

F A C E S
O F
D C S
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PRE-PRIMARY

CRECHÉ

Jean- Pierre Blignaut

Yanga Ddumba

Katlego Ezeife

Brandon Mtshali

Paballo Gwadu

Otloteng Kanyane

Oratile Mokgoasi

Takudzwa
Ndabanengi

Penuel Ndlovu

Luthando Nduna

Lesego Nxumalo

Henrique Otou

Yolanda Kubheka

Harel Lwambwa

Ntando Maboee

Andile Majola

Leila Marriott

Grace Ngwenya

Nobiko Nhlangothi

Thato Sesing

Katlego Xakaza

GRADE
000

Buhle Sangweni

L E T T E R S
F R O M

Nikiwe Mhlayivana

Olorato Mncube

NOT PICTURED:
CRECHÉ
Sinethemba Radebe
Mpova Vuvu

L E A D E R S

Chilombo Kiangutuka
Awande Mahlobo
Amohelang Mokholo
Grade 000
Devante Appanah
Mandisa Khumalo
Mikhile Govender
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PRE-PRIMARY
GRADE
00

Keratilwe Makoko

Rutendo Amoda

Nokuthula Dlamini

Vincent Kibue

Khanya Kobeli

Thandixolo Konyana

Motlatsi Mabeta

Thando Mahlambi

Keabetswe Mahoro

Tshegofatso Malope

Reatlehile Mathinya

Langalibalele Mbele

Akhona Mchunu

Lungelo Mokushane

Keabetsoe Mpele

Angela Mwangi

Nocinga Ndlovu

NOT PICTURED:
Grade 00
Mujinga Kianguituka
Tsiko Nemungadi
Prince Nyuswa
Danny Pillay
Joas Salumu

F A C E S

Neo Fosa
Nosipho Msibi
Kutloano Sehlapelo

Khutso Tshelane

Zinhle Zuze

O F
D C S
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GRADE 0
GRADE
OM

Nompumelelo Dladla

Mthandazo Jabetla

Andile Magudulela

Wandile Majola

Misho Mashigo

Gomolemo Matseba

Thandolwethu
Mavuso

Ntando Mazibuko

Amogelang
Morobane

Bonolo Moroe

Atlehang Mosola

Thapelo Ndou

Luvuno Nhlapo

Keenan Otou

Nokukhanya Radebe

Nomthimkhulu
Sipambo

Tegan Adams

Nkosinathi Bikienga

Ngcebo Dhladhla

Unathi Dubazana

Musa Mofokeng

GRADE
OS

F A C E S

Lehakoe Thipe

Jama Tseisi

Bernadine Zwane

Luyanda Gasa

Cynthia Gwanyanya

Banthatile Maake

Oratile Mabula

Sisanda Mahani

Lwazi Makhaya

Kgotso Mashigo

Banele Matabire

Kelebogile
Matseoane

Lulama Mketshane

Rapelang Molubi

Relebogile Mxakato

Sandile Nkosi

Abongile Pheko

Ronewa Ratshinanga

Palesa Selibe

Prudence Silinda

Owethu Tshabalala

O F

Owethu Thamane

D C S
NOT PICTURED:
Grade OM
Kibaki Kiangutuka
Hangwani Mokoena
Ketsia Salumu
Grade OS
Russell Chikolo
Unathi Dubazana
Ofentse Tshishonga
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GRADE 1
GRADE
1M

Keabetswe Balala

Ntokozo Mahlambi

Tondani Pudumo

Makhosi Dlamini

Bokang Khuele

Joshua Kitenge

Jabulani Lebewane

Jeena Marriott

Oratilwe Masilo

Mpilwenhle
Mngomezulu

Nyakallo Mosia

Gladys Moyo

Ntimulo Mukhari

Thato Serepo

Katleho Shongwe

Asanda Sisulu

Nyeleti Sithole

Onthatile Tau

Tinyiko Mabaso

Mbalenhle Nhlapo

Unathi Tshuma

F A C E S

Chukwu-Ka
Odezugo

Sihle Malambe

Siyanda Buthelezi

Garon Beukes

NOT PICTURED:

O F

Grade 1M
Ntsako Boyi
Andiswa Dhladhla

D C S

Amogelang Sediela
Gomolemo Sephodi
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GRADE 1
GRADE
1S

F A C E S

Banele Bhengu

Ngoko Djofang

Keikanetswe Ezeife

Antonelli Ferreira

Hilary Gallon

Liam Johnstone

Owethu Mahlobo

Asandiswa Majola

Sibusiso Makome

Uzezi Mashaila

Buhle Mkhangwana

Mbali Mkhonza

Oratile Mosinki

Zenzo Msimanga

Kholwani Mthunywa

Nelly Mukodzeri

Nsika Ngubane

Shaun Ngwenya

Khothatso Nyandeni

Kgotso Qwaka

Bokang Rathebe

Karabo Sefotha

Karabo Sovia

Malebo Van Ross

NOT PICTURED:

O F

Grade 1S
Albertina Jose
Asma Siby

D C S
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GRADE 2
GRADE
2B

Branford Derbyshire

Tshegofatso
Malapane

Lehlohonolo
Maribana Khoza

Lwandile Mavi

Lerato Sentsomedi

Kutloano Taule

Tshepiso Tshabalala

Simnikiwe Dhlamini

Boniswa Mhlayivana

Sogwa Djofang

Meron Getahune

Omolemo Mogase

Inolofatseng Moropa

Letlotlo Hlabana

Linda Ndelani

Naomi Kazembe

Matete Phetla

Zakhele Madlala

Jemima Ruben

F A C E S

Mouna Abdul

O F
D C S
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GRADE 2
GRADE
2M

Lebohang Makgatho

Shaquil Abdul

Kudzai Coutries

Bathandwa

Kudakwashe

Manyamalala

Matabire

Sibusiso Gumede

Kamogelo Mathews

NOT PICTURED:
Grade 2M
Oananetsoe Kholopane
Kelechukwu Okpara
Hlengiwe Plaatjies

F A C E S

Simphiwe Radebe

Bradley Sithole

O F
D C S
Dominican
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Carla Kalonda

Nokuthula Mbatha

Princess Kante

Bontle Modisenyane

Lethabo Legwale

Tsholofelo Mokgoasi

Jennifer Lioul

Ntsika Nkosi

Tumelo Mabeta

109

GRADE 3
GRADE
3C

Kamohelo

Thatenda Dlali

Thato Duiker

Morena Mdalana

Sithembiso
Mkhwanazi

Mashiloane

Thandiwe Kadzuwa

Lesego Mogale

Benedicte Kalonda

Katleho Koenane

Tumelo Mokholo

Kgosiemang Mosinki

Chelsea-Rose
Mackenzie

Nkanyezi Maclare

Muzuyanda Maseko

Zamamvulane
Motha

Thabang Mphahlele

Alexander Mphiphira

GRADE
3S

Michael Chanetsa

Andile Dube

Kganyisa Nameng

Nompumelelo
Ngutshana

Khahliso Ntoi

Olwethu Pheko

Kutlwano Shai

Asante Zwane

Neo Kgosana

Jeffrey Kimani

Owethu Luthuli

Khanyisa Maebela

O F

Sibulelekonke
Mxesibe

F A C E S

Sibongiseni
Mthembu

D C S

Wandile Dube

Hans Itefela

Ella Marriott

Bonga Mchunu

Uze Mgobozi

Malaika Mkhize

Melisiziwe Nkosi

Malik Nodangala

Noluvuyo Radebe

Thando Sangweni

Kgosietsile Mosinki

Mpho Mthembu

Mapalo Mwale

Dominican
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GRADE 4
GRADE
4B

Luis Dos Santos

Helen Getahune

Zinhle Geluk

Theresa Kante

Keorapetse Kanyane

Boitumelo
Khoanyane

Thuto Koenane

Reabetsoe
Machepha

GRADE
4D

F A C E S

Nwabisa Moyo

Ian Mphiphira

Nicky Ntilikwendera

Boikanyo Rankapole

Bontle Same

Daluxolo Sithebe

Zamokuhle
Thabethe

Ntokozo Tshabalala

Sibusiso Dlamini

Nokwanda Dube

Ulemu Kadzuwa

Joseph Kazembe

Thendo Liphosa

Olebogwe Matlala

Kananelo Mokone

Junior Moyo

NOT PICTURED:

O F

Grade 4B
Boipelo Dladla
Grade 4D
Raleabekwa Makhitha

D C S

Kamogelo Tlake

Motheo Msimanga

Luyanda Mtembu

Dominican
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Mpho Nethavhani

Ronald Ngwenya

Buhle Skosana

Thembelihle Moyo
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GRADE 5
GRADE
5M

Savannah Campbell

Mbasa Dlilanga

Cristiana Fita

Emmanuel Getahune Sarah Kazembe

Lehlohonolo
Makhoadi

Karabo Malatjie

Kamohelo Malefane

Michaela Alexander

Ntoyami Bopela

Neo Dinku

Kgomotso Mpele

Papa Mthembu

Efolopa Nkobo

GRADE
5S

Simphiwe Shabalala

Ofentse Somo

Princess Tshidino

Botshelo Ezeife

Bonginkosi Galela

Ilunga Kalala

Londiwe Kunene

Lesedi Maqhiza

Akani Novela

Omolemo
Ramonotse

Nkosinathi Maseko

O F

Siphesihle Ngobese

F A C E S

Maphutha Mothapo

D C S
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GRADE 6
GRADE
6P

Likele Bazeba

Tshegofatso Matseba

Ntulikazi Meela

Kudzanai Chopamba

Mpho Moabi

Nonhlanhla Dlamini

Boipelo Duiker

Bulela Komani

Khulekani
Magudulela

Mpho Manalo

Lerato Masuku

Lindokuhle Mosoetsi

Thabo Mthembu

Noluthando Nhlapo

Tshepo Nyanda

Imani Nyezi

Khumo Peete

Siphesihle
Cebekhulu

Zizo Chuma

Zinhle Dlamini

Refilwe-Ngwanyana
Mosebi

Juste Moukoko

Khanya-Khaya Moyo

GRADE
6R

F A C E S

Refilwe Sithole

Neo Taule

Sipho Twala

Sibonginkosi Zuze

Sara Kalonda

Nonhlanhla Maclare

Zinhle Makane

Thabang Marumo

Neo Mayeza

Nkululeko Mtshemla

Siyabonga Ndaba

O F

Cheraldine Peters

D C S
Luanne Ndlovu

NOT PICTURED:
Grade 6R
Keitumetse Mbilini
Lindelwe Sithole
Tatiana Zage
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Cathrine Sekonopo

Nkosinathi Mosebi

Keketso Serero

Siph’esihle Sibeko

Masana Sithole

113

GRADE 7
GRADE
7B

Sibusisiwe Amoda

Phumzile Caluza

Nicolle Charuma

Nadine Draper

Nobuhle Hlomuka

Aimedo Lokota

Khanyisile Malope

Lethabo Mashoeng

Musaru Chirwa

Sinaye Komani

GRADE
7C

Sanele Mngomezulu

Santa Pinheiro

Nhlanhla Radebe

Samuel Ramothibe

Kekeletso Skosana

Pulane Maake

Rhulane Mahane

Buhle Mahlangu

Lunga Mdakane

Sithembiso Mokuwa Khethiwe Ndaba

Sphindile Nkosi

Unathi Nyhila

Ntokozo Rabolele

NOT PICTURED:

O F

Grade 7B

F A C E S

Sphiwe Mkhonza

Pedro Simoes
Grade 7C
Somila Kima

D C S

Kagiso Semete

Anele Sidaki
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GRADE 8
GRADE
8B

Jeffry Bin Simba

Reitumetse
Mazibuko

Tyron Dean

Kamohelo Kekana

Ntsebeng Khaka

Reabetswe Leboele

Mbali Mahlangu

Thembisile
Malawana

Thato Matlatse

Sibusiso Qubeka

Sibusiso Skosana

Buhle Siswana

Naledi Mosoetsi

Naledi Motimele

Mosa Motlhose

Karabo Ntuane

Lesedi Powe

Nyikiwe Chauke

Hepifinio Duarte

Karabo Dube

Naledi Lebogo

Simphiwe Mahlangu Nonjabulo Makhaya

Kgatlego Merafe

Naledi Mokhele

Lwandile Moyo

Palesa Mseleku

Michael Ngobeni

Itumeleng Nxumalo

Dimpho Rakoma

Chene Stevens

Tseleng Tshabalala

Luis Antonio

Goitseone Chomane

Joseph Gasura

Christopher Kubheka Caylin Linderboom

Kamogelo Makhene

Gugu Mamabolo

Siphesihle Mashinini

Tshepo Moorhead

Ntuthuko Mpaku

Kuhlekwethu
Ngwenya

Bathandwa Nkosi

Khomotso Sebake

GRADE
8C

F A C E S
O F
D C S
Dany Nzouzi

Mbali Skosana

GRADE
8F

Bongumusa Mbatha

Nombuyiselo
Mbatha

Dominican
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GRADE 8
GRADE
8M

Thato Sebogodi

Albert Soko

Lungile Tshabalala

Nkosinathi
Mndebele

Kamohelo Moleko

Vuyo Mpaku

Smanga Mthethwa

Mokhachane Baholo

Yeshni Govender

Mbali Gumede

Lindokuhle Majija

Mnikazi Mampuru

Nomthandazo
Nhlapo

Qhawe Polo

Tracey-Anne
Ramasike

Mpho Seabi

Katleho Selwadi

GRADE
8T

Kutlwano Sithole

Nokuthula Thabethe

Ntombezinhle

Samuel Adams

Bongiwe Buthelezi

Sphesihle Khanye

Khulile Khanyile

Michelle Nagel

Sibongile Ndlovu

Siyabonga Ngwenya

Moabi Phiri

Thwala

F A C E S

Fanelesibonge Sibiya

O F
D C S

Zaziwe Konyana

Wendy Makhubele

Mpinane Mohale

Vuyiswa Sisulu

Alicia Zulu

Ntokozo Zwane

Matheadira Molomo

Mahlako Mothapo

NOT PICTURED:
Grade 8B
Mkhanyisele Sokutu
Grade 8T
Karabo Moloi
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GRADE 9
GRADE
9B

Bridget Awa

Zain Mia

Kefilwe Mkonza

Ruby Chimalizeni

Kamogelo Mosadi

Reginah Daniels

Bulole Ekangyela

Helder Freitas

Tebogo Maake

Khanya Majozi

Siyabonga
Matsoetlane

Mwisa MulaishoMothae

Thobeka Ngcongo

Bandile Nhlapo

Nothando
Nkwanyana

Yongama Nqiwa

Inocencia Pedro

Kabongo Bin Simba

Lindokuhle Dlamini

Clarencia Guduza

GRADE
9E

F A C E S

Thabitha Seabi

Refiloe Sesing

Thandiwe Sithole

Monwabisi Tshayinca

Khanyisile Khanye

Wandile Khumalo

Baanetse Madiba

Tebogo Makwala

Lindokuhle Mbatha

Ayabulela Mkaza

Katleho Mokoatle

Lesego Mosikare

Thabile Msibi

Zanthia Muller

Linda Ngele

Sibusiso Nhlapo

Andile Peete

Neo Sebotsa

Fikile Shekeshe

Divine - Christine
Ssebunnya

Tokologo Tefu

Basetsana Tshoma

O F

Maluasila Ruben

D C S
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GRADE 9
GRADE
9F

Sihle Tsoaela

Tshepo Mokoena

Thato Mosoetsi

Ayanda Africa

Elizabete Casimiro

Mandisa Dlamini

Robert Gwanyanya

Seungmin Lee

Nomahlubi Madikiza

Emily Mkwayi

Neo Mphelane

Njabulo Ndaba

Gugu Ngubeni

Evans Nkomo

Nomakwezi
Nomvete

Thabile Ntshingila

Zoliswa Phetshana

Tiago Almeida

Nozibusiso Dlamini

Ntsako Hlebela

Otsile Kanyane

Charlie Mbula Nkuna

Sechaba Moeti

Tiisetso Moleo

Diana Moyo

Andre Msimango

Justin Prim

Katlego Sebona

Katleho Thamae

GRADE
9R

Sabelo Thusi

Tshegofatso Lekabe

Bandile Madolo

Jonatao Maninguane Tshepo Mashigo

Nokuthoba Ndebele

Lindokuhle Ngubeni

Ntando Nkosi

O F

Lungelo Shelembe

F A C E S

Tsaone Tsipane

Michelle Pires

D C S

Deovany Pedro

NOT PICTURED:
Grade 95
Rebecca Mwale
Grade 9R
Lesedi Mofolo
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GRADE 9
GRADE
9S

Vivienne Alexander

Tshepo Mdluli

Keamogetseboikarabelo Mogase

Dino Coetzee

Pontsho Morapeli

Sindile Dube

Molemo Huma

Nombulelo Jonga

Emmaculate
Lembede

Oratile Magogodi

Katleho Matlatse

Dominic Muembo

Lulama Ngaleka

Sanele Ngwenya

Njabulo Nkhasi

Thabo Nkwana

Thabiso Nodangala

NOT PICTURED:
Grade 9S
Lucia Qunitas

F A C E S

Seipati Sehlapelo

Moipone Thebe

Neo Thinane

O F
D C S
Dominican
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GRADE 10
GRADE
10A

Jean-Jacques
Badianyama

Keleabetswe
Mmotlana

Kamogelo Molatlhoe

Oginar Da Silva

Bahle Dlamini

Nomzingisi
Gcasamba

Gugulethu Khanye

Lindiwe Malinga

Sharon Masuku

Sakhile Maziya

Jolene Ndhlovu

Kenny Nigere

Nonhlanhla Nyathi

Dwayne Otou

Itumeleng Ramathe

Thapelo Segole

Talent Sibanda

Sibongile Buthelezi

Mbali Dlamini

Zinhle Gebuza

Karabo Mabe

Babazeba Mbimala

Michelle Mncube

GRADE
10C

Alione Kotela

F A C E S

Khethukuthula
Vilakazi

O F

Mbalenhle Ndlovu

Asanda Nene

Emelina Nizere

Mandithembe
Ntlabati

Celeste Dhlomo

Phumzile Dlamini

Bahle Gushman

Nomonde Majola

Phyllis Mushothi

Bongiwe Ngele

Mpho Ntshong

Refiloe Phele

Kgomotjo
Ramokgopa

Masego Selebogo

Luyanda Sibeko

Bonolo
Tlhotlhalemaje

Lebo Mamabolo

Katleho Matee

Ntokozo Mhlanga

Mpoetsi Mohale

Naledi Raphesu

Refilwe Senyarelo

Dominican
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D C S

GRADE
10M
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GRADE 10
GRADE
10S

Tebogo Tsagae

Bongani Zwane

Goodness Mandlati

Forgiveness
Mathebula

Nothabo Mkhize

Tafadzwa Chiuta

Lehlohonolo
Dichabe

Andile Dube

Lebogang Isaac

Kamohelo Madiba

Dineo Makhasane

Ntokozo
Mngomezulu

Motlokwa Mojapelo

Dimpho Motloung

Nirvana
Nokwe-Mseleku

Tebogo Nyezi

Jean Prim

Edmund Dladla

Keitumetse Dyini

Benita Maduche

Khumoetsile
Mokhethi

Celiwe Mtshali

Bonga Nazo

GRADE
10T

F A C E S

Filipe Seabra

Tshepo Seroto

Miriam Ssebunnya

Katlego Tshabalala

Sipho Makhura

Kholofelo Malesoena

Malehlonolo Malope

Khanyisa Masilela

Neo Mawasha

O F

Christopher Ryan

D C S
Setshaba Mkuchane

NOT PICTURED:
Grade 10
Lydia Madumo (Stowe)
Mbuso Dhlamini (Stowe)
Cameron Rajah (Stowe)
Whitney Tabetla (Stowe)
Nombuso Madela (Stowe)
Ithereng Morulane
Rebecca Christensen
Lwazi Nhlapo

Neliswa Nyhila

Onkhopotse Tladi

Basetsana Tsotetsi

Tshepiso Kabai
Xabiso Kima
Geoffrey Chimalizeni
Mzwandile Ndebele
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GRADE 11
GRADE
11D

Carlos Belchior

Zukiswa Mbasa

Lesego Mhlayivana

Ayanda Dlamini

Bonolo Molefe

Ntombifuthi Dube

Nonhle Ndaba

Rabareng
Khoroeadira

Mongezi Mackade

Lerato Maja

Palesa Malinga

Mandla Maseko

Newton Nigere

Andiswa Nyathi

Mlungisi Radebe

Molebogeng Rantao

Mmamatshwane
Sefoka

Assumani Bin Simba

Bridgette Dlamini

Lizo Fikeni

Vusi Hlophe

Neo Koenane

Relebohile Mohale

Mohale Moloi

Lungelo Mphahlele

Mphumeleli Ndlovu

Chantal Niyonzima

Bontle Serai

Nonkululeko Vukeya

GRADE
11K

Grace Thabethe

Lindeni Lebea

Phumzile Madiba

Zanele Maseko

Tshireletso Mentor

Ruvimbo Nyoni

Aznaide Pedro

Mpho Radebe

Olebogeng Rapesiwa Kgololosego Segapo

O F

Vuyokazi Shoapha

F A C E S

Mokgatle Sennelo

D C S
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GRADE 11
GRADE
11N

Mahlodi
Makgamatha

Vuyelwa Buque

Ntombizethu
Dlamini

Genesis Manney

Kamogelo
Modisakeng

Mlungisi Gumede

Mawande Kokolo

Mokgadi Lebea

Monde Ndlumbini

Katleho Noto

Deborah Nzolantima Kabelo Phalatse

Zamantungwa
Dhlamini

Thembisile Dlamini

Palesa Mathabathe

Oageng Mokhele

Lerato Letowane

Portia Letsela

Zanokuhle Radebe

Tsakane Sambo

Aashiq Hansrajh

Bongani
Khambule

Kgaugelo Konopi

Kamohelo Mokoatle

Malerato Mosia

Argentina Muianga

Kgosimang Lekabe

GRADE
11S

F A C E S

Theano Shubane

Thato Zwane

Kgotsofalang Lebeta

Nkamogeleng Letsie

Sandile Malawana

O F

Lebogang Sekese

D C S
Jabulane Marishane

NOT PICTURED:
Grade 11S
Sharon Neves
Lorraine Ramothibe

Lindelwa Nxumalo

Lombo Nzolantima
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GRADE 12
GRADE
12A

Marheb Badianyama

Bhekizenzo Khanye

Boitumelo Lefike

Faray Bin Simba

Kelebogile Maimela

Gemma Bowes

Noxolo Dlamini

Candice Dube

Magauta Dube

Thembokuhle
Masondo

Xolo Mdlalose

Lethabo Montjane

Matshidiso Nhlapo

Lerato Flak

Kelly-Ann Johnston

Mbali Nkosi

Jean-Pierre Petersen

Brian Charlie

Cwebile Kumalo

Mbali Ngcobo

Palesa Pelesana

GRADE
12B

Mafa Ramolefe

Remofiloe Sebobe

Nothando Thai

Mbali Zwane

Amanda Manyika

Pabalelo Mashilo

Itumeleng Mdalana

Zinzi Modige

Kgothatso Moleko

Tshepo Mothosola

O F

Oageng Rammutle

F A C E S

Bongani Radebe

D C S

Malefetsane Mpitso

NOT PICTURED:
Grade 12B
Nokuthula Gcwabaza
Lesego Modibedi

Ziphozakhe Same

Kabelo Taule

Mirriam Vilankulu
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GRADE 12
GRADE
12F

Myriam Badianyama

Duane Bouman

Ponciana Fita

Carl Khumalo

Zandi Manini

Bongani Masango

Mbali Mjwara

Tlotlego Molefe

GRADE
12N

Sakhiwosombuso
Radebe

F A C E S

Meschac Moukoko

Bambanani Ndlovu

Thabani Ngubeni

Vusumzi Nyila

Karabo Galetlole

Dania Manuel

Lunga Maseko

Reabetswe Mazibuko Reabetswe Moagi

Naledi Selibe

Zazi Thango

Ntembeko Xabanisa

Khamuka Moloi

Sanele Morgan

Guilhermine
Mulungu

NOT PICTURED:
Grade 12N

O F

Zakhele Kwekwana

D C S
Makhensa Nkuna

Joslin Patrick

Dominican
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Deolinda Simango

Dimpho Vilankulu

Florence
Ndzandzeka

